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PREFACE 

This thesis is primarily concerned with investigations of 

ionizing radiation in the atmosphere using balloon borne instruments. 

A, programme of cosmic iay flights from Hobart was begun in 

1959 under the direction of Dr.A.G.Fenton of the University Physics 

Department. I participated in the design, development, construction 

and successful flight of single geiger counter balloon sondes in partial 

fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science 

with honours which I received in 1960. 

The balloon programme was continued during 1960 and I undertook 

the design and construction of a Solar Flare warning system utilizing 

a V.H.F. solar radiometer. This instrument was operated from the end 

of 1960 until early 1962 and provided early warnings of cosmic ray flare 

effects on a number of occur:ions and facilitated the recording of events 

during disturbed periods by both balloon borne and ground based cosmic 

ray monitors. 

During 1961 I began an analysis of problems associated with 

radio—telemetry. In addition, the design and development of a balloon 

borne inclined cosmic ray telescope was carried out as a result of 

theoretical investigations suggested by Dr.K.B.Fenton. It was proposed 

that constant altitude flights launched from Hobart, geomagnetic latitude 

52°S, of inclined geiger telescopes would, by virtue of the azimuthal 

dependence of cosmic ray threshold rigidities, provide information 

regarding the primary differential rigidity spectrum in a region of 



I. 

rigidity 0, 2(W) not easily accessible to measurement. Owing to economic 

and technical difficulties, successful constant altitude balloon flights 

were not achieved at Hobart until mid 1962. First flights of the 

telescope equipment were therefore rade at Nildura on the Australian 

mainland with the polyethylene balloons launched for air sampling purposes 

by the Department of Supply under the U.S.A.E.C., *Project Hibal*  

programme. As a result of damage to the recording equipment upon 

impact, these initial flights did not recommence until early 1963 when a 

successful series of flights was undertaken. I was responsible for the 

incorporation, by Mr.R.Francey„ of a Cerenkov counter in the flight 

equipment. Following development of the level flight technique by Dr. 

K.H.Fenton, telescope flights were also launched from Hobart during 1962 

and 1963. 

I also participated in a series of balloon flights undertaken 

by the Hobart Cosmic Ray Group in the letter part of 1962 uith the object 

of detecting effects due to high altitude nuclear detonations. A single 

counter balloon sonde, successfully flown on July 9th 1962, gave evidence 

of a time delayed radiation enhancement following the nuclear explosion, 

Starfish Prime, over Johnston Island. An analysis of this event and of 

magnetic and ionospheric measurements following the nuclear explosion was 

also made. 

The execution of the experimental programme was dependent upon 

the cooperation of a number of individuals both within and without the 

Physics Department. 

I an indebted to the Department of Supply for permission to 



fly equipment at Mildura and in particular to Mr,E.Curvood,Project Leader 

at the Mildura Balloon Launching Station. 

I wish to thank Dr.D.Parkinson of the Bureau of Mineral 

Resources for permission to make use of the Hobart magnetograph record. 

I also thank Mr.C.Bisdee for his cooperation in providing these records 

and in generously making his observatory available for telemetry purposes. 

The assistance of Mr.H.Dwyer. 	in the construction of electronic 

equipment, Mr.M.Mason who constructed the geiger counters, and Mr.R. 

Froincey who constructed the Cerenkav counter is gratefully acknowledged. 

Invaluable help in computation was provided by Mrs.P.Bashford. 

I wish to thank members of the Hobart Cosmic Ray Group for 

invaluable help and advice. In particular I am grateful to Dr.A.G. 

Fenton, the leader of the group, for his continued interest and to Dr. 

K.B.Fenton who supervised the work reported in this thesis. I also 

express my gratitude to Professor G.R.Ellis, Dr.K.G.MeCracken, and Mr. 

R.M.Jacklyn for their encouragement during the course of the work. 
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MINERAL INTRODUCTION  

qe shall coutline in this chapter the generrl features of the 

cosmic ray phenomena relevant to the experimental investigations to 

be described. Emphasis will therefore be placed on the character-

istics of cosmic radiation at balloon altitudes as determined by 

ionizing particle detectors. In n later chapter seprrrte eascuss-

ion of the ionizing effects associated with nuclear detonationa in 

the upper atiosphere will be found. 

Tir; 7::YE or COS-IC RAYS THROUGH TH7 LT-o3wav,  

The cosmic radiation observed within the atmosphere may be s'enet-

icnlly classified into a primary and secondary component. The 

primary p-rticle flux is known to consist of protons l c-particles nnd 

hef.vier nuclei in the approximate proportion Er,: 13: i. 

These primary particles interact with nuclei of the atmosphere, 

and the products of the interactions, together with their proEeny, 

constitute the secondary cosmic rays. They include photons, leptons, 

mesons, hyperons, nucleons rnd stripped nuclei. 

The dependence of the composition and intensity of cosmic rrys 

upon atmospheric depth is therefore determined by the properties of 

primary particles and by the various processes th-t occur. 

The following three processes, 

(a) The Nucleon Cascade 

(b) bson Decay 

(c) The Electromagnetic C-,scade 

account for the main features of the diffusion of cosmic rays through 

1. 



the terrestrial atmosphere. 

In general terms, a cascade of nucleons and mesons, initiated by 

primary particle collisions with oxygen and nitrogen nuclei extends 

deep into the atmosphere. 	The neutral pi-mesons decay into photons 

which, by alternate pair production and bremsstrahlung generate the 

electromagnetic cascade of electrons and photons. 

The principal contribution to the sea level intensity is 71'de by 

rnn-mesons fron the decay of charged ni-mesonc. iocket -nd balloon 

flizhts of charged particle detectors have established the following 

features of the depth-dependence of the omnidirectional cosmic ray 

intensity at medium latitude. 

(1) The intensity is independent of depth at depths less than 

1 gm/cm2 and it altitudes smrll compared with the radius of the 

earth. . 

(2) The intensity initially increases with atmospheric denth as the 

primary particle energy is shared among secondaries. 

(3) Deeper in the atmosphere the intensity (principally of electrons) 

rises to r maximum, the FFOTZE1 LXL1U ,  at depths of the order 

of 112  gm/cm2  and theeefter declines approximately exponentially 

with incronsing depth. 

(4) The sea level intensity is typically 1/51 of the intensity at 

the maximum, 1/25 of that at a depth of 
2 

cm . 

The exponential decline of the omnidirectionnl cosnic-rry flux 

with increasing depth in the lower atmosphere will be referred to in 

connection with the changing energy spectrum of the primary radiation. 

It is well known that the value of the exponent (or its reciprocal, 

the attenuation length) for the nucleonic component is latitude 

2. 



dependent and fluctuates as a result of spectrrl changes. Similar 

behavLour of the attenuation length for the ionizing component, not 

hitherto published, will be described. 

1.2 GEOLITTPI?, EFFECTS ON COS'IIC IFDIATION  

711easurement of the directional properties of the flux indicate 

that the intensity arriving from the geomagnetic west direction is 

generally arenter then that from the e - st. This is - conecnpencc of 

the influence of the geomr3netic field upon the tr-jcctories of the 

chrrged cosmic rry particles. 

The theory of the geomrgnetic effect is comnlicated by the fret 

that it has been found necessnry to tnke account of the non-dinolc 

ch-racter of the field in order to predict correctly the distribution 

of the cosmic ray flux on the earth's surface. In addition the 

perturbing effect of electric currents in the exosphere is not yet 

fully understood. 

Subject to these uncertainties it is in principle possible to 

deduce the rigidity spectrum of the primary redirtion from directional 

measurements of the primrry flux at various locations on the earth's 

uurfrce. In particular,n study of the azimuthal dependence of the 

intensity at high latitudes should provide infornation about th-t pert 

of the primary spectrum which is subject to considerable vnrirtion due 

to the influence of the sun. An account of an experimental and 

theoretical study of the high latitude geomagnetic effect will be 

discussed in det il. This study requires a knowledge of the direct-

ional properties of the cosmic ray detectors used in the investigations. 

These properties will be discussed. 

It will also be shown that the east-west asymmetry as measured 

3 . 



with geiger counter telescopes at high altitudes is not as useful 

as the east-west flux difference in rel-ting geomngnotic effects 

to the primary rigidity spectrum. This is n conseauence of the 

presence of a background flux of secondary particles at even the 

highest balloon altitudes. 

I .3 THT:: FOGY SPECTRU? OF PRIMARY COSMIC  

It is now recognised that the flux of cosmic r-y prrticle 

incident umon the enrth's atmosphere undergoes considerable fillet-

Irtions as a result of solar activity. The ev3dence suggests th-t 

rll the observed intensity variations are ether due to solar mod-

ulntion of the galactic intensity or result from production of 

energetic particles at the sun itself. 

The various intensity modulations, for example, the "Forbush 

eecrease
44 

and that related to the eleven yenr cycle of sunspot 

activity are accompanied by changes in the energy distribution of the 

primary particles. Near solar minimum, when the :.ntensity is greatest 

the mean primary particle energy is lower than at solnr maximum when 

the intensity is least. The differential energy spectrum at sol-r 

maximum pecks near 5 GeV/nucleon, while at sunspot minimum the peak 

is at 1 GeV/nucleon. The exact form of the spectrum modulation is 

uncertain, but the fact that the greatest changes occur at the lower 

energies suggests the utilization of high altitude geomagnetic effects 

in its determination. Investigation of these effects should therefore 

throw light on the solar-terrestrial relationship. 

Spectral measurements and the potentialities of the geomagnetic 

methods are reviewed in a later chapter. 



1.4 HIGH kLTITUDE NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS  

The detonation of a number of thermonuclear devices in the upper 

atmosphere during 1962 provided an opportunity to study the effects 

of the artificial injection of charged particles into the geomPgnetic 

field. Observations of the Starfish explosion on July 9, 1952 

explosion revealed unexpectedly intense geophysicail effects at high 

latitudes. 

Various experiments carried out at Hobart (X
m 

= 520  5) revealed 

a close rspocirtion between magnetic, ionospheric and rcdi.tion 

phenomen-. It is believed that these observations allow - consis-

tent description of the geophysical events following the "Stprfish" 

shot. 

The high altitude radiation enhancement recorded by balloon 

borne geiger counter is of particular interest in that no camp-Table 

observations have been reported in the literature. The Fob- ,rt results 

are discussed in detail and compared with those obtained elsewhere. 

These reEulte are examined with regard to their geophysical 

implications and secondly in the context of the problem of thP detect-

ion of nuclear detonations in the upper atmosphere. In this section s  

we discuss in generil the detection of ionizing radiation by rndio-

physical techniques. 

5. 
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THE NOTION OF CHAMED PARTICLTS 17 TH -  GEMA.G/FTIC DTCLD  

In this chapter we review current theories of the motion of 

chrrged particles in the earth's magnetic field. The main discussion 

is of the geomagnetic effects on particles of cosmic rny energies 

since a knowledge of these is required in interpreting the experimental 

results described in Chapters 3, 6 and 7 of Part I. 

In recent years the Stoermer n Vallorta theories which fern the 

basis of the calculations of the cosmic ray trrjecteries hnve been 

supnlemented by ths perturbation theory due to Llfvon. Cosmic r-y 

rpplications of the latter theory will be reviewed and the result will 

be used in the discussion of the effects of high altitude nuclerr 

explosion in Chapters 12, 13 and 14 of Part 

2.1 sTaa;:a TH-,ORY  

In a static magnetic field having axial symmetry the equrtions of 

motion of a charged particle possess two integrals. The first, applic-

able for static magnetic fields in general, states that the particle 

velocity, and therefore its kinetic energy, remains constant. The 

recond, f, unique to the C2S of axial symmetry,(Stoermer, 1955) is 

usually known as the Stoermer integral. This integral provides 

considerable information about the accessibility of particles to points 

in the field without requiring numerical calculatioh of the acturl 

trajectories from the differential equations of motion. Since one of 

the main problems is the calculation of the energies of cosmic rey 

particles accessible to observers on the surface of the earth and since 

the earth's field is approximately that of a centred dipole, the 



application is obvious. 

Using sperical polar coordinates (r, X) where r is the 

distance ffom the dipole centre, and X is tho geozrmetic latitude, 

the Oteermer integral (e.g. Fermi, 1949) gives an oqu-tion for the 

motion of the particle in the plane containing both the particle and 

the dipole axis, (the meridian plane), 

2Y = R cos • . sin a + cos2  X/h  2.1 

Y is a constnnt of the motion, (' is the angle between the aurx.ert 

vector of the particle mid the meridian plane, nnd is positive for 

westward moving positive particles. 	= r/b is the rndi-1 coordinate 

of the particle expressed in units of the Steamer variable, -a/77713  

where M is the magnetic moment of the dipole and P is the macnetic 

rigidity (momentum per unit charge) of the particle (3toemer, 1f07). 

P has the dimensions of energy per unit charge in the mixed system of 

units customarily used and is usually expressed in volts. 

Solving 2.1 for the rigidity, P we have 

P - 
Y2 2 
 3 x 	2 • 

r [ 	(i - cos 	•. sin (7 • -75) r 
or a given value of Y ) this equation yields the rigidity of r part-

icle incident at the point (r, N) in the meridi-n plane in a direction 

specified by the angle a relative to this plane. It may be shown 

(Stoemer, 1955) from erNation 2.1 that the condition Ian al 

does not restrict the accessibility to infinity of particles at points 

(1 0  N) in the plane provided R > 	For points on the earth's 

surface this result holds for 

7 . 

tI ceS 4  X 2,2 



R = r(( h )> e 	e 

That is, for P > ;42  = 5916 GV . 
re 

For R 4: 1 the particles are not accessible unless I Yi .1; i and 

from equation 2.2 it may be seen that the minimum permissible rigidity, 

i= found by putting Y = I is 

M cos  
Po = 2 r 	3 	2 

r L 1 (1 - cos A • in a) 

This value of the rigidity is the Stoermer cut off rigidity. Particles 

with rigidities below Po  are not accessible to the regions (r, X) 

from outside the field. At any point of observntion the Stoermer 

integral defines n circular cone, the Stoermer cone, with axis in the 

enst-west direction. Trajectories inside this cone of angle 7( - a 
2 

where - sin a = cos X/R 2  gY/R cos X (from equation 2.1) are forbidden. 

With the centred dipole approximation the geomagnetic autt off 

rigidity at the surface of the earth is therefore 

4 
M cos A  

g•fitX  r 2 [ 1  (1 - sin • 	cos 3  
2.4 

where 9 is the zenith, QS the azimuth, measured clockwise from 

geomagnetic north, X the geomagnetic latitude of observ?tion. /4 is 

the dipole moment (8.06 . 1025  1:63) and re is the radius of the 

earth (6.4 . 103  km) . 

The verticn1 cut off rigidity (A = 0) is then 

M 	4 Pososx = 	cos n = 14.6 cos4  GV 

2.3 

2.5 



nt the top of the ntmosphere. Compering cut offs in the north-south 

plsne, 

P0,0,x0 	PU 
	1'Gcrr?'0  = 

In the elst-west pinne 

Pg 1f/2 X = * 	o 
r 4r, , 
° g o  72 oho  

for positively charged pnrticles. 	expnndinz the 	of eguntion 

2.4 as a power series, it my nlso be shown th-t the rigidity difference 

rg  1,2 x - PG,70/2,x0 
 r - P 	2,I 

sin g . cos 2 

= P sin g cos
7 
X 	2.7 

This approximntion underestimates the difference by less then 7 

nt latitudes greeter than 41°  nnd zenith angles less thnn 600• The 

error is approximately (-47 sin 2  cos5  ) . 

In fisure 20. the vertical (rigidity) cut off, the cut off for 45 0  

East -nd the onst-west cut off difference for zenith nngles of In° , 

ind 45°  are plotted ns functions of geomngnetic lntitude. 

The discussion hns been limited to positive particles ranching the 

earth from outside the field, since the primary cosmic rayo "re of 

predominantly one sign (ye), the dependence of cut off rigidity upon 

the rngle of incidence will produce en anisotropy in the observed flux 

distribution, which will be determined by the plree of observrtion nnd 

the rigidity spectrum of the primnry vrticle. The so called " -,nst-

'Oest esymmetry" will be discussed in inter seetiom, ror nenz-tive 
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primary particles the e-st and west cut off values calculated above 

are simply interchanged end the upper curve of Figure 2.1 then gives 

the latitude dependence of the cut off rigidity for negative particles 

lopm,b3.4.ifq,voi,., the direction 45
0  W. 

2.2 THE THEORY OF IRIAITRE AND VAL1ARTA  

The simple Stoermer theory outlined in Section 2.1, gives the 

minimum rigidity a cosmic ray particle must possess to be accessible 

at a given latitude from a given direction (A, 0) . This theory 

does not take into account the presence of the solid earth. Lemaitre 

and Vallerta (1935) showed that the presence of the planetary absorbing 

mass places further restrictions on the accessibility of charged part-

icles to points on the earth's surface. At a given location on the 

earth's surface the field of view of a particle detector may be divided 

into the following regions. The first of these, the Stoermer cone has 

been mentioned and is derived from a first integral of the equation of 

motion. The second, the main cone, contains only those trajectories 

which come directly from infinity and which do not intersect the earth's 

surface other than at the point of observation. 

The region between the main and Stoermer cones, the penumbra, 

contains both allowed and forbidden trajectories. Simple shadow—cones 

also exist and are defined so that the region between the shadow and 

Stoermer cones consists solely of forbidden trajectories. 

The simple shadow cones calculated by Schremp, (1930 have been 

found to be in error. Schwartz, (1959) has recalculated the shadow 

and penumbral cones for a limited number of geomagnetic latitudes. 

Unlike Schremp he finds no simple shadow cone cut off for zenith angles 

/ 
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less than 70°  for latitudes from 41°  to 45
0 . These conclusions are 

supported by experiments conducted by Winckler et al., (1951) and 

Danielson and Freier, (1959). The results of Schwartz apply only if 

the geomagnetic field is assumed to be due to a geocentred dipole. 

The main or "allowed" cone (N.C.) within which ell particle 

trajectories reach infinity has been investigated (Lemaitre and 

Vellarta, 1933, 1934-5 1  1936) by detailed calculation of trajectories 

in the centred dipole field approximation. The allowed cone cut offs 

are of interest in the present investigations because, together with 

the Stoermer cut offs, they determine the width (in terms of rigidity) 

of the penumbra. At medium latitudes certain penumbral rigidities 

are allowed and others are forbidden. 

CAculations of the main cone cut offs have not been extended to 

high latitudes and an expression analogous to the Stoermer equation does 

not appear to have been obtained. Detailed conclusions concerning the 

penumbral width, and "transparency" (Schwartz) can be made for particular 

latitudes and directions of incidence. In general the penumbra is 

transparent at high latitudes, and opaque at low latitudes. The 

penumbral, width in the direction of the zenith is plotted in Figure 2.1 

as a function of latitude using results of Lamaitre and Vallarta end 

Schwartz. 

In order to emphasise the complexity of the penumbra at medium 

latitudes we examine the calculations of Schwartz for latitude 41 0  U. 

Given in Table 2.1 are the 3toermer and 4.C. thresholds at a °, 450  E 

and 45°  W at X = 41°  N together with the penumbral widths gad the 

total allowed rigidity interval lying between the main and Stoermer cut 
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off rigidities. Figure 2.2 shows the detai1e0 structure of the 

penumbra for the two inclined directions. From these the rigidity 

liands allowed at 45
0  but atat 45°  E are derived (Figure 2.2 (C), 

(D)). Thus by subtracting the primary eastern flux from the primary 

western flux we obtain the flux of those particles which have rigidities 

lying within a number, here nine, of adjacent rigidity intervals. 

Figure 2.3, taken from Schwartz, 1959, shows the penumbral bands in the 

east-west plane. 

	 TABLE 1 	 X = 41°  N (after Schwartz) 

MAIN STOERMER. CONE CUT OFF CUT OFF 

FRACTION OF ALLOWED PENUMBRAL PENUMBRAL PENUMBRAL WIDTH 	WIDTH WIDTH ALLMED 

(GV) (GV) (GV) (GV) 

0.440 

( (% ) 
_ 

. 	45.74 5.691 6.653 0.962 

4.788 5.384 0.596 0.356 
- 

59.73 

4.173 4.815 0.642 0.342 53.27 

= 45° E 

0  = oo 

(Zenith) 

= 45°  W 

EAST-WEST STOERMER THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE = 1.516 GV 
EAST-WEST 71.C. THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE = 1.838 GV 
EAST-NEST TOTAL 4LLGJED BAND WIDTH (aPul ) = 1.740 GV 

The widest allowed rigidity band lies between the eastern Stoermer 

cut off and the western main cone cut off. It constitutes 52% of the 

total penumbral width. 	•'t low latitudes where the penumbra is complete- 

ly dark the width of the allowed rigidity band is just the difference in 

the main cone cut offs. At high latitudes where the penumbra is 
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completely transparent, the width is equal to the 21-W Stoermer cut 

off difference. The allowed rigidity hand width does not always lie 

between the 	and Stoermer cut off differences as respective upper 

limits. For example, according to Schwartz, at the same latitude 

(41°  N) the main cone cut off for 450  N is 0.425 GV above that for 

459 S. On the other hand, the 45o NS rigidity band width is n.533 GV, 

about 25% greater than the '.%C. difference. 

Consider two local directions of incidence and let the higher Y.C. 

cut off be Pm(1) 	the lower, Pm  (2) • The corresponding Stoermer 

width of the spectral window obtained by selecting those particles 

allowed in direction (2) but not in direction (1), 

gP(1, 2) = (PS(1) - Pm(2)) + (P(1) - P5(1))(1 - ai ) + (Pm(2) - Ps(2))a2  

for P5(1) 	Pm(2) to  where ai , a2  are the fractions of the rigidity 

width allowed between 03,11(1), Ps(1)) and (PM(2), Ps (2)) respectively. 

The c may conveniently be thought of as transmission coefficients. 

They are approximately equal for zenith angles less th n 450  in the EU 

plane at latitudes greater than about 4n ° . Under these circumstances, 

8P(1, 2) = 	Pm(1) - Pm(2) (1 - a)  P5 (1) - Ps(2) . a 

= P5(1) - P (2) for a = 

= '1Y[Pril( 1 ) - Pm( 2 )1 	31Ps( 1 ) - P5 (2),1 for a = 1.5 

Putting a = 0.5 for X = 41°  2  Q = 459 p = 172, 33/4 we obtain 

= 1.678 GV 

which compares favourably with the value quoted in Table 2.1. 

In concluding this brief discussion of main cone theory we note 

that the main cone cut off, unlike the Stoermer cut off, is n function 



of the direction of incidence in the North-South plane. The penumbral 

transmission coefficients also depend on zenith in the NS plane. 

2.3 THE GUIDING CENTRE APPROXIT4ATION  

In the preceding sections of this chapter we outlined the Stoermer 

and Lemaitre-Vnllarta theories of the motion of charged particles in the 

field of a uniformly magnetised,inapenetrable sphere. Calculation of 

the actual particle trajectories is particularly laborious for particles 

with low rigidities because of their highly looped orbits. In recent 

years the discovery by satellites of low energy particles trapped in the 

geomagnetic field has stimulated interest in the perturbation theory of 

Alfven (1950). This theory is useful, not only 3£i.3 11. deducing the motion 

of the Van Allen particles, but also in calculating 	cut off rigidities 

and trajectories of cosmic ray particles at medium high latitudes in the 

earth's field. 	(Sections 2,4; 2.5). 

The fundamental assumption is that the dimensions of the loops of 

the trajectories are small compared with the scale size of inhomogen- 

,eities in the field. During a single loop the particle then moves in 

an approximately uniform field. In AlfVen's theory the motion is there-

fore calculated for a homogeneous field and the inhomogeneity is intro-

duced as a perturbation. 

For a uniform static field the particle motion may be conveniently 

resolved into a unifort translation parallel to B and a circular motion 

perpendicular to B • The orbit is a helix of radius 

p 	silly.  r = 	
C 	. = 	 2.8 

ZeB 	Ze 	B ' 

P  = ii . sin? 	2.9 

= a sin 	2.10 
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where yo is the pitch a:1(71e of the helix, (tan3b= v1/v, ) P P  = g. 2  
the rigidity is defined in Section 2.1; a = 	is the gyroradius of 

the particle. The angular frequencyof the circular motion, the 

gyrofrequency (A.G.F.), 

1̀ ) 
 B _ ZecB 	 2,11 

where E is the total energy of the particle. The above equations may 

be written: 

	

e(km) = 	P(Melf/c)  
I 	30 B (gauss) 

6 	Z 0 B = 9,10 • 77,-(53t7 

1.4)B  = 1  1 435Z 

	

fH = 	----r  21T 	E(MeV) 	MC/sec  

The magnetic Moment, 

2,12 

2,11 

2,14 

2 

L4= 2YMB = 

2 	2 L.  s3_,_ 
grrnB 2,15 

is constant from equation 2.8. 

The particle motion n , therefore consisteof a circular gyration 

about a moving guiding centre. In the present case the guiding centre 

has uniform velocity v u  in the direction of the field. In general 

the application of a small force I to a gyrating particle results 

(Alfven, 1950) in a drift of the guiding centre with velocity 

VD = 
	F K B 	2,16 

Grg I  i Providing 77— <t 	(Alfven) 	 2,17 

the guiding centre concept holds for non uniform fields. The particle 

mationis then specified by the gyration about a drifting guiding centre. 

The field gradients give rise to inertial and magnetic forces on the 



particle and the drift velocity perpendicular to the field may be 

written 
B. 	V.I.B 

VD = ZeB3 (1tnv1 	m/) 

E(2 + c) 0 	
x 	

. (1 + cos 2*) 
ZeB3  1+e 

000 24018 

000 2019 

E = Kinetic energy 

e = Kinetic energy in units of the rest energy. 

These equations may be used to find the motion of particles trapped in 

the geomagnetic field. The constancy of the magnetic moment (Equation 

2.15) shows that as the particle moves to regions of higher field 

strength along a line of force the pitch steepens and the parallel 

component of the velocity decreases and becomes zero for Bm  = B0sin2*0 . 

Alfven shows that the parallel component of the field gradient then 

causes reflections of the particle. In a dipole field the motion of 

guiding centre may therefore be oscillatory in latitude. It may also 

be shown that the perpendicular drift (Equation 2.19) gives rise to 

periodic longitudinal motion of the guiding centre. The motion of a 

trapped particle is therefore associated with three periodicities. 

These are the gyro oscillation, the "mirror" oscillation parallel to the 

field, and, for fields with axial symmetry, the azimuthal oscillation 

about the axis. For each periodic coordinate pi the action integral 

Ji = 	pidqi 

will be constant provided the system perturbation is adiabatic. It may 

be shown (e.g. Obayashi,1961) that the action integrals associated with 
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the gyro and mirror oscillations in rn axi-1 field are respectively 

J 

and J2  = 	p ll  dS 	2,21 

where the latter integration in made along the line of force. 	third 

invariant (Northrop & Teller, 1960) 

	

33  =i B . dA 	2.22 

is associated with the periodicity in longitude of the mirror points. 

The integration is over the surface bounded by the trajectory of either 

mirror point. 

The adiabatic invariants have beeneatev&ititrydiseussed in the 

literature in connection with the stability of motion of particles 

trapped in the earth's field. It is often assumed e.g. Singer, 1959, 

1960 that breakdown of one or more of the invariants violates the 

condition for trapping. However, Gall (1963) points out that stable 

Stoermer orbits exist for which J is certainly not constant. Harris, 

1963 shows that non conservation of /A& may in fact raise and not lower 

the altitude of the mirror points. The theory of particle trapping is 

currently being developed on more rigorous lines (Gall, 1962, 1e33; 

Hnyakawn & Obayeshi, 1963; Stone, 1963; Harris, 1963), 

For particles trapped in a dipole field conservation of tivi first 

two invariants shows thnt the particle gyrates about a guiding centre 

which mirrors at constant latitude and drifts longitudinally-on a surface 

of revolution of a line of force about the dipole axis. 

For the earth's dipole field the mirror period T(m) (Hamlin et 

al (1961)) is 



• 4Lre Tra = 	— (1.3o - 0.56 sin o V 

= Equatorial pitch angle 

L = geocentric equatorial distance to the line of force in earth 

radii 

V = Particle velocity 

2.55 . 10
9 
L  •• Tm V 	(1,30 - 0.56 sin yi o) seconds 

where 

V = Velocity (cm/sec) 

The longitudinal drift period (Td is found by integration of 

equation 2.19 • It is given by Lew, (1961) as 

172.4 1 + E me i G(X) 7 
Ta 	. 2 4. z.  • m  • 1.; prx-ij • 4, 

where 

=- Kinetic energy in natural units 

= Mass in units of the electron mass (me ) me 

G(X) fr.(7n - = Ratio of the drift period of 4 particle with mirror latitude 

(Xth) to the equatorial drift period. (Tabulated_by Lew) 

= 1 at Xo  = 0 ; 1.5 at X0  = 1T/P2 ;  = 0.35 + 0.15 sizteo  

Z = Charge in units of the charge on the electron. 

For non relativistic energies ( E << 1) we have therefore 

Ta 	
0.047 ZG 
,A.L.F minutes 4  

2.81 ZG 
E-A.L.F-  seconds 

18 

2,23 

2,24 

2 , 25 

2,26 

where 
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A = Particle mass in a.m. i.  

L = 1 /r o e 

= Particle Kinetic Energy in units of 931 MeV 

More simply, 

minutes 
ai2  Ta  = t7-17 	

2.27 

where EiZ = Kinetic Energy per unit charge (MeV per electron charge). 

The drift is westward for positive particles, eastward for negative 

particles. The drift period is generally much longer than the mirror 

period. 

Using Hamlin's results, them:halo 

Tm ermcv  Eti b  ) 
TA - 	B

o
Ix

eZe 

P(MeV/c) . L2  
4 7r  91/0)  io . 

is proportional to rigidity and to the square of the equatorial distance 

to the field line. The function 

gro) = 0,47 + 0,34 sin,Po - 0,43 sin2)P 0 	2,30 

changes slowly with the equatorial pitch angle. For a particle mirrored 

at latitude Xth  p 

4 
.. sin '0  = cos A

i / 

If the particle mirrors at the surface of the earth on the field line 

labelled by L 

2.28 

2.29 

6 1, cos ,•171  
sin

2 
LP - 	  

1 4. 3 sin
2 
XM 

-4 L
2 

= cos A
m 
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from the equation to a line of force, r/re  = L cos2  A 	

• 

2.31 

Also L2E(4/0 ) 0.47L2  + 0.34 - 0.43L1  

and 
P(MeV/c)  

Tm/TA  - 	(0.47L2  - 0.43L-2+ 0.34) 
104 .1 

• 2.32 

Also from Equations (2.24) and (2.25), 

T 2.55.10  (1.30L - 0.56L-1 ) seconds m 	V ▪ 2.33 

(0.35L-1  + 0.15L-9 ) minutes 	2.34 a TE727 " 2 + E 

2.4 	McILWAIN'S L PARAMETER  

Early measurements of the spatial distribution of the 

intensity of geomagnetically trapped radiation revealed that the centred 

dipole representation of the earth's field cannot adequately account 

for the observed distribution. The constancy of the adiabatic 

invariants of the particle motion (Northrup and Teller,1960) allows a 

simple magnetic coordinate system to be used (MtIlwain, 1960). 

The longitudinal invariant (I) is defined at a point A in 

the field by 
A' 	B 

I = j (1 - r) ds  ... 2.35 
A 	A 

and is derived from J2 = 	(Equation 2.21)by assuming 

J1 = p = constant, and p = constant, where At is the conjugate 

point of A. 

The points in the earth's field for which I, B have the 

sane value lie on two closed curves, one in each magnetic hemisphere. 

The previous section shows that the guiding centre of a trapped particle 

T 	143.8 	1 + e 
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mirroring at the point (I, B) will remain on the surface containing 

the lines of force which connect the two curves. The problem of labell-

ing such a surface is that of finding a function F (13 2  I) that has 

a constant value along a line of force. This function could be found 

by examining I = F1(B) along lines of force calculated from some 

representation of the real field. McIlwain states that the average 

values of the functions F i (B) around the surface will be well 

represented by the functions obtained for the dipole field component 

alone. 

. The invariant I for a dipole field is • 

I = ro hi (X) 

where hi(X) is a function of X 2  ro  = equatorial distance to the 

field line in earth radii. 

Also 	r03 B 	2 , i 
(4 - 3 cos A)  

M 	- 	
- h2  (X) 

cos6 x 

. . 

 

	

1 3 B 	ro3 B = h3  (-----) . _14 	m 

r 3 B I3 B or F(— 
M
) = °

M  

Hence the parameter (L) may be defined: 

3 B13 
B L - = F(----) 2.35 

where I and B are calculated at the point from an approximation to 

. the real field. If the real field were due to a dipole of moment M p 

3 B then L = ro 2  the equatorial radial distance. The function F(-11--) 

may be quickly evaluated by an approximate method described by McIlwain 
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if I and B are known. However the calculation of I is lenelhy. 

Some values of I and L have been computed from the Jensen & 

Whittaker (1960) field representation by McIlwain. It is found that 

L usually varies by less than i % along a line of force. It is also 

found that trapped particle intensity measurements are well organised 

when plotted in B, L coordinates and that the Argus shells were 

coincident with surfaces.of constant L . 

Singer, (1252), points out that the mapping of the point (I, B) 

in the real field to the point (L I  B) in the dipole field, is unique 

only for particles which mirror at the point (1, B). Stone, (1953), 

suggests that L be redefined to apply only to particles which mirror 

at that point. The redefined value of L is then an invariant of the 

particle motion and not necessarily constant along a real line of force. 

The values of L are within 6% of the equatorial radius of the field 

line. This fact, coupled with the redefinition of L as an invariant, 

shows that the radial separation of particles initially trapped on the 

same field line is approximately proportional to the difference in their 

L values. Thus the L parameter has a physical significance for 

particles of constant magnetic moment trapped in the geomagnetic field. 

In view of the near equality of L along a geomagnetic line of force, 

the equations of the last section, in which L was identified with r o  2 

may be used with small resultant error. 

2.5 CDT OFF RIGIDITIES IN This GEOMAGNETIC FIELD. 

Having surveyed various approaches to the calculation of charged 

particle motion in magnetic fields we now review the application of 

these theories to motion in the actual geomagnetic field. 
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Observational evidence shows that the centred dipole approximation 

to the earth's magnetic field is inadequate to account, through geo-

magnetic theory, for the distribution of the cosmic ray intensity over 

the surface of the earth. The close relation between the sea level 

cosmic ray intensity and the local value of the field strength (Rothwell 

& Quenby, 1957) suggests the importance of the non dipole components of 

the field in determining the cut offs. Significant discrepancies remain 

when the eccentricity of the real dipole is taken into account. 

Assuming that a knowledge of the surface magnetic field is suffic-

ient to compute the orbits of charged particles in the vicinity of the 

earth, cut offs may be found by computing numerous trajectories using 

surface field measurements. This has been done by McCracken (1962) 

for a number of selected observatories using the 6th degree spherical 

harmonic expansion of the magnetic potential due to Finch and Leaton 

(1997), McCracken's results refer primarily to asymptotic directions 

of incidence, and only in a few cases do they allow the cut off rigidity 

to be estimated with high accuracy. 

A different approach, based on Stoermer theory is due to Sauer 

(1993), who also uses the field derived from the Finch & Leaton coeffic-

ients. The influence of an external field due to a "ring current" in 

the exosphere is also calculated. 

A direction and point of incidence are chosen on the earth's 

surface for a particle of given rigidity. The equations of motion of 

the particle in the real field are then integrated to determine the 

position and direction of the particle at a radial distance from the 

II 	 II 
centre of the earth, the transition radius where the non dipole field 



components are negligible and where the particle may be assumed to 

move in the dipole part of the real field. Simple Stoermer theory 

is then used to determine whether or not the particle can have arrived 

from infinity. The prOCedure is repeated until the minimum rigidity 

allowed by the Stoarmer criterion is reached. This is then the cut 

off rigidity. 

The first part of the calculation is solved in the guiding centre 

approximation, i.e. the magnetic moment of the particle is assumed to 

be an adiabatic invariant of the motion. This places an additional 

restriction on the choice of the transition radius and limits the 

calculation to latitudes above 45 °  . The effect of a ring current may 

be easily taken into account since the Stoermer integral exists for all 

axially symmetric fields. 

The initial calculations of Sauer refer to the cut off for vertical 

incidence only and being based on the simple Stoermer model, do not 

provide any information on the width or transparency of the penumbra. 

The effective cosmic ray cut offs might therefore be expected to be greater by 

- 10% than those calculated by this method. 

Sauer compares the cut offs obtained in this manner with the 

frequently used Quenby-Werik (1962) and Quenby-Webber (1959) figures. 

In addition a comparison is made with cut offs defined by the expression 

R = 14.9L-2 GV 
	

2.36 

where L is the "magnetic shell" parameter obtained from the Jensen & 

Whittaker (1960) field representation at the point of incidence, It 

was found that tho L derived cut-offs differed by as much as 30% 

from the cut offs obtained at the transition radius. 
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In a second paper (Sauer & Ray, 1963) the discrepancy is examined 

in some detail. It is stated that the L derived cut-offs agree with 

the results obtained in the first paper with an error of not more than 

several percent, provided that L is calculated at the guiding centre 

rather than the point of observation and that the guiding centre approx-

imation holds at distance sufficiently great to make the non-dipole 

terms negligible. (The original discrepancies are due in part to an 

underestimate of the effect of the non-dipole field components at 

large distances.) 

Sauer also states that a consequence of equation 2,36 is the 

approximate constancy of the cut offs in the direction of the field 

along a line of force. This statement is verified at several latitudes 

below those at which the guiding centre approximation holds, by numerical 

integration of the equations of motion using the Finch & Leaton field. 

The authors conjecture that the L expression holds at all latitudes, 

but state that this must be verified by numerical integration. 

In connection with these statements we note that a. consequence of 

equation (2.1) (the Stoermer integral) and equation (2.30 (the equation 

of a dipole line of force) is the invariance of the Stoermer threshold in 

a given direction to the meridian plane at all points on a dipole line 

of force. In the centred dipole approximation the Stoermer threshold 

in the plane of the line of force is thus constant and equal to the 

vertical threshold rigidity at the intersection of the line with the 

earth's surface. 

In the earth's dipole field, equation 2.36 therefore holds exactly 

if L is the equatorial distance in earth radii to the field line on 
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which the observation is made. This result is independent of the 

validity of the guiding centre approximation. 

Webber (1963), usin/ a method by Cchluter (1958), has 

also elegantly applied the Stemmer and Alfven method° to an 

investigation of high latitude particle trajectories. Previous 

methods of findin3 the directions of particles outside the cartes 

field (the asymptotic directions) corresponding to particular 

directions of incidence at points on the earth's surface required 

letrthy machine calculations (aceracken at al., 1962). 

Ole vertical cut-off riaiditien in the real field of the 

earth have been calculated by Quenby and ;Jobber (1959) and Quenby and 

Wank (1962). Them!, authors consider perturbations of the dipole 

trajectories in the real field and find the °equivalent Stoermer latitude" 

As  for points on the earthito surface. Replacement of the geomagnetic 

latitude A by la  in the 'Ammer cut-off expression (Zquation 2.5) 

then yields the vertical threshold rigidity. In the latter paper 

experimental resulto are used to find also the penumbral width and 

transmission (Section 2.2). The resulto for the vertical thresholde 

appear to be in good agreenent with observation (Ponerantz at al., 1962). 

In determining the thresholds in directione other than the vertical, the 

results of Quenby and Weak and Quenby and Webber will be used to find the 

equivalent Gtoarmer latitude. The reoults of Sections 2:2 and 2.3 for 

the dipole field will then be used. Thin procedure nay be questionable, 

particularly when the field is disturbed. 



CHAPTER THREE  

DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COSMIC RAY 

FLUX AT BALLOON ALTITUDES  

INTRODUCTION  

In the preceding chapter we discussed the influence of the 

geomagnetic field upon charged particle motion. In this chapter we 

discuss the cosmic ray observations in the light of the geomagnetic 

theory. In particular, the predictions from the Stoermer & Lemaitre-

Vallarta theories of anisotropies in the cosmic ray flux are compared 

with high altitude observations. We assume that the primary cosmic 

radiation is isotropic in space outside the earth's magnetic field, 

and that Liouville's theorem holds for the motion of cosmic ray 

particles above the atmosphere. 

3.1 LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM  

This theorem states, in the absence of particle collisions, the 

density in phase space of the representative points of the particles 

is constant along a trajectory of any point in phase space. It has 

been shown (Swann, 1933 )  Fermi & Rossi, 1933) that the theorem holds 

for static electric and magnetic fields, also that it implies the 

constancy of the directional intensity at any point on the dynamic 

trajectories of the particles in a static magnetic field. 

If the flux of particles of rigidity (P) is isotropic outside 

the earth's field (assumed static) the observed intensity in the 

vicinity of the earth is then, in the absence of electric fields, 

either equal to that at the source or zero, according to whether (P) 

is an allowed or forbidden value of rigidity. The flux of particles 

.27 
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of a particular rigidity consequently remains isotropic in the allowed 

cone, although the total flux of particles is clearly anisotropic, the 

directional flux distribution at any point being controlled by the 

rigidity spectrum of the primary particles. 

If the flux is not isotropic at infinity the trajectories of the 

particles must be calculated in detail. The theorem may then be applied 

at any point on the calculated trajectories. This situation arises 

in the case of particles injected into the terrestrial field following 

solar flares. Anisotropy in the galactic radiation (Jacklyn, 1963) 

may be treated in the same way. Assuming isotropy outside the field, 

we need to know the rigidity spectrum of the primary particles in order 

to predict the directional effects observable with detectors situated 

near the surface of the earth. 

3.2 THE PRIMARY COSMIC RAY•RIGIDITY SPECTRUM  

The proton spectrum at sunspot minimum derived from measurements 

made in 1954, (Webber, 1962) may be described by a power law: 

N(P) = KP peters/6V 	3.1 

with exponent Y= 2.48 ± 0.05 in the range 5-16GV. Below 36V the 

spectrum begins to flatten and reaches a peak in the region i-4.53GV . 

From the result of McDonald & Webber (1958) that 

N(P 	4.56V) = 730 t 30 peters, 

the constant K may be determined as 

K = 1.00 . 10
4 

. 

The a-particle spectrum appears to be similar in shape to the 

proton spectrum in the region 1-5GV • The power law exponent in 

2 it 1 pater = 1 m — sterad —1 	—1
sec 
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the region 5-16GV, given by Webber as 2.45 * 0.04, is not significantly 

different from that for protons in this range. 

No heavy particle measurements in the range (1-5GV), were 

made during the 1954 sunspot minimum. Other measurements (Evans ,1960), 

(Ellis et al., 1954) suggest that the spectrum is similar to the proton 

and alpha particle rigidity spectra. 

Summarising the differential rigidity spectra for the year 

1954 we have for (5 < P < 16)GV, 

N(P) = KzP-Y  peters/GV, 

where K(Z = 1) = vo.10 ; y = 2.48 * 0.05 

K(Z = 2) = 1.39.10 3 ; y = 2.45 * 0.04 

K(Z = 6) = 1.1•102  ; y = 2.44 * 0.06 

During the previous solar minimum (1944) the sea level 

ionization was higher than in 1954. However long term instrumental 

drifts do not allow any definite statement regarding the relative primary 

fluxes. The question of whether the 1954 spectrum represents the actual 

galactic spectrum may be answered when observations made during the 

present minimum (1963) are analysed. 

If it is assumed that the peak in the spectrum at sunspot minimum 

is due to a residual solar modulation of form (K(t)/P, it has been shown 

by Webber that the true galactic spectrum would still not be a simple 

power law below 5GV. The form of the spectrum in this region is 

therefore of interest in establishing the processes of acceleration 



and propagation of the primary rndiation. 

The spectrum at solar maximum is apprecinbly harder than at 

solar minimum. This result has been established by (a) latitude 

surveys, the interpretation of which depends on the geomagnetic 

theory; (b) by energy sensitive detectors, and (c) by exnmination of 

the atmospheric depth dependence of the intensity. The higher mean 

energy of the observed radiation near solar maximum is accompanied by 

a reduction in the total intensity. These two facts suggest the 

preferential screening of the lower rigidity particles at times of 

maximum solar activity. In figure (3.1) the integral rigidity spectra 

of cosmic rays obtained at times of sunspot maximum and minimum nre 

plotted (after Webber, 1992) 	:TramSimistin4reases in 

the charged particle intensity frequently occur following opticel flares 

on the sun. The rigidity spectrum of the flare produced radiation has 

been investigated by Freier & Webber (1963) who show that the spectrum 

is well represented by 

N(P) = Ks  exp (-P/Po ) 	3,2 

where P in the exponent is of the order of 10
2 
MV . 

3.3 COSMIC RAY EFFECTS IN THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD  

Use of the geomagnetic theory (Chapter 2) in conjunction with 

Liouville's theorem, enables the cosmic ray rigidity spectrum to be 

deduced from observations of the cosmic ray flux. Neglecting atmos-

pheric effects and assuming the primary particles to be positively 

charged the following effects are expected at the surface of the earth. 

A, The Latitude Effect  

In a given direction of incidence the threshold rigidity falls as 

30. 
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the geomagnetic latitude of observ9tion is increased. The cosmic ray 

intensity therefore rises with latitude as particles of progressively 

lower rigidity are admitted by the field. 

B. The Longitude Effect 

The eccentricity of the dipole field and the non-dipole components 

field produce a longitude dependence of the threshold rigidity and hence 

of the cosmic ray intensity. 

C. The Erst-Ast Asymmetry 

The dependence of threshold rigidity upon the direction of incidence 

give rise to a directional asymmetry in the intensity. Since the 

threshold for positive particles is higher in the eastern than in the 

western direction the intensity is higher in the west than in the east. 

The east-west asymmetry (aew) is defined by 

Jw -J  a
ew  

- 	 3.3. 
t(J + J ) w e 

where Jel  Jw are the directional fluxes measured in the east-west 

nzenuths at the same zenith angle. 

From equations (2.4 ) (2 e  7) and 	p 

 

j
w 
 ■ j 

e 
=  Jew (0) 

	

= 	) 	. K sin Q . cos (7-4Y)x 
 

3,4 
4r 

and approximating 'RJe  + Jw) by 	= 0°) we find 

aew (9) = (Y 1) sin 9 . cos 3 X 
	

3,5 

These equations show that the ragyttr.ett) at middle latitudes where 

both equations (2.7 ) and (3.1) approximately hold, is a linear function 

of the spectral index, Y , and a sensitive function of the geomagnetic 



latitude. The "east-west excess tit S Jew $ unlike the asymiletry, 

increases with latitude (for Y > 7/4) end therefore might be expected 
to reach a maximum nt e latitude determined by theMtteti3yof the 

spectrum below 3GV • In figure (3.2) the east-west excess and the 

east-west asymmetry have been plotted for the spectrs of Figure (3.1) 

using the exact Stoermer reletions and neglecting the effect of the 

penumbra. 

D. The North-South Asymmetry  

Although the Stoermer threshold in the 13 plane is independent 

of zenith :  the main cone threshold is not. PA latitudes 41°  the 

resultant NS asymmetry is negligible for zenith angles below 30 °  . 

For 300 	G 	45° 	a ns is a maximum at 450 end then decreases 

to zero as 0 is increased, ans changes sign between 500 and 600 

end again at 0 = 700  as the simple shadow cone cut off dominates 

for 0 	70°  . At X = 410  S , the asymmetry 

a 	- ns 	t(Js 	31,1) 

Js - Jn 

0.1 for 9 = 45° . 

3.4 OBSERVATIONS OF THE EAST-WEST ASYNETRY AT BALLOON ALTITUDES  

All of the geomagnetic effects of the preceding section have been 

observed. The latitude effect has been often used to determine the 

spectrum of the primary radiation, (e.g. Johnson, 1938). In this 

section we review high altitude measurements of the directional effects. 

A comprehensive investigation by Winckler (1949, 1950) of the 

azimuthal effects atlianapaialtitudes, while revealing significant 

asymmetries at lower latitudes, failed to reveal an east-west asymmetry 

32: 
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FIGURE 3.2 : Primary East-West Asymmetry 

(a) Y = 2.5 9  = v/2  
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y = 2.5, 0 = w/4 

• (b) - lower branch 
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Primary Est-West Flux Difference 

• (c) y = 2.5, e = u/2  

• (d) — upper branch 

y = 2.5, 	= 1 /4 

(d) - lower branch 

solar min. 
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at geomagnetic latitude X = 560  N • Had, such an asymmetry been present 

its magnitude must have been less than 5% in magnitude. 

The measured rsymetry (0.25 t 0.05) at X = 40 °  m 	was shown by 

Anderson (1955) to be in consistent with the shadow cone crlculations 

of Schremp (1938) after atmospheric effects had been trken into account. 

Schwartz, (1959) recalculated the shadow conestor a centred dipole field 

at a number of selected latitudes. He concluded that the asymmetry at 

X = 400 	9 = 600 as measured by Winckler and Anderson with a 

directional Cerenkov counter to be (0.39 t 0.2), was in agreement with 

the value predicted (0.35 < a <70.52) for a differential spectrum P 

with (2 < Y 4:2.5) . In general the cut off rigidities predicted by 

Schwartz lie between the Stoermer end main cone values Sect. 2.2. The 

result quoted above is obviously not of sufficient accuracy to yield 

useful spectral information, even assuming the dipole crlculations to be 

applicable. On the other hand the vrlue obtained with a geiger tele-

scope, although of higher statistical accuracy clearly, errs on the low 

side due to the presence of the secondary background. If it is assumed 

that the background flux counted by the geiger telescope is the same for 

both east and west directions it must exceed one half the primary flux 

from the east. On this basis the measurements at X = 55°  indicate 

a primary  asymmetry less than 8 4%. In fact, assuming a 1/P spectral 

law, a primary asymmetry of no more than 8 9S might be anticipated so 

that the experimental results are not in conflict with the assumption 

that the cut offs are given by the Stoermer model. If (as seems to be 
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the case), the differential intensity at 1.5 GV is no greater than rt 

3 GV nt sunspot maximum (when the experiments were carried out) the 

primary asymmetry at X = 56 ° , (Po  = 1.45 GV) would be about 5.570 p 

so that the measurable  asymmetry would be less than 3.5 PO. The absence 

of a messurable asymmetry at X = 56°  might therefore be expected 

irrespective of the phase of the solar cycle from observntions of similar 

statistical accuracy to those of Uinckler. Photographic emulsions have 

been used to measure the directional effects. Figure 3.4 reproduces the 

azimuthal variation in the intensity of the heavy (Z %P. 5) cosmic ray 

component at X = 42 0  N observed by Danielson & Freier in 1956. These 

observations are in general agreement with the telescope results of 

Iinckler & Anderson, but suggest the azimuth of maximum flux to be 20 0  

south of geomagnetic west. 

It is clear from the work of Neher (1948) that significnnt direc-

tional asymmetries are measurable with both shielded end. unshielded 

telescopes at large atmospheric depths. For example over Pam, 

a(G = 45°) = 0,23 I .01 at x = 31eg/Cm 2  . The values are slightly 

higher for telescopes shielded with 10cm or more of lend. The 

CL'uenby—Webber vertical cutoff rigidity is 	9 GV and the geomagnetic 

asymmetry is 0.8 for a P integral spectrum. The measured asym?etry 

is therefore about one quarter of the predicted Stoermer vnlue. 

Johnson and Barry (1939) carried out a number of flights with 

inclined telescopes at Xth  = 200  N • The mensured east—west asymmetry 

averred over the depth interval 	50 - iso gicm
2  

was found to be 

0,072 • Thnt this value is anomalously low can be seen by comparison 

with the results of NAler (t = 51Ggicm 2) and Winckler (x = 13.5g/cm2) 
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(10 = 600) = 0.58 at the same latitude. It is difficult to recon-

cile Johnson's value of a with the latter results, despite the fact 

that it was obtained with an unshielded telescope of wide aperture, 

averaged over 1800  azimuthal sectors and at depths close to the trans-

ition maximum. Uinckler found that similar kititmuthal averaging reduced 

his value of a from n.58 to 0.32. He concluded also that at a depth 

of 100 g
/
cm

2 
a would be further reduced to about 20 %. 

Winckler's results did not reveal a consistent depth dependence 

of the asymmetry, because of the poor statistics of the ascent data. 

Flights at the equator with unshielded telescopes did show however that 

the east—west diffnrence did not change appreciably with depth below 

/ x = 200 g(cm2 	although the directional fluxes increased by a factor 

greater than three in going from x = 16 g
/
cm

2 
to x = 200 g/cm

2 
. 

Horeover the asymmetries obtained were less than 10% below those 

measured with 3 cm of Pb absorber. This latter result agrees with 

the observations of Neher at greater depths. Inspection of the graphed 

Uinckler data for higher latitudes suggests that the asymmetry decreases 

slowly with increasing depth until the transition maxima are reached 

where upon the asymmetry drops rather more rapidly with further increase 

in depth. 

The east—west difference increases with depth, reaches a maximum 

near the trrnsition maxima and then decreases rapidly. The difference 

between the east and west transition depths is noticeable, the greatest 

western flux being observed at a lower depth, as might be expected. 

Although it is not possible to obtrin an accurate a(x) relation 

from the above results, it is clear that the asymmetries are preserved 

at considerable depths in the atmosphere. The results of the present 
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experiments are discussed in Chapter 8. These results have reasonable 

statistical accuracy, having been obtained during the floating periods 

of the flights. 

In a recent review, Kane (1982), has examined the azimuthal 

measurements of many observers at sea level and at high altitudes. He 

concludes that the high altitude measurements at high latitudes are 

statistically inadequate to allow any detailed comparison with the theo-

retical effects. 

3.5 THE SPLASH ALBEDO  

The experiments of Anderson (1955) with Cerenkov detectors have 

yielded useful information on the depth and latitude dependence of the 

splash albedo, the presence of which prevents a direct comparison between 

the theory and observations of the azimuthal variations. 

In Anderson's experiments the absolute flux of the "fist" vertical 

splash albedo (P > 1.4 GV) was a weak function of latitude, increasing 

from 70 to 110 peters at 20 g/cm2  for a latitude range from 100  to 550 . 

The statistical errors are such, that the increase may not be significant. 

Expressed as a percentage of the total telescope flux, the fast splash 

albedo at the zenith decreases from 15% at X = 10°  to no more than 

2 % at X = 550  . 

At latitude 40°  the dffimuthal dependdnce of the splash albedo was 

found to be small. This result indicates that the fast albedo is pro-

duced by field insensitive primaries (protons of energy greater than 10 GeV) 

at this latitude. Near the equator the flux increased with zenith angle 

PS might be expected. In going from oo to GO
o 

zenith the flux increased 

by about 70%. No increase was observed at 400  latitude. 



The albedo at latitude 550  decreased by a factor of three in 
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going from 20 to 55 g/cm2  atmospheric depth. 

The albedo flux below 1.4 GV vas not obtained directly in this 

work. However the proton flux in the momentum band 0.64 to 1.4 GV, 

that is, those protons producing no Cerenkov light but capable of being 

detected by the geiger telescope, VW obtained. This flux contains a 

contribution from the louer energy splash albedo which at high latitudes 

is greater than the fast albedo flux. At latitude 55 0  its intensity is 

greater by a factor of 10 at 20 g/cm2. At greater depths the factor 

increases rapidly and the fast splash albedo becomes an insignificant 

fraction of the cloy proton flux. 

McDonald and Uebber directly meoaured the proton intensity at 

A = 55°  in 1955 to be 2600 peters. Single counter data obtained at the 

sane time (van Allen and MeIlvain,1956) indicated an average indirectional 

flux of 4200 peters at the top of the atmosphere. By assuring the re-

entrant and splash albedo fluxes to be equal (Meredith et al., 1955) the 

total splash albedo beccses 800 peters, about 30% of the primary flux. 

This result is in agreement with Anderson's work and suggests that it is 

the low energy part of the splash albedo which is most significant in 

reducing the directional asynmetries at high latitudes. 

3.6 	AIM OF THE PRESENT EXPERIMENTS  

Having surveyed the theoretical and observational background to 

the directional cosmic ray effects, it is now possible to state the 

objects of the present work. The review of the literature reveals a 

dearth of high altitude asymmetry measurements - particularly at high 

latitudes where the geomagnetic effects, although small, ought to be 



most sensitive to modulation of the primary spectrum. In recent years 

attention has been directed towards obtaining more accurate predictions 

of the distribution of cosmic ray flux over the surf ace of the earth, 

(e.g. Quenby & Webber, 1959; Quenby & Wenk, 1962; Pomerantz, 1962; 

l'ceracken, 1962). These investigations have not yet been finalised, 

even for radiation incident from the zenith. However, availability of 

accurate field representations, high speed digital computers and more 

advanced experimental techniques sug7ests that the geomagnetic effects 

might, in the near future, be sufficiently well known to allow the 

rigidity spectrum of the primary radiation to be deduced from directional 

measurements at a number of fixed locations on or above the earth's 

surface. The first of the geomagnetic effects used to provide spectral 

information, namely the geographic dependence of the intensity, has 

recently been re—examined (NcCracken, 1962) and it has been shown for 

instance that the daily variation of the sea level intensity is probably 

independent of energy. It seems likely that advances in elucidating the 

energy dependence of other intensity variations may also result from 

the application of similar methods. 

The immediate aim of the present experiments was therefore the 

acqmisition of directional charged particle fluxes at high latitudes and 

altitudes. The main emphasis will be placed on measurements of the 

east—west excess flux (6J
ew ) as the preceding sections suggest this 

quantity to be more significant than the east—west asymmetry (aew) 

when measured with directional geiger telescopes. It was hoped that 

these data, would provide spectral information at low rigidities. 

Some contributions to the understanding of the geomagnetic effects might 
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also be expected. In the following chapter, experimental results on 

the azimuthal distribution of the high altitude flux will be presented. 

The extent to which these results are consistent with present estimates 

of the primary spectrum nnd the geomngnetic effects will be described. 

39. 



CHAPTER FOUR  

ACQUISITION OF DATA  

INTRODUCTION  

The aim of the experiment was discussed in the previous chapter. 

In this chapter we examine the techniques of measurement. The cosmic 

ray flux may be obtained with a variety of instruments. Economic 

considerations suggested the geiger counter telescope to be a suitable 

directional instrument. It was hoped that cosmic ray data could be 

obtained by suspending an inclined telescope below an elastic balloon, 

valved to float at a constant atmospheric depth using the method of 

Hopper (1957). The natural rotation of. the balloon and pay load was 

relied upon to provide azimuthal scanning. The azimuth of the tele-

scope was obtained with solar sensors. As a result of difficulty with 

the balloon valving technique at Hobart (geomagnetic latitude, 52 °  S) 

it was decided to fly equipment at Mildura on the Australian mainland. 

An air sampling program (Project Hibal of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission) utilizing plastic balloons was being carried out at 

Mildura (geomagnetic latitude, 44° S) by the Australian Department of 

Supply. A number of telescopes were included with Hibal pay loads and 

successful flights were made. 

In the following two chapters we discuss the techniques of data ac-

quisition,reoaraing and read out associated with the Hobart and Mildura 

experiments. 

4.1 TELESCOPE DESIGN FOR DIRECTIONAL COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENTS  

Directional measurements of the primary flux at a given location 

may be used to obtain, using geomagnetic theory, a differential rigidity 
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spectrum of the primary radiation. Assuming that the geomagnetic 

theory presents no obstacles, the greatest problem lies indiscriminat-

ing between the primary and secondary components of the cosmic ray 

flux. 

The simplest method is to make measurements of the heavy part-

icle flux. Alpha-particle flux measurements using photographic emul-

sions are one example of this method. Since the secondary background 

of a-particles must constitute a very small fraction of the primary 

intensity, such measurements are virtually uncontaminated by the splash 

albedo and other secondary components. 

Large geiger tube telescopes suitable for balloon work cannot 

eliminate the secondary background because of the large mass of absorber 

required. The time resolution of these tubes is also too low by several 

orders of magnitude to discriminate between up and down coming particles. 

The Cerenkov detector exhibits a marked "anti-directional" property 

and may therefore be used to eliminate the fast splash albedo contribution 

to the charged particle flux. In addition, since this type of detector 

is velocity and charge sensitive, further discrimination against the 

re-entrant albedo and soft secondary particles is possible. 

Unfortunately the preservation of the anti-directional character-

istics of the detector is incompatible with the requirement of high 

geometric sensitivity. This situation arises principally because the 

limited optical aperture of economic photon detectors reduces the permiss-

ible volume of the Cerenkov radiator, and hence the area-solid angle 

product of the detector. In the experiments to be described the total 
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period of data collection in any one flight was too short to allow 

accurate directional flux ireasurements with Cerenkov detectors using 

conventional photo multipliers. The view was taken that the directional 

measurements were most efficiently obtained using geiger telescopes of 

high sensitivity. 

The Cerenkov counter technique was first applied to the albedo 

problem by Winckler (1952). Later work by Winckler and Anderson (1952, 

1954, 1955) resulted in reliable estimates of the background radiation. 

Anderson considers the east-west asymmetry observed by a geiger 

telescope to be 

(Iw  + Xu  + Yw) - (IE  + XE  + YE ) 

434W 	i(Iw  + IE Xw  + XE  + Yw  + YE) 	•••4.1 

where Iw( g) = Ionising particle fluN from the West (East), 

caculated from geomagnetic and nuclear 

cl'ollission theory (at the depth of observation) 

Xw( E) = Measured fast splash albedo flux from the West 

(East) 

Yw( E) = Measured slow proton flux from the West (East) 

He found the fast splash albedo and slow proton fluxes to be independent 

of azimuth and was therefore able to rewrite Equation 4.1 in the form 

61E1 
"POO 4.2 

(SIEw 	(x y) 	1E  

2 	• • 

Equation 4.2 shows that the measured asymmetry will in general be less 

than the geomagnetic ("primary") value. 



Uou the differential flux 6I rlw  evidently contains little 

or no background contribution. At depth xg/cm2  we therefore write, 

6IEw(x) A m(x).6JEff  

From Equation 3.4, 

61 (x) 4-11-) i-Y.m(x).sine.cos (7-4Y4 EW 	hr2 

... 4.3 

... 4.4 

The factor m(x) may be found by ezporiuont or by calculation. The 

primary differential flux may then be obtained after extrapolating 

n(x) to zero depth. To find K and y separately, some assumption 

must be made about the background contribution to the measured flux. 

We are now in a position to consider the design of the telescope. The 

basic limitation to the accuracy of the directional reasurenents id 

imposed by statistical fluctuations in the counting rates. Assuming 

the counting rate in a given direction to be a Poisson variable, the 

variance of the east-west difference rate is 

. 62 (k - NE)= (f0w 4. iirE) 

• 
Henee o(flw  - NE) = ( i) 3 	1 

EE 	616 

CUEvy ) 	fy 1 3  I 
therefore 

	

	v  7 ‘TG/ • 6 Iw  - .E  

where T is the duration of the measurements, (T E  = T = 

4.E2 

... 4.5 

... 4.6 



and G is the geozetric f‘actor of the telescope. If the bacl:grokund 

were absent and the messurenents wzre made at the tope of the atmosphere, 

then 

U  

7 Jo  

tRelEw ) = osizo 
m..■•■ 

anuw 	siEu  
= d(ww ) 

—L- 
TG 	6JEu 

(m /4r2 )
(1-1)/2  

(1 
= "W • (y - 1).id- .co:J5-21) A.sino 

a  
= F (Y,A,K). LT21;" cin 

4.7 

... 4.8 

Since y 2.5 for P > 3GV, the duration and georetric factor 

required for a given statistical error in 6J 	be independent of 

latitude at low and medium latitudea. The quantity T0sin 20 is 

35  then approximately 	em2  -sterad-sec. For h = 0.1 (10%), k2 

sin 6 = 45° , G = 100 cm2-sterad, the required period of data collection 

is therefore about one minute. At high latitudes longer flights or 

larger telescopes are required because of the reduction in the spectral 



intensity and the reduction in the east-west rigidity difference. 

The quantity (sin20.TG) is plotted in Figure 4.1 for a standard error 

in &Tor of l% using the spectrum of Section 3.2. The ordinate 

of this curve may be scaled to a standard error of k% by multiplying 

by 1/k2 . The discussion above neglects the background contribution 

and consequently over esti -A:at= the statistical accuracy attainable 

uith Gei-ecr telescopes. 

4.2 	AMMAR RESOLU7137 

Azimut;10.1 intensity studies uith telescopes do not yield 

directly the flux in the direction (0,0). Duo to the finite opening 

angle of the telescope and the an3ular resolution of the associated 

compass device, the particle flux deduced from the telescope counting 

rate is effectively averaged over non-zero zenith and azimuth intervals. 

We have seen that to any given direction of incidence, it is 

possible to find an effective threshold rigidity which depends only 

weakly on the primary spectru72. In order to investigate the influence 

of azimuthal resolution upon the expected directional effects, we 

consider a simplified model of an experiment designed to measure the 

east-west asypmetry (G), the east-ucet asymmetry ratio (J-4/JE), and 

the differential flux (Jti  - 

The threshold rigidity at high latitudes is well approximated by 

4.5. 
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the expression, 

Fo  (0) = Pi  + P2  sin Pi 

then 	Po  ( 172) = 	= P + P2 

and 	P0  (3172) = pw  = Pi  P2  

9504- s , 
Fo (<00 	I 950 s) ) = 	j (Pi + P2 sin PS) 	= 	+ P2 sin  $ 

950-s 
sin 6 ‘  

k 6  ) 

• • ID" (</r/2 -6 , 7172 +8>) = 	+ P2  . in6 

7r 	C and Fo (61y2 _ p 3 /, 2 +%at 	
sin6 

= 	- L-2 • 6 

4.9 

It may be seen that the aperture effect is quite small. For 

example, if 26 = 71/2 2  the eastern threshold would be lowered by 

sib an amount P2  (1 - n ) = 0.10 P2  p while the western threshold 

rigidity would be raised by the same amount. The effective cut off 

rigidities at latitude 41 0  (Schwartz, 1959), 

P = 6.13 GV 
= 45

0  

= 4.46 GV 

therefore become )  when averaged over 900  azimuth intervals, 

FoE = 6.05 
OV 

0
w = 4.54 

values, which differ from the true threshold by little more than 1%. 

- Taking an integral rigidity spectrum of the form P 1 theprimary 

asymmetry, 

2(Jw  - JE ) 	-R
2 a = 	 = 2 -- 

W J 	tig+ 1 
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= 0,316 

becomes 	
a' = 

2P2 sin 	 4,10 

= 0,285 

while the asymmetry ratio 

P + P JW _ 1 	2  

Pi P2 1.37  

becomes 

= 1,33 
F 

The differential intensity, 

W  K
( PE 	- PW) 	2K .1"2 

= 	
'E • PW 	(Pi - P2)  • (Pi * P2)  

= 0,061 K 

is reduced to 	sin6 

a-Y  W 	E = 	2 e - 	
2K P2  —I,— 

P - 	. 2 	2 sin o 

	

1 -P  2 --P 
	4,11 

= 0,055 K 

The required zenith angle resolution is comparable with that required 

in the azimuth plane. In the absence of a simple shadow cone cut off, 

the penumbral transmission will not change rapidly with zenith angle, 

and the sin 0 dependence of the east-west effects given by the Stoermer 

expressions, (equations 3,4, 3,5) show that 

aEw  ( 0 - S 0 4. 	)•6 JEw  ( 0 - 6 o +6 ) 

aEW (0) 	JEW(Q)  

sin 6 6 	= 0,9 	for 6 g = 1/4 



The generally small magnitude of these differences suggests that 

extremely high angular resolution is not required for an investigation 

of the type to be described. This allows the use of wide angle tele- 

scopes and compasses of limited resolution, in order to improve the stat-

istical accuracy of the telescope count totals without introducing 

large bias to the directional flux data. For the same reason however, 

accurate determination of the directions of maximum and minimum flux 

cannot easily be made at high and medium latitudes. The presence of 

a secondary particle contribution to the telescope counting rate rein-

forces these conclusions. In determining the permissible zenith angle 

resolution it is clear however that large zenith angles should be avoid-

ed . if a bidirection,66tector, such as a geiger telescope is used. 

4.3 THE GEOMETRIC SENSITIVITY OF COUNTER TELESCOPES  

The great variety of geometrical arrangements of the counting 

tubes in telescopes, and the various approximations used by different 

workers in calculating the telescope 'response to charged particle fluxes, 

has in the past led to some confusion. The problem of normalising 

measurements made with differing telescope geometries is aggravated when, 

as is often the case, the telescopes simply consist of an array of single 

cylindrical counting tubes. This is due to (a) the complicated 

cylindrical geometry, (b) uncertainties regarding the angular distrib-

ution of the incident flux and (c) the _Aepsuidenge of the geiger 

efficiency upon the path length of the particle in the sensitive regions 

of the tubes. 

If the unidirectional intensity of detectable particles in the 

direction (9, 0) is 1(9. 0) am-2  sterad -1  sec, then I(G, 0) da.d .dt 



4-R 

is the number of particles incident upon area de normal to the direction 

(4,0) from within the solid angle d..a at (G s  0) in the time interval 

dt • Let A(9, 0) be the cross section presented by the telescope 

normal to (G s  0) • The counting rate is then 

4,12 

1. 

where 2 is the solid angle over which A (G s  0) does not vanish. 

If the intensity is uniform over the aperture of the telescope s  this 

equation may be rewritten in the form 

N = Io G 
	

4,13 

where 	G =i A (0, 0) d-2 

is the geometric factor (G.F.) of the telescope. This representation 

of the telescope sensitivity is also useful when the flux is non uniform s  

providing the telescope aperture is sufficiently small to allow an average 

value of the direction intensity to be used in the calculation. The 

most frequently used approximation to the G.F. is, 

= 	= 
A
2 

1 

	db 2 	 4,14 

where A is the cross sectional area of 'either of the end trays (assumed 

parallel s  coplanar and equal in area) of the telescope s  and 1 is their 

separation. This expression is the area-solid angle product (As) 

if the dimensions (d s  b) of the counter trays are negligibly small 

compared with the separation (1) . 

If (4.14) accurately gives (A2 7 ) then the aperture of the tele-

scope will necessarily be so narrow that the flux distribution will 
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usually be constant over its width and the counting rate will be given 

by 

N (G 	) = (
db 2 
--) 	I (0 	) o' o 	1 	• 	o' o 

where the direction of the telescope axis is (Q 6 ,00 ) p and 

I ( 11-  + Go , 	+ 00) = o. 

If the flux is isotropic, the finite width of the aperture will 

not introduce any error in the determination of the incident flux. In 

this case the errors will depend on the accuracy of the expression for 

G • For telescopes made up of cylindrical counters the separation 

(1) is generally taken to be the perpendicular distance between the 

counter axes. Montgomery (1949) has shown that this procedure tends 

to overestimate the geometric factor. 

Pomerantz (1949) has calculated G for isotropic, (cos 0), and 

(cos2  G) distribution and gives, 

2r b 	—1 b 	d 	1
2  

1 
Giso = Jo  d I tan 	-41.- (1 - 

1
2 
+b 

2/
N 

 

G (cos G) = 
Go = 0 

3 
zr 	12 	+ b2  11S 	

2 	1 . 	2 	—
•3o d L2  ( 	f  1   N 2 	 .., 	1  	N 2ibmA 

2 	) 	2 	2 1  ' 41 	2 4.  132 1  
1 	1 	b 	

1 
 

o 2r 2b 	b
2  

2 = 	d 	erten — f 12 + b
2 if ( 1  - (7

12 
--7) ).1 	(c) G (cos

2 
G) 

G
o 
= 0 	 1 + b 

These formulas apply to vertically pointing telescopes with geom-

etry defined by two parallel cylindrical tubes of diameter (d) 	length 

(b) and axial separation (1) . Nel:ft.91,4  159A,  I)) has also studied 

the geometry of the two counter telescopes and has presented his results 

in graphical form. The results derived by him allow G to be located 

between upper and lower bounds which differ by several percent. 

4.15 

_.(a) 



Use of equation 4.14 shows that the volume (bdl) occupied by 

a telescope of given geometric factor G is proportional to 1
2 

. 

It is therefore desirable to reduce 1 and mideiren the aperture in 

order to obtain maximum sensitivity. The results of Section 4.2 

show that the telescope opening angles may be widened considerably 

before the aperture correction becomes excessive. In Chapter 7 we 

shall use geometric factor calculations in conjunction with numerical 

integration of equation 4.12. 

4.4 THE GEIGER COUNTERS  

The geiger counting tubes used in the balloon flights were sim-

ilar to those used in the meson telescopes operated at ground stations 

by the University of Tasmania (Parsons, 1987). These tubes are of 

the self quenched, maze type. They are filled with an Argon-ether 

gas mixture to a total pressure of about 6 cm Hg. The anode is a 

0.07 mm diameter tungsten wise and the cathode is an "Aquadag" coating 

on the external surface of the soda glass envelope. The nominal 

internal diameter of the envelope is 3.8 am. The tubes are operated 

at voltages between 1000 and 1300 volts. The main disadvantages of 

this type of tube arise from the resistance of the soda glass cathode 

wall. The resulting dependence of the pulse amplitude on temperature 

and counting rate (Edwards, 1980) makes the tube unsuitable as a 

balloon borne detector. 

In order to remove these defects, tubes were constructed with 

an internal nickel cathode. Satisfactory performance was then ach- 

ieved at temperatures above - 300  C • To further reduce the temper-

ature dependence the proportion of ether in the gas mixture was 
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reduced from 11% to 5%. Counters of this type performed at 

— 600 C and were successfully flown at night. The internal cathode 

counters were found to have higher background counting rates and were 

more photosensitive than the maze counters. Considerable improvement 

resulted when the tubes were constructed of pyrex and baked under 

vacuum at 420°  C for several hours. Table 4.1 below lists typical 

characteristics of the geiger tubes used in this investigation. 

52. 

TABLE 4.1  

TYPICAL GEIGER COUNTER CHARACTERISTICS  

1. 	2. 

Anode Length (cm) 	: 	10 	10 

Anode Diameter (mm) 	: 	0.07 	0.07 

Cathode Diameter (cm) 	3,90 	3.85 

Gas Mixture: Ether: Argon; 	1;9 	1;13 

Gas Pressure (cm Hg) 	5.6 	6.0 

Starting Voltage 	: 	220 	igoo 

Dead Time (re) 	: 	300 	300 

Plateau Slope (%A00 volts) : 	4,2 	5.0 

Plateau Length (volts) 	: 	250 	200 

Background Rate (sec) 	2 	3 

_3. 

30 

0.0? 

3.90 

1:9 

8.0 

tgoo 

300 

4.4 

300 

10 

Unfortunately it was not possible to construct nickel counters 

of length greater than 10 cm. It was necessary therefore to use the 

longer maze counters for the telescope flights in which high counting 

rates were required. 

Before the counters were placed in the telescope, their dimensions 



were accurately measured. They were then sprayed with an opaque 

paint to exclude light, the ends of the cathode having previously 

been marked to facilitate telescope alignment. 

Experience gained in the construction of single geiger counter 

balloon sondes at Hobart (Edwards, 1960) was useful in devising meth-

ods of preventing corona discharge at high altitude. Several 

methods were originally used, both involving 
II
potting

II 
techniques. 

Complete encapsulation of E.H.T. supplies in wax or epoxy resin was 

found to be necessary to prevent corona discharges. All high voltage 

leads to the counting tubes were kept as short as possible and were 

protected by several thicknesses of polyethylene or polyvinyl-chloride 

tubing. Resin encapsulation of all high voltage points was carried 

out. This was necessary at the external connections to the geiger 

counter anodes. Where batteries were used to provide the counter 

voltage, the cells were dipped in a low melting point paraffin wax. 

All high voltage connections were smoothly Soldered in order to 

minimuse the field strength in their neighbourhood. For the same 

reason the E.H.T. leads, covered with material of high dielectric 

strength, were kept away from sharply edged conductors. These 

techniques were all vacuum tested in the laboratory. It was found 

that if sharp edges were avoided, mere separation of high voltage 

conductors was sufficient to prevent discharge at pressures above 

3 cm Hg (h < 70,000 feet) providing the separation was greater than 

about r • At lower pressures, corona prevention becomes increasingly 

difficult and complete potting or pressurization appear the only solutions. 
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Experimental difficulties with geiger counters due to corona 

discharge are small because of the high amplitude of the pulses 

(5 volts) from these counters. The correspondingly high discrim-

ination levels prevents interference from corona noise pulses. 

Corona cannot be tolerated in a Cerenkov telescope however, where the 

output pulses may be comparable in amplitude with the corona pulses. 

The problem is also greater because of the high voltage(2.1iV) re-

quired to operate the photo multiplier. 

4,5 CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE TELESCOPES  

The telescopes were constructed on the basis of the design 

considerations of the previous sections. The permissible volume of 

the Mildura telescopes was limited so that wide apertures were nec-

essary. Three telescope types were used. The geometries are shown 

in figures 4.2 and 4.3. 

It was intended to rely primarily on Telescope .A for the Mildura 

data. Telescopes B and C were flown at Hobart and Mildura when the 

initial flights of telescope A proved unsatisfactory due to cooling 

of thebaze counters below 00  C • Redesign of the package and the 

inclusive of a heating element allowed this telescope to be used in 

later flights. Each tray (fig. 4.2 (A)) contained 3 (4 x 30) cm 

/§vecounters. The trays were bolted to the diagonal members of the 

tubular aluminium instrument frame. The outputs of each counter in 

a tray were added and applied to the pulse shaping circuit of fig. 

4.4 (a) . The pulse shapers were constructed as plug in modules. 

Coincidence circuits with a resolving time of 	2.5 sec were devel- 

oped and used. Fig. 4.2 (B) shows the double telescope with geometry B 
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The Cerenkov telescope geometry is shown in fig. 4.3. The array 

of five counters constituted telescopes defined respectively forming 

by coincidences between counters G11 G2 , G 31  G4  and G 1 , G4 , G6  . 

The Cerenkov telescope output was obtained by placing the N.A. output 

pulses in coincidence with the amplitude discuminated photomultiplin 

pulses. The Cerenkov telescope logic circuity is shown as a block 

diagram in fig. 4,5 (a) 	The circuit board is shown in fig. 4.5 (b) . 

The telescopes were operated for several days in the laboratory 

before each flight to allow accurate intercomparison of flight results. 

The laboratory meson telescope rates were used as references. The 

relative counting rates of the various telescopes were in good agree-

ment with the ratios calculated from equation 4,1 (c) using the meas-

ured dimensions of the counter arrays. However it was found that an 

appreciable correction (•24 ) had to be Made to the geometric 

factor of telescope A to take account of the reduction in sensitive 

tray area $  due to the thickness of the counter walls. In deducing 

absolute flux values from the experimental data, calculation of the 

reduction in counter efficiencies due to the high background rate and 

non zero dead time was necessary. Details of the telescope efficiency 

calculations are given in appendix 1. 

40 DETERMINATION OF AZIMUTH  

At balloon altitudes the sun is an optical source of approximately 

• angular width situated in a dark sky-background. The sun therefore 

provides a convenient reference in determining the magnetic azimuth of 

a balloon borne directional instrument o  since the magnetic declination 

and the hour angle of the sun may both be found if the geographic 

coordinates of the balloon are known at any given time. 
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FIGURE 4.3 • Cerenkov.Geiger Telescope Geometry 

Narrow Angle (N.A.) a Gi . G2. G3• G4 

Wide Angle (W.A.) a G. G4. G5 

a a 3.9 cm 

b = 10 cm 

= 34.5 cm 

= 25.7 cm 

B Cerenkov Radiator 
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The solar azimuth may be determined by a number of methods. 

The Nautical Almanac  annually lists the apparent right ascension end 

apparent declination of the sun at Greenwich together with the equat-

ion of time. This information is sufficient to calculate precisely 

the position of the sun in altitude and azimuth at any point on the 

earth's surface at any instant. Neglect of the equation of time is 

permissible only if an azimuthal resolution of no better than about 

ioo is required at medium latitudes. 

The labour of solving the oblique spherical triangle involved 

in each calculation may be reduced by constructing a circular nomogram. 

This allows the solar azimuth to be obtained with an accuracy of one 

half degree from a knowledge of the apparent solar hour at a given 

latitude. The equation of time, together with the longitude then 

relates this value of the azimuth to the local meridian time of 

observation. 

The values obtained in this way at hourly intervals may be inter-

polated to give the azimuth at all times during the solar day. Sim-

ilar interpolation is necessary between monthly values. The hourly 

interpolation introduces the greatest error at solar noon during the 

solstitial periods when the rate of change of azimuth is highest. 

The overall accuracy of this method in determining solar azimuth at 

any arbitrary time is of the order of several degrees at medium latit-

udes. This was considered to be adequate for the present experiments.' 

The maximum rate of change of solar azimuth occurs at meridian 

transit when the elevation is also greatest. At Hobart (42.5° 0, the 

maximum rate is 380  per hour, on December 22nd while at Mildura (34 0  S) 
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it is 56°  per hour. At lower latitudes the nomogram as described may 

not provide sufficient accuracy near noon because of the rapid change 

at azimuth. Any change in location of the balloon must also be taken 

into account in computing azimuth. 

The greatest error introduced by balloon drift at Mildura is less 

than four degrees in azimuth per degree of latitude or longitude change. 

Where necessary a correction was made. This correction was generally 

somewhat greater than that made to the magnetic declination. Similar 

corrections were made to the Hobart data. 

Direct calculations were made using the Nautical Almanac for those 

flighty in which the azimuth was required more precisely. 

The majority of the Hobart flights were launched shortly before 

local noon. The Mildura launchings were usually carried out near dawn. 

Most of the latter flights were terminated well before noon and con-

sequently the rate of azimuthal variation of the sun was generally 

similar to that at Hobart. 

The Solar Compass  

The azimuth of the telescope axis relative to the sun was determined 

with an array of phototransistors (fig. 4.6) mounted on the instrument 

package. These sensors were situated near the centre of the horizontal 

disc, each being placed at the base of the line of intersection between 

two vertical sectorial surfaces inclined at angle 	. The azimuthal 

field of view of each sensor was thus restricted to the angle S i  

generally 11/4 radians, by the shadow cast by these surfaces. The 

vertical field was restricted near the zenith by a second horizontal 

disc placed above the transistors to prevent response to reflected light 

from the balloon. The compass was constructed of tin plate sections, 
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sprayed with a flat black paint to minimise reflection. The expected 

range of solar azimuth was calculated prior to each flight and the compass 

then iolated accordingly. Since the primary purpose of the experiments 

was to acquire east—west data, two photo transistors looking in opposite 

directions were always used. In several flights a third sensor was 

included to provide more detailed information. 

The compass was connected by shielded cable to the power supply 

and modulator. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4.6 (c). 

4.7 PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT  

Aneroid nbaroswitee elements were used as pressure transducers 

for the Hobart flights. The baroswitches were set to indicate the 

laboratory pressure prior, to each flight. Laboratory calibrations, 

performed on several of these instruments, showed the pressure measurements 

to be reproducible within several millibars. The pressure data obtained 

during the floating period of the Hobart flights is therefore likely to be 

in error by as much as 10%. The contact arrangements were such that it 

was not possible to determine directly 'whether a change in pressure contact 

indicated a rise or fall in altitude. It was therefore difficult to obtain 

meaningful directional flux data from those flights in which the altitude of 

the balloon fluctuated markedly during the floating period. 

Baroswitches were also flown with the Mildura payloads. In 

most flights the Hibal pressure data obtained by aneroid transducers of 

the 011and type were relied upon. 

No temperature measurement was necessary in those flights in which 

internal cathode geiger counter telescopes were flown since the counters 

and electronic circuitry were tested at temperatures well below 



those anticipated in day time flights. Thgrmistors were taped to the 

mgze telescope for some Mildura flights, these being usually launched 

before dawn. 

4,8 LEVEL FLIGHT BALLOON TECHNIQDE  

The experiments required the accumulation of data at constant 

atmospheric pressure for periods of the order of six hours. Because 

of the prohibitive cost of plastic balloons it was necessary to use 

elastic balloons for the flights from Hobart. Since the balloon 

would, unless regulated, continue to rise until bursting, the balloon 

ascent was arrested at a'predetermined altitude. The method used was 

devised and successfully tested by V.D. Hopper (1967) and adapted by 

K.B. Fenton for balloon flights at Hobart. A valve is inserted in the 

• neck of an expansible meoprene balloon. The valve, normally closed, 

is pulled open by a string attached to the top of the balloon when the 

balloon diameter exceeds the length of the string. 

Assuming the balloon to be a sphere of diameter d(cm) equal to 

the length of the string (1s) 	the valve will open at an altitude 

at which the density of the atmosphere is 

J4)0  =. 6Ghre 	 4,17 

where G = gross (gm) load (weight of payload plus balloon and gas). 

The required string length is 

1 
1 = (_) 3 

V.P0  

T — = (1.62G • (e3)) 3 

100 

1 6 — = (1.4 • 10 G ) 3 for T
o = 267°  K 

5q. 
 

0 



= 112 (G1P02 ) 3  

Where po = atmospheric pressure (g
/
cm

2
) 

To = atmospheric temperature (0  K) 

The pressure level at which the balloon valve opens is assumed 

to be the floating level. For a given load (G) and desired float 

pressure ()D) the string length is therefore cut to the length 

(1s) calculated from equation 4.18. 

The maximum permissible string length is determined by the bursting 

diameter of the balloon. A convenient safety factor (F) (K. B. Fenton, 

private communication) is the ratio of the excess skin thickness (to  - tb) 

at the floating level to the skin thickness (tb) when the balloon diam -

eter is equal to the average bursting diameter 

= --9- - 
tb  

db  2 

= ( a; )  

providing the balloon remains spherical. The (Jii - 28 - 2400) Dare' 

daytime sounding balloon has a bursting diameter of 12.5 metres. 

Table 4.2 below lists safety factors, floating pressures and string 

lengths for this balloon„carrying a total payload of 15lb (G = 9,2 Km): 

Experience at Hobart suggested that the distortion of the 2400 gm 

balloon would he proportional to the load and equal to about 10% in 

diameter for a 201b payload. If the distortion of the balloon were 

neglected in the string length calculation the valve would open at a 

lower altitude and the balloon would consequently float at a higher 

6a 

4,18 
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String Length 	Safety Factor 
is (cm) 

Floating Pressure 

8P) P  * (111B)  g F %) 

TABLE 4,2  

6L 

1250 

1200 

0 

4,5 

7,0 

7,8 

6,6 

7.4 

1150 18 9,0 8.5 

1100 29 10,2 9,6 

1050 42 11,8 11,2 

1000 .  56 13,7 13.0 

pressure level (and with a higher safety factor) than intended. If 

the distortion were overestimated and the string length made 10 96 
longer than the "effective diameter" (d o ) calculated from equation 

4,18 the balloon would float at a higher altitude and its skin thick-

ness would be less than anticipated. For p
o 

= 8,5 mB  a 10 96 
over correction for distortion would result in the valve opening at 

6.6 mB and a safety factor of zero. 

The rate of ascent is given by the manufacturers (Dewey& Almy) 

as 

V = 436 FiAF G) ft/minute 	4,20 

.where 	F = tree lift in grams 

G = gross load in grams 

For the J511 - 28P - 2400 balloon carrying a 161b payload 
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The ascent rate was usually kept below 800 ft/mm n to reduce the 

risk of balloon failure due to turbulence. 

The gross lift 	F G = P 
4.21 

= 	7.6 Vg . 

where P = required lifting force (lb wt) of the gas 

= 7.6 Vg 	for hydrogen at 	o0  C . 

and Vg = volume of gas required (units of 1.0 2  ow. feet) 

F G = 	gross lift 	(lb) . 

Although several successful telescope flights were made at Hobart 

using the valve technique the level flight periods were generally 

shorter than anticipated. 

The Mildura flights were made with plastic balloons designed to 

carry the Hibal payload to nominal altitudes of 65,000; 80,000; 9n,000 

and 105,000 feet. A successful level flight was Also carried out at 

Hobart with a plastic balloon provided by N. R. Parsons. 

4.9 PACKAGING OF THE INSTRUMENTS  

The Mildura instrument frame consisting of tubular aluminium 

members to which the telescope, electronic circuity and battery power . 

pack Were attached, was enclosed in a polyethylene bag before packaging. 

The frame was placed in a foamed polystyrene box with 2" thick walls. 

The box:was internally lined with aluminium foil to provide shielding 

from the Hibal telemetry transmissions. The outside surface was painted 

black and covered with a second polyethylene sheet. The package was 

. Carried in a light steel cradle and crated to Mildura where the cradle 

was bolted to the gondola. Figure 4.7 (a) shows a photograph of the 
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frame, box and cradle prior to packaging. 

Figure 4.7 (b) shows the same package (the Cerenkov telescope) 

in the laboratory during the period of calibration. (The Hobart 

instrument packages were insulated in a similar manner.) 
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Cerenkov Telescope Package Prior 
to Installation in Container. 

Cerenkov Telescope Frame 



CHAFFER FIVE  

DATA HANDLING  

INTRODUCTION  

The design and operation of the equipment directly concerned 

with the acquisition of data was discussed in the last chapter. 

This chapter discusses the methods by which the outputs of the var-

ious measuring instruments were stored and read out. The Mildura 

flights were recoverable and consequently the instrument outputs 

were converted to a suitable form and stored by inflight recorders. 

The flight packages launched from Hobart were not recovered and 

radio telemetry was therefore necessary. The cost of the Hobart 

. flights had to be minimised and some effort was therefore spent in 

the design of simple and economic radio sondes. 

5.1 IN-FLIGHT DATA-STORAGE: WIRE RECORDING  

Because of the lack of personnel and telemetry facilities at 

the "HIBAL" Balloon Launching Station at Mildura and the existence 

of advanced recovery techniques it was decided to include an in-

flight data store in the instrument package. The maximum flight 

time of over six hours (5 hours of level flight) together with the 

requirements of minimum weight and maximum information capacity 

considerably restricted the choice. 

A suitable instrument, the P55(L) "MINIPHON" wire recorder 

manufactured by PROTONA GmbH. of Hamburg was purchased. This re- 

corder weighs two lbs with batteries, has a quoted half power band- . 

width of 3 Reis and a nominal recording time of 5 hours. The motor 

speed is regulated and flutter and ma were measured to be less than 
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1%. The instrument used was in fact found to record for only four hours, 

and complete recaxds of most flights uere not obtained. The major 

problems of the recorder were associated with its limited dynamic range, 

non linearity, and high noise level (rm-Timum signal to noise voltage 16 db). 

These problems were overcome and satisfactory operation was obtained. 

Tests at reduced pressure and temperature established the 

reliability of the machine at temperatures above 0°C and altitudes below 

90,000 feet. The original instrument was unfortunately damaged beyond 

repaid when the first flight package landed in a fresh water lake in north-

west Victoria. A considerablp delay in purchasing a second recorder of 

this type occurred and the first euccessful in-flight recording was made in 

February 1963. A pressurised and shock-proofed container was constructed 

for the 1963 flights (Figure 5.1) and proved to be entirely satisfactory. 

Use of a rubber "0" ring seal provided easy access to the recorder. Ceramic 

lead through connectors allowed the recorder to be remotely witched. 

Modifications were made to the power input terminals to enable remote control 

of the machine. 

In order to remove any uncertainty in timing during a flight and 

also to provide pressure information a baroswitch was included and its 

readings cross checked with those obtained by another baroswitch in 

the "HIBAL" gondola, from which the data was routinely telemered and 

recorded during each flight. This allowed a check on the motor speed 

during the ascent. An independent check was also made by measuring 

the frequencies of the sub-carrier oscillators throughout each flight. 

Both checks were consistent in showing the absence of any long term 



speed variations exceeding 06. For those flights in which the 

recording period included both the time of float and the time of 

cut down, the count data gave a further check. 

Figures 5.2(a), 5.2(b) show block diagrams of the data handling 

circuidiv used in the flights with the wire recorder. In the flight 

with the Cerenkov counter three sub-carrier oscillations and a set of 

univibrators were used for multiplexing the eleven pieces of data. 

The oscillators were deviated in frequency by the compasses and the 

thermister and gated on by single shot multivibrators triggered by the 

telescope pulses. The temperature controlled oscillator was amplitude 

modulated by the baroswitch. The East-West compass oscillator was 

simultaneously pulsed on by either both or one of two single shots 

according to whether or not a G 4.G 5  coicidence was accompanied by a 

G1 .G4.G5  coicidence. The output of the 5Kc/s oscillator consisted 

therefore of a sequence of long (G1 •G445) and short (G4.G5) trains 

of a sinusoidal oscillation with frequency determined by the east and 

west sun sensors. Pulse width multiplexing was also employed in 

recording the Cerenkov and2varrow angle telescope outputs. In this 

case four single shots were required, providing four different pulse 

widths. The shortest pulse corresponded to a N.A. output unaccompanied 

by a Cerenkov output. The remaining three single shots, A',13',C• in 

figure 4.5(a), generating progressively longer pulses, were triggered 

by photomultiplier with amplitudes respectively greater than the 

discriminator levels A,B, or C • The single geiger telescope and 

associated instruments provided data in similar form (fig. 5.2(b)) to 

the wire recorder. The single pulse channel allowed simpler 

66. 
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multiplexing. The triple contact baroswitch was used to change the 

time constant of a single univibrator, thus providing telescope pulses 

of width determined by the three sets of pressure contacts. A mercury 

switch, used to indicate variations in the zenith angle of the telescope, 

was included in several flights. The non-uniform frequency response of 

the wire recorder required the relative amplitudes of the sub-carrier 

oscillators outputs to be adjusted at the mixer, 

5.2 IN-FLIGHT RECORDING: REGISTER BANK  

Mechanical malfunction of the wire recorder resulted in some loss 

of data. A second in-flight recorder was therefore constructed and 

flown with two inclined telescopes to enable east and west count rates 

to be obtained simultaneously. This recorder consisted of a set of 

mechanical registers, gated with relays by the east and west sensors and 

automatically switched on by a baroswitch at an altitude slightly below 

the floating altitude. A block diagram of the system is shown in fig. 

5.3. Ten shock mounted registers were used. Six of these accumulated 

the east, west and complete level flight count totals from the two tele-

scopes. Three registers, driven by a stable oscillator, indicated 

east count and west count accumulation times and total duration of level 

flight. The tenth register was left unconnected. It provided an 

estimate of the effect of mechanical vibration due to impact upon the 

register totals. 

The "clock" oscillator was a simple neon tube relaxation device 

using stable RC elements and deriving H.T. from a 186V battery pack 

stabilized with a VR 105 voltage regulator tube. The voltage excursion 

at the anode of the neon tube was differentiated and applied through a 

transistor amplifier to trigger a univibrator. A frequency of F sec 
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was chosen to provide adequate time resolution. Ground tests estab-

lished the frequency to be unaffected by ionizing radiation at the 

level likely to be encountered in the flights. The neon tube was 

light shielded. The repetition rate of the Clock remained constant 

to within 0.02% in extended laboratory tests using the in-flight 

battery pack. The main source of drift, once the neon tube and volt-

age regulator had been run for several days, was due to the effect of 

changes in temperature end battery voltage on the operation of the 

transistor coupling circuit. The circuit diagram is shown in fig. 

5.4(a). 

The telescope logic circuits were identical with those used in 

the other flights and were constructed in modular form. Univibrators 

providing pulses of 10 w is  width were used to gate the OG76 register 

driving transistors. Reliable register counting rates of 10 sec-1  

were obtained with this arrangement, fig. 5.4(b). The scale factor 

of the telescope.scaling circuits was adjusted so that the 100ms 

resolving time of the register circuit introduced negligible counting 

loss. (Appendix 2). 

The instrument package was made more versatile by including a 

number of baroswitches set to operate at various floating levels. 

The appropriate level was selected by a remote switch before the bal-

loon was launched. In the first flight of the register bank the 

instrument was switched on at impact due to mechanical vibration of 

the self locking relay. A time delayed locking device was devised 

for later flights. The circuit diagram is shown in fig. 5.4(c). 

When the upper baroswitch (U) contact is earthed by the moving arm 

6g. 
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at the selected pressure level, relay R 1  is closed. If the contact 

remains closed for a period of at least three seconds, condenser C 1  

will have charged sufficiently through the 15011 resistance to 

allow Ri to remain on when the baroswitch contact is opened as the 

balloon continues to rise. At the end of the flight, contact L is 

momentarily earthed during the descent, and the operation of relay R 2  

then removes power from the locked relay R 	and simultaneously 

discharges Ci  to prevent relocking. 

5.3 RADIO TELEMTRY: MODULATION AND MULTIPLEXING  

The principal requirement of a suitable radio sonde was that it be 

simple and cheap. The maximum information capability of the telemeter 

was set by the need to accomodate data from at least one geiger tele-

scope, a baroswitch and an azimuthal indicator. The design of these 

instruments has already been discussed. To simplify the read out and 

interpretation of data the Hobart measurements were telometered in the 

same form as the Mildura data were wire recorded. 

The first system to be used was a modification of a simple two 

channel telemeter designed by the author to handle the data from a hyp-

someter and the unsealed output of a single geiger counter, these being 

the instruments used in the initial Hobart balloon flights (Edwards, 1960; 

Greenhill, 1960). In this system the geiger output pulses were devel-

oped across the low capacity input circuit of a cathode follower, the 

eathaie being directly connected to the screen grid of the radio frequency 

power oscillator. This oscillator was thereby gated off for the duration 

300/us) of each geiger pulse. The hypsometer signal, a sinusoidal 

audio frequency voltage, was applied to the control grid of the oscill- 
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ator, thus amplitude modulating the transmitter at a low level. The 

pressure dependent hypsometer oscillator frequency was measured at the 

receiver by comparison with a local oscillator of known frequency. The 

counter pulses were recovered at the output by amplitude discrimination 

preceded by law pass filtering. 

The resolving time of the geiger telemeter was fixed at the 

receiver by allowing the discriminated pulses to trigger a im sec 

univibrator. A block diagram of the instrument package is shown in 

Figure 5.5 (a). 

In the modified system, (Figure 5.5 (b)) the vacuum tube 

modulator was replaced by a transistor and the hypsometer by a baroswitch. 

The pressure signal was a tone of three well separated frequencies, deter-

mined by the particular bsroswitch contact in circuit. Multiplexing 

in the first telescope flight was similar to that described in Section 

5.1 (Figure 5.5 (c)). Pressure contacts were recognised by the width of 

triggered univibrator pulses and the frequency of the low level signal 

was made dependent on azimuth. Although this system operated satisfactorily, 

the adjustment of the modulation level was unduly critical. The 

transmitter was accordingly modified in such a way (Figure 5.6 (a)) 

that the azimuth oscillator was directly gated by the variable width 

telescope pulses. The gated oscillator signal was then used to pulse 

the transmitter off. This pulses system is quite uncritical in .adjustment, 

the amplitude of the modulating signal needing only to be sufficiently 

great to switch off the RF oscillator during the negative excursions 

of the compass oscillator wave form. A marked increase in efficiency 

could be achieved by pulsing the (normally off) transmitter on for 

the duration of the pulses. 	This was not done because the self 
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quenched auperregenerative receivers (Section 5.5) available for the 

Hobart flights required the presence of a carrier signal for optimum 

performance in the presence of external noise. 

This telemeter will accomodate additional digital information 

using the methods of Section 5.1. The same restrictions apply, 

namely it is possible to multiplex data from channels 

using pulse width identification, providing the set of interchannel 

time coincidences, 

Sv • Sv-i • 	 S2 Si = Sv 
	v = 2 
	

5.1 

and providing the channel pulse widths are arranged so that 

v >tv-i 
	V = 	5.2 

Subject to this condition, the r 	may be tapered in any way con- 

sistent with the requirements of the pulse width discriminator at 

the receiver. The method is applicable to the telemetry of data from 

a variety of particle detectors. Examples include the output from 

multichannel integral pulse height analysers (Section 5.1) and the 

single counter and v-fold coincidence rates of counter arrays for 

which equation 5.1 is satisfied. Where independent detector outputs 

are to be multiplexed by this method time devision may be used with-

out degrading the performance. 

A simple system designed to accomodate data from two independent 

detectors is shown as a block diagram in fig. 5.6(b). The two binary 

pairs 0 S S2 driven by these two detectors, are alternately inter-

rogated by a free running multivibrator. If, upon interrogation, 

either binary is found to be in the "on" state, it is reset and the 

7/_ 



channel univibrator generatee a pulse of characterictic width which is 

passed to the modulator. Uo synchronising pulse is needed and the read 

out facilities of the basic eyetem are used. 

Both channels' may carry data from additional detector's using 

the methods of the basic syetem. The third detector in Figure 5.6 (b), 

(d.e.f.g ) might for example be a aide shower detector or a narrow angle 

telescope. The resolving tine of the two channels is the same and equal 

to the repetition period of the multivibrator (T s). The counting loss 

due to channel resolving time io then (Appendix 2) 
• • 

1 .0  C 25  no TS 

Scaling prior to interrogation by a factor m reduces this to 

.AiTs, • - 	iTs)2  am  

5.3 

... 5.4 
ml 

It ie clear that the methods of modulation and multiplexing described here 

allow the use of simpler and cheaper flight equipment than are required 

with more conventional telemeters. This is particularly evident when the 

criterion of Equation 5.1 is satisfied by all particle detectors. For 

example, the basic single telescope system 5.6(a) can easily accommodate 

three related telescopes and a shover detector, requiring the addition of 

three univibrators to the multiplexing circuit. A frequency division 

multiplex carrying the same data would require four sealing circuits, at 

least four subcarrier oscillators and a mixer. Also, since it is a pulsed 

time division syatem, cross talk and linearity requirements are both small 

and no critical adjustments are necessary as in the case of frequency 

division. The characteristics of the cyst= are diecuesed further , in 

Section 5.7. In the following two Bootie= we disci= the problems of 

tranemimion, propagation and reception, associated with radio telemetry. 
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5.4 TH: =ICE 07 CA211E3 FITTEITCY FOR WLVJOOX TME:CTRY SISTZ:3  

In this section we exnmine the frequency dependent fnctors which 

determine the optimum carrier frequency for a communication link. The 

ditcussion is limited to line of sight propagation of signals with carrier 

frequencies in the range 50 — 1000 Mc/s. The results 're applicable 

to the design of air to ground links such as balloon telemetry systems in 

which transmitter weight must be minimised. 

A number of papers ObNatt 1950; Perlman, et al, 1959) have recently 

dealt with the choice of optimum frequencies for enrth-space links. 

The frequency dependent factors have been examined by Pratt (1960) who 

concluded that the optimum frequency lies between 1000 and 10,000 14C/S. 

It WAS considered desirable to make a similar analysis to include situations 

in which the presence of the earth's surface influences the system perform-

ance. The existence of an optimum frequency may be anticipated simply 

from consideration of the totnl noise in the link. This may be divided 

into two components, one generated in the receiver and the other contrib-

uted by the receiving antenna. The sum of these components, respectively 

increasing and decreasing functions of frequency in the rnnge considered, 

will have n minimum value at some frequency. In the absence of other 

frequency dependent factors, operation at this frequency will ensure n 

maximum signal to noise ratio. The present objective is the minimisation 

of the transmitter input power required to maintain the signal to noise 

ratio above some threshold vnlue under the specified conditions of link 

operation. 

The frequency dependent fnctors to be discussed are: 

1. 	Receiver noise. 



is 

Pi  =   
E 
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2. -rternr1 noise. 

3. Trrnsmission loss. 

4, 	Transmitter efficiency. 

The transmitter input power required to give a threshold signal 

where So = Ilinimurn permissible RF signal to rms noise power ratio 

at the receiver input in the bandwidth 	. 

N' = Effective receiver noise factor, 

kTo 
= 10-20,4 Joules. 

B 	= Receiver noise bandwidth. 

= Transmitter power efficiency. 

A 	= Power attenuation factor  R T .  • 

P 	= RF power available from matched antenna. 

PT = RF power radiated by transmitting antenna. 

• Both (A) and (11') are strongly frequency dependent. In gen-

eral (N') 	which contains antenna noise and receiver noise terms, 

falls to a minimum at metre wavelengths for vacuum tube receivers. The 

•transmission loss, (ihi) is a monotonic function of frequency as are 

the transmitter efficiency and the noise bandwidth. The functions 

Li, 13, therefore determine the difference between the frequency for 

which N' is a minimum (f') and the optimum frequency of the link 

(f0 ) . These two frequencies will be equal only if A and B do not 

depend on frequency. 

The optimum frequency might hrve been found by differentiating 

Eq. 5.5 with respect to frequency. However, since the expression 



obtained in this wry is analytically cumbersome, grnphicrl means will 

be used instead. 

Heise 

The noise in the link determines the minimum usable signal power 

available at the receiver imut terminals. The noise internally 

generated in the receiver will be specified by the noise figure (V) 

while the total link noise will be described by an "effective" noise 

figure (H') . 

How by definition 

N = 70717 

where S1/N1  = Input signal to noise ratio 

and 	S /H = Output signal to noise ratio. • o o 

The receiver input is assumed matched to a resistance at To  = 2900 K 

Hence the receiver effectively adds noise power (N — i)kTop to the sig-

nal at the input terminale. Now the external noise presented to the 

receiver is kTA 1  B 	where TA is the noise temperature of the receiving 

antenna. The total link noise, referred to the receiver input, is 

therefore kB(TA  (N — 1)To ) and the effective noise figure 

N' = (TA/T0 ) • (N — i) 	5.7 

expresses the total link noise per unit bandwidth, referred to the receiver 

input terminals in units of kTo  • It should be noted that H' is 

greater then or equal to N only if 	is greater than or equal to 

T
o 

and thnt N' is a noise figure as previously defined if the signal 

to hoise ratios are measured at the input and output of the link. The 

input measurement is made on the attenuated signal power (APT ) available 

'J. 

5.6 

(Si/Ni ) 
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from a resist-nce at temperature To  

Receiver Noise  

The contribution of receiver noise to the totnl link noise may 

be made smaller by the use of master and parametric amplifier tech-

niques. These techniques, particularly useful in the microunve range, 

will not be considered here rs they do not yet allperr to be sufficiently 

developed for use in routine telemetry operation. 

In assessing typical receiver noise a liner dependence of noise 

figure on frequency, chnrncteristic of low noise triodes, is assumed. 

An examination of vacuum tube data shows that the expression 

i 
 

-  150 
5.8 

is representative of noise figures currently attainable in the range 

50 to 1000 Mo/S . 

Antenna Noise  

The noise tempernture of the VHF receiving antenna has a diurnal 

v-riation associated with the motion of the earth. The maximum nnd 

minimum values of the antenna temperature due to galactic emission as 

summarised by Kraus and Ko (1957) and Shklovski (1950) have been used 

in calculating the effective noise figure for receivers with directional 

antennas. The dipole noise temperatures used are based on figures 

obtained by the National Bureau of Standards (1952). 

In order to take some account of the thermal radirtion from the 

ground absorbed by horizon-looking antennas, the minimum antenna temp-

erature is sot at 150°  by adding this figure to all cosmic noise temp-

eratures. The above procedure may overestimate the antenne temperature 
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at the lower frequencies where the sky is brighter thrn the ground but 

it is considered adeounte in view of the other uncertainties involved 

in the calculations. Uo explicit account will be trken of man made 

noise. It will be assumed either that this noise is absent or that it 

has been removed by suitable techniques. In figures 5.7.1;5.7,29th° 

curves (a) and (b) show the effective noise figure (N I ) ns a function 

of frequency. The curves are plotted for both minimum (a) and M3XiMUM 

(b) sky noise. The dotted curves will be described below. 

Propagation ' 

Uith isotropic or fixed gain antennas the free space transmission 

loss increases by 6 db per octave. The propagation of a signal from 

an airborne trrnsmitter however differs significantly from that in free 

space. Due to the presence of the earth's surfnce s  which acts as 

reflector and absorber, the free space attenuation is modified by 

diffraction below the horizon, and by interference between the direct 

and ground reflected waves above the horizon. 

Consider a transmitter at constant altitude (h T ) travelling away 

from the receiving antenna situated at altitude (ha ) • As the angle 

of elevation (9) decreases the field strength oscillates about the free 

space value until the transmitter nears the horizon. The free space 

power transfer between the dipole antennas varies inversely ns the square 

of both the frequency (1/X) and distance (d) (Bullington, 1957). 

A = 11x/P = (0.13XM2  c0s 4  9 	5.9 

The (cos
4 
0) term applies to vertical antennas. For horizontal polar-

ization this term should be omitted. 

Interference between the direct and reflected components of the 
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signal will, at most, raise the received power by adb but may also 

cruse complete signal drop out if the ground acts as an efficient 

reflector. By assuming that these interference minim P produce gaps 

in air—ground coverage, Morton (1952) has shown that for a given value 

of hT  there exists a value of hR  which permits maximum coverage. 

The link performrnce then steadily deteriorates as the frequency is 

raised since the cr)timum ha  value, and therefore the distance to the 

horizon, varies inversely with frequency. In the present discussion 

this view is not taken since destructive interference will not drop 

the signal below that at optical cut off unless horizontally polarized 

antennas are used over smooth terrain. Uith vertical polarisation or 

over a "rough" surface the coefficient of reflection does not approach 

unity except at low elevations. 

As the angle of elevation of the transmitter drops, the ground 

reflection coefficient becomes independent of polarization and tends to 

the value of — 1 • At elevations of the order of several degrees the 

earth may be considered as f) perfectly reflecting plane rnd the (dipole) 

transmission loss becomes independent of frequency. At the optical 

horizon the transmission loss agPin becomes frequency dependent owing to 

diffraction effects. It follows from the equation due to comb and 

Pryce (1947), for the field strength at optical cut off, that the dipole 

transmission loss increases as e l3 . This result strictly applies 

only to smooth terrain below a standnrd atmosphere. Since the propagation 

loss increases rapidly as the transmitter passes below the horizon the 

discussion will be limited to optical paths. 
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Antenna Limitations  

A directional receiving antenna is useful in reducing fading 

due to multipath propagation and in reducing the transmission loss. 

Although the maximum effective noise figlire will be raised at the lower 

frequencies (compare Figures 5.7.1 and 5.7.2), this is not serious because 

of the shortened duration of the daily maximum. For a given type of 

antenna, the ratio of physical to electrical aperture is a constant in the 

absence of frequency dependent losses. In the frequency range under 

discussion the antenna losses are small so that mechanical considerations, 

in fixing the maximum permissible antenna area, also fix the available 

capture area. The only other limitation, that of angular resolution, is 

imposed by tracking difficulties. If the beam width is predetermined by 

acquisition and tracking considerations then the antenna gain will be 

constant, regardless of frequency. The use of an area-limited antenna mill 

reduce the transmission loss at the rate of 6 db per octave. Since 

control over the aspect of the transmitting vehicle is not possible, an 

omnidirectional transmitting antenna is generally required, which will not 

contribute to the frequency dependence of the transmission loss. 

Transmitter Efficieug  

At the power level of interest (of the order of several hundred 

milliwatts), the choice of transmitter lies between directly heated 

vacuum tubes and low power transistors, As the "state of the art" is 

rapidly changing, it is difficult to generalise the frequency dependence 

of the power efficiency of these devices. It is reasonable to assume 



that operation above about 500 :Ids is prejudiced because of reduced 

efficiency and increased cost. Another factor associated with the trans-

mitter and prejudicial to UHF oceration is that of frequency instability. 

If the information bandwidth of the link is very much greater than the 

fluctuations in transmitter frequency, then the noise bandwidth (B) 

will not depend on frequency. On the other hand, if the noise bandwidth 

is determined solely by frequency instability then a loss in effective 

radiated power of 3db per octave would result from the use of oscill-

ators of fixed stability, that is (B/F = constant) . For convenience 

in curve plotting, n loss of 2 db per octave (B/f 2/3 = constant) 

Will be assumed in plotting narrow band link performance. 

Applications  

The results of the preceding discussion will now be applied in 

determining the optimum frequency for P number of practical situations. 

The frequency dependence of the link performance is determined graph-

ically from Eq. 5.5 • The effective noise figure (N') expressed in 

decibels is plotted (Curves (a) and (b) in Figures 5,7.1 ,aud, 5,0.4The 

contribution to frequency dependence due to the bandwidth (B) and link 

attenuation (A) is given by a power law of exponent a • The overall 

link performance is therefore found by applying n linear bins to the 

Ir(f) curves of magnitude 10 a db per decade. Each curve then express-

es the required transmitter power in decibels above an arbitrary level 

as a function of frequency under the conditions specified for the link in 

question. The optimum frequency is then found  by inspection and is 

tabulated in Table 5.1. 

For a simple baloon-ground telemetry link in which horizon coverage 
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is not required, the plane earth approximation to the path loss suffices. 

Dipole antennas and vacuum tube receivers are used in the interests of 

operating simplicity. For a broad band system the only frequency de-

pendent factor is then the effective noise figure (N') . The frequ-

ency at which the required transmitter output power is a minimum is then 

determined solely by link noise. In Fig:54gathe (N') curves (a) and 

(b) show the relative power requirement in the range (50 to 1000) Mc/s. 

The optimum frequency (f0) lies between 150 and 250 Mds , depend-

ing on sky noise conditions. The curves, being relatively broad, allow 

considerable latitude in the choice of frequency. _For maximum sky noise 

-the link performance is degraded by no more than 3 db from the optimum 

by a choice of frequency in the range 100 to 570 Mc/s . For a 

horizon limited system these curves must be weighted by the propagation 

loss factor (4 db per octave). In Fig,544 curves (c) and (d) are 

derived in this way. Optimum frequencies are lowered by 90 and 100 

Mc/s respectively and the system becomes more sensitive to deviations 

above, than below (f0) . The "3 db handwidth!' is also reduced by 

a factor of more than two. In practice the tolerance in (f 0 ) will 

be less than the figures quoted because of reduced transmitter and 

antenna efficiencies at the higher frequencies. In order to take some 

account of frequency instability an additional bias of - 2 db per 

octave has been applied and plotted as curves (e) and (f) in Fig. 5.7a 

These curves, as well as applying to the narrow band horizon link also 

• represent the broad-band, free space performance with isotropic (or 

constant gain) antennas. The system performance remains unchanged from 

50 to 100 Mc/s but rapidly deteriorates above this range. 



Turning to Figure 5.7.2 IP curves (a) and (b) show the frequency 

dependent performance of a narrow band telemeter using s fixed receiving 

aperture for horizon coverage. These curves apply to also a broad band 

free space link. The optimum frequency lies between 150 and 350 

Mds 	depending on sky noise. The broad band link performance, der- 

ived as before, is plotted in Fig.54.7.2as curves (c) and (d).. In this 

case the full advantage of operation in the optimum region (300 to 

1000 Mc/s) is conditional upon the use of high efficiency transmitters. 

These results, are summarised briefly in Table 5.1. 

Figure 
Reference 

TABLE 5.1 

Optimum Frequency 
fo(Mc/s) 

System 

1  ( 9 ) 
1 (b) 

150 
250 

A 

1 (c) 100 B 
1 (d) 150 

1 (e) 70 C, D 
1  (f) 70 

2 (a) 150 E l  F 
2 (b) 350 

2 (c) 250 G 
2 (d) 800 

A : Broad band (dipole to dipole) plane earth link. 
B : Broad band (dipole to dipole) horizon link. 
C : Narrow band (dipole to dipole) horizon link. 
D : Broad band (dipole to dipole) free space link. 
E : Broad band (dipole to fixed aperture) free space link. 
F : Narrow band (dipole to fixed aperture)horizon lihk. 
G : Broad band (dipole to fixed aperture) horizon link. 

5.7 

5.7 

5.7 

5.7 

5.7 

On the basis of these results it is clear that a choice of optimum 

frequency is possible for line of sight communications systems. 
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With the increasing use of low-noise solid state devices, the op-

timum frequencies will be raised until transmitter efficiency and 

stability become the limiting factors. 

5.5 R.F. DESIGN FOR BALLOON TELEMETRY  

In the preceding section we discussed general considerations gov-

erning radio telemetry design with special reference to the choise of 

carrier frequency. It was shown that optimum performance might be 

expected from a choice of frequency in the range 150-350 MC/s (System 

F). Unfortunately it was not possible to Choose a frequency in this 

range, a frequency of 72 Mc/S being allocated for the Hobart flights. 

This frequency was shared with the meteorological radio sonde trans-

mitters operated by the Commonwealth Meteorological Bureau. 

At this frequency, equation 5.9 shows the free space path loss (A) 

to be approximately 120 dB for a distance of 690 KM, the distance to 

the horizon from a balloon at an altitude of .30 KM. For a bandwidth 

of 100 Kc/s, minimum signal to noise ratio of 10 db and effective noise 

figure N' = 10 db from figure 5.8 we find the necessaryradiated 

power from equation 5.5 to be approximately 40 mW • This is a lower 

limit to the required power since the atenuation at the optical hor- 

izon is actually about 20 dB greater than the free space loss (Domb & Pryce, 

1947), When.a directional receiving antenna with 10 db gain is used, 

figures 5.7, 5.8 show that about 0.8W of radiated power is required under 

average sky noise conditions., These figures suggestmveral hundred 

milliwatts of radiated power to be adequate for balloon telemetry since, 

in a practical situation, lower signal to noise ratios could be tolerated 
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and horizon coverage may not be necessary. From fig.54:21t may be 

seen that the power requirements could be reduced by a factor of at 

least ten if operation at the optimum frequency were possible. The 

desirability of elevating the receiving antenna is also clear. Not 

only is the distance to the horizon increased, but more significantly 

since the path loss for low angles of elevation is in the "plane 

earth" approximation, 

A = 	= 2,7 ( 
hr0 2 	 5,10 

where hr = height of receiving antenna 

0 = angle of elevation 

d = distance 

the loss is reduced by 6dB by doubling the height of the antenna. 

A primary design consideration in balloon telemetry is the weight 

of the transmitter power pack. Since the transmitter is the major 

consumer of battery power, it is desirable to reduce the transmitter 

power drain as much as possible. The preceding discussion shows how 

this may be done by choosing an appropriate frequency and by using 

elevated high gain antennas. 

The problem of minimising weight is accentuated by the fact that 

the power requirements increase  during a flight as the balloon drifts 

away from the receiver towards the horizon, while the power supplied 

to the transmitter by a dry cell battery pack decreases continuously 

as the terminal voltage drops due to polarization. A considerable 

saving in battery weight would result if the input power to the trans-

mitter, initially low at the beginning of a flight, was allowed to 
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increase gradually during the flight to compensate for the increase 

in path loss due to balloon drift. This would be possible with a 

vacuum tube transmitter using a loaded grid bias battery. Laboratory 

tests showed the general feasibility of this method. It was not used 

because of the resultant frequency drift and change in modulation 

characteristics of the simple transmitters used in the project. 

The power efficiency of the transmitter was also considered to 

be of major importance. A comparison between the performance of trans-

istor and tube power oscillators showed their efficiencies to be similar. 

The efficiencies were generally low, 30 96 being a typical figure ob-

tained in practice. The smaller frequency drift, higher power diss-

ipation and relative cheapness of suitable vacuum tubes indicated their 

use in the Hobart flight packages. Circuit diagrams of the two types 

of transmitter used are presented in figs. 5.9(a) and (b). The 958 

oscillator provided 150 . mW of radiated power -I -, with an anode effic-

iency of 25% and the 36.5 oscillator provided 400 mW with an efficiency 

of 30% . 

Vertical antennas were used for transmission and reception. An 

end fed transmitting antenna suspended below the package was used 

initially. Fading due to antenna swing was experienced on a number 

of flights. A centre fed half wave dipole attached to the balloon 

load line cured the fading problem completely. 

5.6 DATA READ OUT  

The same read out facilities were used for both the wire recorded 

and radio telemetered data. The main telemetry station used a vertical 

four element Yagi antenna connected by coaxial cable to the receiver. 

:5. 
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The receiver was of tIle superregenerative type, desicned and built 

(Edwards, 1960) in the initial stages of the Eobart cosmic ray balloon 

flight pro.vamme. The receiver output was directly recorded ou 

magnetic tape. The Madura wire records were also transferred to tape. 

Figure 5.10 shows the read out facilities for the telescope flights. 

In order to reduce the time and labour involved in read-out, 

as such data as possible were tabulated during a flight or wire-tane 

dubbing. Pressure-time data, and minute count totals were obtained 

in this way from the visual monitor displays. The tar,* records were used 

when malfunction of the pcm.rectraer or associated circuity occv2red. 

The multiplexing method alreacw described allowed the east and %met 

counting rates to be automatically recorded by different pene. Pule 

width discrimination allowed the pressure data to be directly recorded 

on the chart when required. 

Error free read out van ponsible with sigaal pulse ampIitudee 

below the average noise level. The system thus compares favourably 

with comearable F0/21 multiplex cyntems which sehibit hich video noise 

thresholds. 
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C.HAPTEFt 6  

DIRECTIONAL MEASURENEETS OF THE COSMIC RAY 

INTENSITY AT HOBART (Am  m -52°5) AND MILDURA 

In the preceding chapters the design and conetruction of the 

experimental equipment was described. In this chapter we preeent the 

experimental data obtained from the Hobart and Nildura flights. In the 

following Chapters the result are diaaussed and interpreted. 

6.1 	Summary of the Flight Progrmme  

The first gliwto were made in early 1962 at Mildura on the 

Australian mainland. The initial flight was not succeesful due to water 

immersion of the in-flight wire recorder prior to recovery of the gondola. 

Several additional flights were made using a telemetry system constructed 

at the launching site when it became apparent that the wire recorder would 

not be available for further use. Information concerning the rotation 

characteriatics and temperature of the gondola was obtained in thia way. 

The telescope (geometry "A", Section 4.5) did not function satisfactorily 

at floating altitude. The temperature measuremente established that the 

package was insufficiently insulated against heat loss, leading to 

temperatures below 0°C, with consequent malfunction of the external cathode 

Geiger counters. The package was redesigned at Hobart to improve thermal 

insulation and several internal cathode telescopes were constructed. In 

1963 the inotrument packages were dispatched from Hobart to the launchieg 
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site at Mildura. Successful flights vere then achieved with the raze 

counter telescope and a number of internal cathode telescopes. The 

nominal floating altitude of 105, 90, 80 aud 65 thousand feet provided 

directional intensity data in a renze a atmospheric depths from 9 to 

60 gicm2 . All data were obtained at locations within a distance of 

70 KM from Mildura. 

The Hobart flights commenced in 1962. It was hoped to achieve 

floating periods of the order of half a day at floating altitude using the 

'relying technique described in Section 4,8• This technique was not 

successfUl and although four flights were made with neoprene b!... 11loone 

daring 1962-1963, in only two of these did the telescope remain at a 

reasonably constant altitude for more than one hour. The legit flight 

was launched from Hobart in December 1963 and carried telescope CO used 

in the Mildura flights. A plastic balloon was used and this stayed aloft 

for more than 36 hours. This flight was successful and provided 

asymmetry and directional flux data of good statistical accuracy over a 

range of atmospheric depths. The Hobart data were obtained at distances 

of less than about 200 Km S.E. of Hobart. 

In the folloming Section° the Hobart and Mildura data are 

separately presented. All teleocopes were inclined at a zenith angle of 

450. 

6.2 	Mildura Flights Data : Hibal Flights 138; 148  

In this Section un procent data obtained during tho ascent and 

level flight periods of the two flights in which the nominal floating 

IP; 
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altitude was loom feet. In thie and the succeeding aections the 

flight number is that used by the Balloen Laanchino Staton st rIldura 

(ceomee3aetie co-ordinatee 43°40 1/6, 

Ycligiat 130, 

ThiG flight vas launched rA 2125 UT on 	22, ig5z. Tkle 

balloon rose at an average rate of 104) feetkia, corm -need floating at 

2313 UT at an altitude of 1O 2t and waa out down at 0226 UT„ Lrril 23, 

1963. The instrurent package contained a Gingle tree epentoe telocco-Aa 

(amoretry "D", Figure 4.20!)) ) 6, a solar censor coverin3 T2e rer-etin eaet 

and west quadranto, and the wire recorder and associated 	The 

total recording period was nearly four hours, including Vac, ' AIV3 OZ the 

fleating period, during which the balloon =rained at an atecsrlzorie 

depth of 9.0 * 0.3 gica2 . 

The Gondola rotated with a period of less than one minute during 

accent. During level flight the azimtbal rate wee conniderably sleeker, 

of the order of several degroce a ninute. The teleocope wanting rate is 

shown an a function of pressure and time in Figure 6.1. Ftwe Vila figure 

may be seen the enhanced countin3 rate at the start, riddle Led end of the 

floating period when the con9asa eif;eal indicated weoterlr orientation of 

the telescope. The depressed rates were recorded when the telcoce-de 

pointed east. The east-uest ocyrzotry, averaged over 45 °  8en intervals 

centred on the goonotric eaot antt weot divectione uao detemined to be 

. 	J m 0.35 * 0.05. The eact.duast asynnetrp rateo,-.2.1.43 t 0.07, the 
Jo  

differential Mem, Ju  - Jo  570 50 peters, and the l2ui frsE4 the oast 

Je  cn 1340 * 35 peters. The Jam at the transitiem =An= (at alc, 

atmospheric depth of approximately 90 g/cr12) avoraaaa mar 360° in asiEuth, 



HIBAL FLIGHT 138 : RAW DATA 
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vas found to be tict  gs 3350 * 100 poters. The errors oto 	cre 

statistical and do not take into account possible errors ia the aconetrie 

factor which was taken es 0.75 cm2  aterod. 

Flight 148  

This Mott was launched at 2205 UT on July 23,1963 5  four months 

after Flight 138. The mean ascent rate of the balloon van 625 feet/min 

and the floating depth of 9.5 * 0.3 g/cm2  wes reached at 0011 UT, July 24, 

1963. Itieseepe ( ile, Pimare 4.2(a) was flown in conjuffetion vith a 

solar sensor covering the east and west quadrants. Dee to a -,2ochanical 

malfunction of the mire recorder, only one or or level flirt-t 

recorded. However, beceuze of the hicher geometric factor (120 cm 2  sterad), 

the directional data is statistically more accurate than that obtaimed ia 

the previous flight, although the gondola did not rotate as reriularly. 

The eest-west oymnetry avevQed over 45° sectorc vas 0035 * 0.03 

and the asymmetry ratio, _a= 1.134 * o.oh. The differential flux, 
Jo 

JW Je 2: 550 * 30 peters and Je  1300 * 20 oters. 	ecy.otcd irneasities 

ray contain a residual error beeence of the large correction to tho canntins 

rates necessitated by the low counting efficiency of the telescope due to 

counter resolvinz tire. This correction was atterpted uainE t*Jo K.onzds. 

The first method involved calculation of the counter tray effieieEcies aud 

(1ppendin 1) usinz laboratory rea1v1a3 tine =ware -cents,. ao socond 

corroztion was obtained by oonpariaz the conntino rote durinl the =cent 

with the counting rata at correspundlog depthc of sovuxal difge=t tele-

scopes for uhich the resolving tim loss uao scall nni tad boon ce -7..xGotl 

by the first method. The firut aethod Gave an effAcioncy 15% lar-hc,7 than 



that obtained by the second method. In vieu of the meortaistiec, in the 

resolvinl tine caloulatiens„ the counting efficiency unel in the intezeity 

calculations vas deterrZuted by the secoLd cetted. 

6.3 	Al(2.1ura fairpt Data : uival Ei2ic41128 

In this section data is presented from PligNt 158, laucche at 

1954 UT on October 9, 1963. ale bnlleaa rceatc:2 Montin3 eerth at 2132 U2, 

Oetober 10,1963. Teleocepe ne was flown with a three Erner3nt oelar censor 

covering the cast, vest and north magnetic quadrants. Pine te meordor 

talftnction, re size= Cats wag obtained, but a total of 5) -lentos of level 

fliEht data V= rocorCea, The barosvitch on board the Bib21 7onft1a 

indicated an initial level flight pressure of 23.3 Lb, sle -Ay increcaing 

to reach 25.3 nb at the end of the floating period. The pressure deduced 

from radar sourdinos use 17.1 ph. It uss established that the baroswitch 

was in fact in error and the reen atr_ospherie depth vas taken V3 17.5 gicm2 . 

This figure is uncertain by savors' /on 2 . 

The east...vest emyznetry was deterniaedias 0.0 * 0.02 and the 

azynnetry ratio, ..! m 1.50 * 0.03. The differential flux, J u  - Jo  m 760 * 
Jo  

35 patella e  and the flux from the east ,J0  gm 1520 * 20 retere. 

6.h  raltlara Flit Data : Ulbal Plicto 132 k  153, 157  

In this Election ve present the intensity dataebtainsd . in tree 

level flights at a nenia21 altituen 077 a0,000 foot. 

atilt  132  
Plight 132 vas launched at 2016 UT on L=2nreh 18,1963. Tay.,  man 



neceat rate of the balloon was 990 feethmin aad level night co=menced at 

2134 U2, garch 18,1963. The geocetric factor of the telescope (Figure 4.3) 

was 0.97 cm? ster. A three ouedrant solar eeneor provided azimuth 

information. A, baroawitch uns included with the pay load in order to check 

the aibal presoure measurements. The total recording period of four houre 

covered the ascent, two hour level flight at 32.5 * 0.5 gicu 2and twentyfour 

minutee of the descent. The telescope counting rate is plotted in Pigure 

6.2. The lou counting rate of this telescope and the irregular rotation 

of the gondola do not antra the azimuthal variation of inteneity to be 

clearly seen fron the graph. 

The east-west esynr2try averaged over 90°  in azimuth was 

0.286 1  0.06. The asymmetry ratio, aw . 1.33 * 0.08. The differential 
Je 

W 	flux, Ju  Je  = 790 * 160 peters, and the east flux, Je  = 2370 * 110 peters. 

Plight 153  

This flight was launched at 2034 UT on September 17, 1963. The 

package contained two inclined telescopes, 1800  apart in animuth with 

geometric factors of 10.9 and 10.h cm? stored (Geometry ne„Figure 4.2). 

Dschanical registers. separately accumulated the east and west counts and 

the total count from each telescope for the period of level flight. The 

an ascent rate of the balloon was 660 feet /min and the floating level 

(30 gicr12) was reached at 2233 UT, September 17 01963. The baroswitch was 

arranged to start the registers counting at a depth of 37 gicn2(74,000 ft) 

and to terainste the count then the balloon descended to 70,000 feet 

(46 g/cm2), The register indicating the total counting period did not 

function but the period of 116 minutes, eeticated from the flight curve, 
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commenced at 2222 UT and ended at 0018 UT. The period of level flight 

was 103 minutes, 11 minuten of data were accurulated during the ascent 

(37-30 g/cmf and the renaining two minutea of recording time covered the 

dencent Pron 30 - 46 cfcm2 . 

The cant-nest anynaetry averaged one 180 °  in azinuth, was 

0.078 t).015 and the asynnetry ratio jw n 1.08 * 0.02. The flux fron 
Je  

the eclat measured with the two telescopea was 2330 * 25 peters and 2220 * 

30 peters respectively. The man differential flux was 186 * 36 peters. 

The flight was made during the progress of a Forbush decrease which conkenced 

at Hobart at 0200 UT, September 17, 1963. Comparison between the two 

telescope count totals suggests that intensity variations occurred during 

the flight. 

Might  157  

The flight was launched at 2006 UT on October 7, 1963. The 

average ascent rate was 856 feet/min and the maxinun altitude of 79,000 feet 

•was reached at 2140 UT, October 7,1963. The balloon burst prematurely 

five minutes later. The resister bent commenced counting at 0732, eight 

•ninutes before the balloon stopped rieing. Counting ceased at 0750 when 

the balloon depth had increased to 46 /om2. ribs counting period was too 

short to provide accurate directional data. Hubject to the uncertainties 

introduced by the variation in depth (46 - 30 g/cm2 ), the following restate 

were obtained with the telescopes used in Plight 153. One of the tele-

ecopes van placed in anti-coineidence with a single counter (Figure ).2). 

The results are averaged over 90°  in azimuth. 
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The east-west asymmetry was 0.11 * 0.06 for the unpoliced 

telaecope and 0.16 * 0.08 for the policed telescope. The asymmetry ratios 

were respectively 1.12 * .06 and 1.17 * 0.09. The east fluxes were 

respectively 2300 * 110 peters and 2030 * 107 peters and the differential 

fluxes, 266 2  156 peters and 316 * 155 peters. The results show that the 

anti-coincidence counter reduced the telescope counting rate by about 11$. 

The statistical accuracy is not sufficiently high to allow a comparison 

betweea the directional flux measured in this flight and that measured in 

Flight 153 during the Forbush decrease. 

6.5 	Mildurn Flight Data : Flight 128  

This flight was launched at 1935 UT on February 12,1963. The 

mean ascent rate was 795 feet/min and level flight at 66.5 g/cm2, lasting 

65 minutes, commenced at 2053 UT. The instruuent package contained a 
internal 

Cerenkov detector associated with four/cathode geiger counters (Figure 4.3). 

Figure 4.5 (a) shows the instrumentation in block diagram form. The 

photomultiplier output pulses were discriminated at three amplitude levels, 

corresponding to proton momenta of 1, 1.16 and 4.4 V. 

The flight was the first in 1963 and a baroswitch ead thernistor 

were included to provide pressure and temperature information in order to 

check the Hibal pressure data and the adequacy of the thermal insulation of 

the package. Figure 6.3 shows the teaperature, pressure and altitude 

during the flight. The beroswitch readings indicated on the graph by 

open circles, are in good agreement with the Hibal data. The teryorztura 
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of the pay loud dropped by leoo than 10°C. 'ibis Tris conniaered to be 

oc,IsfEetery since the balloon was launched before local suarize md the 

low eltitude of the sun throughout the flight Quested that polar 

heating sus small. 

One of the sub carrier oocillatoro s  which were constructed as 

plug in moduleo (Figure 4.)I, Section 4.5) wan jarred frea ito socket 

during rail transport to Vildura. The data uere consequently reetricted 

to that from the preasure and temDerature transducers, the "north" oolar 

• sensor, the "narrow angle" (U.A.) telescope and the Cerenkov detector. 

Figure 6.4 shows the U.A. teleocope counting rate during the flight. 

The counting rates and flight duration were too low to provide 

reliable estimates of the azimuthal flux diotribution the main pur9ose of 

the experiment being the acquieition of "housekeeping" information Tor the 

design of further flights. Of particular interest was the contribution 

oTson-yrisary particles to the geiGer telescope counting rate. 

Particles traversing the teleocope encountered an absorber 

thickness of 15 g/c1i2 . The momentum threshold was therefore 0.52 0V 

for protons and 0.12 OV for u-msono. Table 6.1 lists the H.A. and 

Cerenkov teleocope fluxeo obtained during level flight. 
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TABLE 6.1  

Channel Momentum 
Range (GV) 

Flux 
(Peters) 

NA (E:g:6.) 

A 

NA 

Proton p-Meson 

524 ± 85 

198 ± 

354 ± 75 

803 ± 113 

1879 :1" 205 

0.52 - 1.0 

1.0 - 1.16 

4.40 

• 	4.4o 

 

0.52  . 

COD 

MD 

0.12 - 0.47 

0,47 

0.12 

Particles counted by the telescope but giving no detectable 

Cerenkov light (NA.W..g:E.) Comprise: (a) Protons with momenta between (0.52 

and 1.0) GV entering the telescope 

from above. 

(b) Fast splash albedo protons. 

(c) Side shower particles which trigger 

the four fold coincidence set but 

not the Cernkov discriminator. 

Channel A  counts are predominantly due to down coming secondary 

protons. A small contribution is due to proton collissions with the 

photomultiplier structurd. 

Channel B  counts down coming protons and p-mesons. 
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Channel C counts down-coming primary protons, heavier nuclei 

and mesons. Nuclear collisions in the Cerenkov radiator will also 

contribute pulses to this channel. 

The 3UM of the splash albedo flux and of the slow proton flux 

in the momentum interval (0.52 - 1.0) GV„ N.A.(XXX.) in Table 6.1, is 

28% of the total N.A. flux. 

6.6  Hobart Flight Data : Flights 2, 4 

In this section the data from two flights launched from Hobart 

in 1963 is discussed. Flight 1, launched in 1962 did not provide useful 

directional data owing to a telemetry fault. Plight 3 in Apri1,1963 did 

not reach floating altitude, and burst prematurely. The ascent data from 

this flight was examined and established as asymmetry of the order of 10$ 

in the depth interval (100 - 50) e/cm2 . 

Flight H.2  

This flight was launched at 0149 UT on April 2, 1963. The 

balloon reached floating depth (30 g/cm2) at03.10UT but began to sink 15 

minutes later. Irregular fluctuations in depth continued for one hour and 

the balloon rapidly lost altitude after 0420 UT. The instrument package 

contained a single bellows baroswitch, wide angle telescope of geometric 

factor 13.8 cm2  stored inclined at 45°  zenith angle and a two quadrant 

sun sensor. Ambiguity in the identification of the baroswitch contacts 

necessitated rejection of some data. The east-vest asymmetry at 32 * 

3 g/cm2  was 0.095 * 0.04 and the differential flux, J v  Je  m 400 * 160 

peters. The flux from the east was 3600 * 130 peters. 
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Flight 11.4  

The flight was launched at 0051 UT on September 5, 1963. The 

instrumentatknammsidentical with that used in Flight 2. The telescope 

had previously been flown at Mildura (Flight 138). 	A depth of 32.5 * 

3 g/cm2  was reached at 0223 UT and remained within these limits until 1242 

when the balloon began to lose altitude. The telemetry signal was lost at 

1410 when the balloon apparently passed below the radio horizon. 

The asymmetry at 32.5 * 3 g/cm2  was 0.103 * 0.045, the 

differential flux was 378 * 180 peters, and the oast flux 3520 * 300 

peters. 

6.7 	Hobart and Telescope Flight Data t Flight 5  

Flight H.  

A plastic balloon carrying telescope "A", east and vest quadrant 

sensors, a barosvitch and associated telemetry equipment, was launched 

from Hobart at 0106 UT on December 14,1963. The ascent rate was 

considerably lover than had been intended, and the balloon reached its 

maximum altitude of 90,000 feet (17.5 g/cm2 ) at 0800 UT. The low ascent 

rate enabled directional intensity data to be obtained with reasonable 

statistical accuracy over a vide range of atmospheric depth. The balloon 

remained at constant altitude for 60 minutes and then commenced to sink at 

0900 UT following local sunset. The telescope rate &.opped as the 

package cooled during the night and although data was obtained on the 

following day it is not reported here because of uncertainty regarding the 

atmospheric depth of the balloon. 
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Figure 6.1: shows the telescope counting rate and pressure for 

the first day of the flight. The azimuthal flux variation is evident 

from the two minute count totals during the latter part of the flight. 

Owing to the slow ascent, the sun sensors did not directly indicate the 

east and west directions during this later stage of the flight. It was 

possible however to interpret the compass data with reasonable confidence. 

The east-west asymmetry at an atmospheric depth of 17.5 g/cm 

was determined to be = 0.097 = 0.02 and the asymmetry ratio, 

= 1.10 = 0.02. The east flux, Je  = 3270 = 50 peters, and the mit. 
w e  
west differential flux, Jur . Je  = 330 2: 60 peters. These results were 

averaged over an azimuth interval of approximately 45 0• 

The directional data at greater depths is discussed in Section 

7.1. 



CHAPTER 7  

DISCUSSION OF THE DIRECTIONAL DIEASUREMITS  

	

7.1 	The East-West Asyuzetry at 52 °S.  

The E,JJ asymmetry obtained in the three Hobart flights is 

plotted as a function of depth in Figure 7.1. The asymmetry increases 

monotonically with decreasilg depth, from about 5% at the transition 

maximum to 10% at the lowest depth attained, 17.5 g/cm 2 (15 g/cr12 

atmospheric stopping power at 45°  zenith angle). Extrapolation to 

zero depth suggests a primary asymmetry of 0.13 * 0.03. 

Observations of the east-west asynnetry were reviewed in 

Section 3.4. The observations reported here appears to be the first in 

which a neasureable high altitude asyrmetry has been obtained at a 

geomagnetic latitude above 45 °. Reference to Figure 3.2 (Section 3.3) 

shows the extrapolated asymmetry to be in agreement with the primary 

asymmetry expected at latitude 52 °S at solar minimum. 

 

7.2  The Dependence of the East-West Intensity Difference  

at 52°S upon Atmospheric Depth  

The data from Hobart Flight 5 has been used to plot the depth 

dependence of the east and west intensities in Figure 7.1. The east-

west intensity difference is also plotted. 

The intensity difference curve is well represented as an 

exponential function of atmospheric pressure in the range 17 - 150 mb. 

6 Jew = Jw(0=11/4) JE(0=w/4) = 400 exp(-P/67)peters 

This relation implies an absorption mean free path of 68VF = 96 g/cm 2  for 
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the radiation producing the east-west difference, principally protons 

with a near energy close to 1000 !!eV (Section 2.1). The agreement with 

the proton mean free path of 100 g/cm2  in air suggested by emulsion 

measurements at 900 May (Millburn et al., 1954) is probably fortuitous 

in view of the statistical uncertainties in the east and west counting 

rate°. 

The transition depth of the east and west intensities is not 

significantly different at Hobart and lies in the range 70 5 g/cm2 . 

7.3 	The East-West Asymmetry at 44°S  

As ennected, (Section 3.3) the east-west effects at Mildura 

(44°S) were appreciably greater than at Hobart (52°S). Figure 7.2 shows 

the depth dependence of the asymmetry obtained from the Mildura flights. 

Although several different telescope geometries were used, no geometry 

correction has been made. The agreement between the values obtained at 

9.5 g/cm2 with telescope "A" and "0, and the considerations of Section 

4.2, together suggest that the magnitude of these corrections would be 

less than the statistical errors. 

The asymmetry at 44°S, unlike that at 52°S, does not decrease 

monotonically with increasing depth, but appears to reach a maximum of 0.40 

alb 17.5 g/cm2 . At 9.5 g/cm2  the asymmetry has dropped to 0.35, although 

the decrease is not highly significant statistically. 

01_ 
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A primary asymmetry of 0.40 is expected at solar minimum 

(Figure 3.2). Comparisons may be made with the investigations of Winckler 

and Anderson (op.cit. Section 3.4) in which the asymmetry at 600  zenith 

angle and latitude 400  at comparable atmospheric depths was found to be 

0.26 * 0.06. This is certainly significantly less than that obtained 

from the present investigations. The geomagnetic theory (Chapter 2) 

shows that the asymmetry ought to be greater at larger zenith angles and 

lower latitudes, as was in fact confirmed by Winckler's experiments. 

The anomalously high asymmetry obtained at 44 °S latitude is 

therefore consistent with the existence of a softer primary energy spectrum 

in 1963 than in 1949. Evidence supporting this view is presented in 

Sections 7.5 and 7.6 .  

7.4 THE DEPENDENCE OF THE EAST-WEST IBTENbITY DIFFERENCE 
AT 44°5 UPON ATAOSPHERIC DEPTH  

The east-vest intensity difference is plotted in Figure 7.2. 

The intensity difference increases with depth, reaches a broad 

maximum at about 35 g/cm2  and decreases rapidly at depths greater than 

the west intensity transition depth (& 90 g/am 2 ). The transition depth 

of the east intensity cannot be accurately determined from the ascent data 

but is approximately 100 g/cm 2 . 

Protons allowed from the west but not from the east (Section 

7.6), have rigidities between approximately 3.7 and 4.8 GV. Taking 

the primary rigidity spectrum of Section 3.2, the mean energy of protons 
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responsible for the east-west difference at Mildura is approximately 

3 GeV. The occurrence of a transition maximum in the east-west intensity 

at 44°S but not at 520S (Section 7.2) is therefore not unexpected in view 

of the increased production of penetrating secondary particles at higher 

primnry energies. 

7.5 	The Primary Cosmic Ray Rigidity Spectrum in 1963. 

(A) Hobart Observations  

The directional measurements at Hobart and Mildura allow certain 

deductions concerning the cosmic ray rigidity spectrum in 1963. It has 

already been pointed out that the observed asymmetries are considerably 

greater than would be expected by extrapolating similar measurements made 

by Winckler in 1949, near solar minimum. Direct comparison between the 

directional intensities has been shown by Anderson (op.cit. Chapter 3) to 

give misleading results because of the presence of the secondary 

background. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the differential 

intensities (Jw - JE) at a given location ought to allow the intensity of 

primary cosmic rays in a narrow range of rigidity to be deduced. This 

rigidity interval (Chapter 2) is approximately centred at the vertical 

Stoermer threshold value with width approximately the difference between 

the east and west Stoermer thresholds. 

The vertical rigidity threshold at Hobart according to Quenby 

and Webber (op.cit. Section 2.5) is 1.70 GV. The equivalent Stoermer 

latitude at the top of the atmosphere above Hobart, using Equation 2.5, 
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is therefore 54.5°. The actual threshold will in fact be higher because 

of the neglect of the penumbra. Quenby and Wenk (op.cit. Section 2.5) 

quote the effective threshold as 1.79 GV. 

The machine calculations of McCracken (op.cit. Section 2.5) 

suggest a somewhat higher vertical threshold. Since the east-west 

rigidity difference at high latitudes varies as the seventh power of the 

Stoermer latitude (Equation 2.6), the deduced primary differential 

intensity is clearly sensitive to the latitude assumed for Hobart. From 

Figure 2.1 the east-west rigidity interval for zenith angle 45° varies 

from 250 MV at X s  = 54°  to 470 MV at X s  = 50°. Assuming the penumbra in 

the east and vest to be transparent, the rigidity difference 

6Psw(8 = 45° , X= 54.5° ) = 230 MV. From Section 7.2 the primary 

differential intensity is therefore 

1,83 

6Pew 

In view of the possible errors in the east-west rigidity band 

width associated with the uncertainty in the Stoermer latitude of Hobart, • 

it is not possible to set accurate limits to the deduced intensity. The 

errors introduced by counting statistics and uncertainty in telescope 

geometrical sensitivity probably do not exceed *30%. 

fa dP/ew 6P 	= 6Jew(x=4°)  =1740 peters/GV at 1.7 GV 17.  
1,60 	0ew 

For a Stoermer latitude of 50 0  

' 6Jsw(x=0) 
= 850 peters /GV at 2.6 GV. 

72  

7.3 
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The differential rigidity spectrum at the 1954 solar minimum 

(Webber, 1962) reached a maximum of about 1460 peters/GV at 1.5 GV (protons 

plus alpha particles). The balloon measurements (December, 1963) 

therefore suggest a differential primary intensity at least as high as 

that expected from the previous solar minimum. However, at the time of 

the present measurements the Mawson and Mt .Wellington neutron monitor rates 

(private communication, Dr.A.G.Fenton) were still rising towards the level 

anticipated from observations in 1954. 

7.6 	The Primary Cosmic Ray Rigidity Spectrum in 1963: 

(B) Mildura Observations  

The vertical threshold rigidity at Mildura according to Quenby 

and Webber (op.cit. Section 2.6) is 3.73 GV. By the method of the 

previous section the east and west Stoermer thresholds at 45 °  zenith angle 

were found to be respectively 4.28 and 3.31 GV. The penumbral calculations 

of Schwartz (Section 2.2) at Stoermer latitude 41 °  may be approximately 

extrapolated to latitude 45°  to give 

PE(As=45° , 6=45°) = 4.78 GV and Pw(A5=45° , 0=45°) = 3.69 GV. 

We thus find 

4,78 

I dN  
dP/6Pew = 330 peters / GV 

3.69 

The predicted intensity using the solar minimum spectrum given 

by Equation 3.1 is 320 peters/CV. However, the statistical error in the 

east-west differential intensity measured in the Mildura flights 1s0 

approximately *20%. 
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We note that the extrapolated intensity from the east (Section 

7.4) (900 peters), and the vest (1250 peters) are both about 175 peters 

above the primary intensities deduced from the solar minimum spectrum. 

7.7 	The Primary Cosmic Ray Rigidity Spectrum  

(C) Comparison Between the Hobart and Mildura Data 

In Figure 7.3 the atmospheric absorption curves of the 

azimuthally averaged intensity obtained at Mildura and Hobart are plotted 

together with the difference curve. The data was obtained with the two 

telescopes (A and B) which were flown at both locations. The radiation 

allowed at Hobart but not at Mildura is initially absorbed with a mean free 

path of approximately 100 g/cm2 . At depths greater than about 150 g/cm2 , 

the intensity decreases less rapidly with depth with an apparent mean free 

path of 230 g/cm2 . 

Taking the near rigidity thresholds to be 4.2 GV and 1.7 GV, 

the differential intensity, extrapolated to zero depth, 

4.2 

(frpdll  d131/6P = 650 peters / GV 

1.7 

From Figure 1.7, the expected primary intensity at solar minimum is 

approximately 560 peters GV. Although the secondary background contribution 

is uncertain, this result is therefore in reasonable agreement with the 

intensity separately deduced from the directional measurements. 
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PART II, 

In the second part of this thesis we discuss measurements 

obtained with balloon borne geiger counters launched from Hobart. 

The phenomena to be discussed include changes in the intensity and 

energy spectrum of cosmic rays during the period 1959 — 1963, the 

detection of radioactive material in the stratosphere in 1961, and 

the observation of a radiation enhancement following the "Starfish" 

nuclear explosion on July 9 1962. Experimental results from other 

instruments will also be presented and discussed in relation to the 

balloon observations. 

/ 07. 



CHAPTER EIGHT  

OMNIDIRECTIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF IONIZING RADIATION  

WITH BALLOON BORNE DETECTORS  

INTRODUCTION  

A programme of single geiger counter balloon flights commenced 

at Hobart in 1959 (Edwards, 1960; Greenhill, 1960). These experiments 

continued during the period 1960 - 1963. In this chapter the results 

of these flights are discussed in conjunction with those of other work-

ers. The radiation enhancement following the Starfish shot is dis-

cussed in Chapter 10. 

8.1 THE ATTENUATION OF IONIZING RADIATION IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE. 

Balloon flights of omni-directional cosmic ray detectors have been 

made over a period of thirty years and the general form of the atmospher-

ic absorption curves has been well established with ionization chambers 

and geiger counters. One of the features of the absorption curve, its 

exponential slope in the lower atmosphere, has been neglected in the 

literature, although it is well known (e.g. Simpson, 1951) that the 

intensity of the nucleonic  component of cosmic radiation decreases 

approximately exponentially with atmospheric depth in the interval 

(200 4= x 4".. 600) g/cm2  . A latitude dependence of the nucleonic 

attenuation length (La) has also been reported by a number of invest-

igators, (Simpson, 1961; Pomerantz, 1960) and attempts have been made 

to link changmis  in Ln  at fixed latitudes with changes in the energy 

spectrum of the primary radiation. 

An analysis fl.pper-3:.Y 	carried out on the high altitude ion 

I OS. 



chamber measurements of Neher et al (1937, 1938, 1939, 1942 1  1953, 

1881) showed that curves of the form (e -x/L) accurately express 

the ionization-depth relation in the region (250 	x 	500) g/cm2  . 

The absorption in this part of the atmosphere may therefore be spec-

ified by a single parameter, the "attenuation length", (L) which may 

be accurately and easily computed by a least squares fit to the data 

from a single balloon ascent. It should be pointed out that the . 

ionization over a wider depth interval may be expressed (Bowen, 1933) 

as the sum of three Gold integrals (involving three parameters) and 

that the one-parameter representation discussed here must be regarded 

merely as a close approximation suitable for computational purposes. 

Further examination of the ion chamber results shows that the 

value of the absorption length as defined above decreases monotonically 

from about 220 g
/
cm

2 
at geomagnetic latitudes above the cosmic ray "knee" . 

The latitude dependence of (L) is plotted in Fig. 8.1. Due to the 

lack of data at low latitudes, fast neutron attenuation lengths (Simp-

son, 1951; Soberman, 1955) have been included to aid in extending the 

curve to the equator. It may be seen that the value of (0 above 

the knee is raised significantly during 1958 1  a year of high sunspot 

activity, a result consistent with the well accepted hardening of the 

primary spectrum during solar maximum. 

Analysis of data obtained by.Neher at high Northern latitudes in 

July - August 1951 suggests an inverse relation between the attenuation 

length (L) and the intensity of the nucleonic component measured at 

climax (Simpson et al, 1952). This result indicates the fluctuations 

in the cosmic ray intensity to be energy dependent during this period. 
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TABLE 8./  

Flight Period of Data 

1. 

1:1;3110c1 Collection (U.T.) 

28 Oct 59 0700 — 0730 

2, 31 Dec 59 0230 — 0300 

3. 7 Oct 60 0249 — 0311 

4. 14 Oct 60 0210 — 0233 

5. 15 Nov 60 0700 — 0721 

6. 20 Apr 61 0604 — 0630 

7. 7 Aug 6/ 0420 — 0437 

6, 6 Jul 62 

9. 20 Nov 63 1349 — 1414 

Attenuation  Geophysical &  
Length g/cm2  Solar Activity  

	

167.1 t 2 
	

Importance 2 Flare: 
0340 U.T. 

168.0 = 3 

174.0 t 2.5 Forbush Decrease 
commenced on 6 Oct 
60. In progress 
during flight 

	

172.5 t 2 	Forbush Decrease 
commenced during 
flight 

	

142.0 t 5 	Forbush Decrease in 
progress; Sea Level 
Flare increase 
commenced at Hobart 
during hour 03 U.T. 

164.9 t 2.5 

165,2 I 2.5 

163 ±4 

161.0 = 2.6 

Analysis of data from the Hobart geiger counter flights also showed 

the counting rate to be an exponential function of atmospheric depth in 

the range (200 -4: x 4'1' 500) g/cm2 	Table 8.1 shows the attenuation 

lengths obtained from the Hobart flights. 95 percent fiducial errors 

are quoted. 	 • 

	 . • ,2 

The attenuation lengths (Li ) are compared with hourly values of 

the Mt. Wellington Neutron Monitor counting rate, at the times of the 

flights in Fig. 8,2(a). We note: 

(a) The attenuation lengths obtained from flights made during geophysically 

"quiet" periods show a general decrease from 1959 to 1963. This is 



consistent with the change in the primary cosmic ray spectrum 

expected during the approach to solar minimum. 

(b) Flights (3) and (4) made during Forbush events are characterised 

by unusually high values of L 	consistent with a transient 

hardening of the spectrum. These data therefore support the 

hypothesis (e.g. McCracken, 1959) that the energy dependence of 

the short term intensity variations differs from that of the long 

term variations. 

(c) The attenuation lengths from flights (1) and (5), made shortly 

after the occurrence of solar flares, are unusually low as might 

be expected from the softening of the incident radiation during 

cosmic ray flare events. 

It is concluded, therefore, that the value of the attenuation 

length derived from balloon flights of single geiger counters does in 

fact reflect changes in the energy spectrum of the primary radiation. 

Consideration of the attenuation length derived in this way maybe 

worthwhile in determining changes in the primary spectrum. No attempt 

to do this is made in the present work because of the lack of data from 

other latitudes. 

Kamphouse (1963) has shown that the nucleonic attenuation length 

(La) at College, Alaska decreased from 147.1 t 2.4 giam2  in 1958 to 135,9 

1,8 eam2  in 1962, Philips (1961) found the Hobart attenuation length 

(La) to change from approximately 139 g/am 2  in 1958 to 135 g/cm2  in 1950. 

These results suggest Ln  and Li 	to be roughly equally sensitive to 

spectral changes, since the Hobart L i  values changed from about 168 in 1959 

to 163 dam
2 
in 1962 2  a change comparable with the change in rin  . 
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8,2 HOBART BALLOON GEIGER COUNTER MEASUREMENTS 1959 - 1963  

In the previous section we discussed the attenuation length (L i ) 

derived from geiger counter and ionization chamber balloon flights. 

It was shown that the value of Li  derived from the Hobart flights 

decreased during the period 1959 - 1963, In this section we examine 

chrnges in other characteristics of the atmospheric absorption curves 

obtained from the Hobart flights during this period. 

Depth of the Transition Maximum  

Examination of the ionization chamber data of Neher et al. shows 

that the atmospheric depth (3) at which maximum ionization occurs 

(the transition maximum) varies with latitude from x 4  0 near the 

poles in years of low sunspot number to x a 100 g/cm2  near the 

equator. This may be compared with the corresponding variation from 

x = 80 g
/
cm

2 
to x = 130 g/cm

2 
for the nucleonic component according 

to Soberman (1955). Since the depths of the ionization and geiger 

counting rate maxima appear to be more sensitive to threshold energy 

than the nucleon transition depths it may be possible to investigate 

spectral changes by observing the fluctuations in x 	from geiger 
M8X 

counter measurements. The data of Henkel & Lockwood (1959) for example 

suggest a general depression in the depth of the maximum when the 

intensity rises above the mean. 

The depths of the counting rate maxima were extracted from the 

Hobart data by fitting parabolic regression curves to the minute count 

totals. The pressure and hence the atmospheric depth at the maximum 

was then determined from the pressure-time ascent data. The early 

flights (1959 - 1961) used a hypsometer for pressure measurements and 

//L. 



these are considered to be more reliable than in the later flights 

in which baroswitches were used. The errors in x m 	due to baro- ax 

metric errors and time variations in the counting rates are comparable 

with the magnitude of the long term change. It is clear however that 

the depth of the transition maximum decreased from about 65g/cm
2 
in 

1959 to below 60 g/cm
2 
in 1983. 

Intensity Fluctuations  

The geometric factors of the counters were intercompared by means 

of a laboratory calibration using a Radium gamma ray source. The 

earlier flight counters of the Maze type were replaced by internal 

nickel cathode counters in 1962. The two types of counters differed 

considerably in gamma efficiency and although an attempt has been made 

to take this into account, the laboratory calibrations may be in error 

by several percent. Other uncertainties concern the rise in p part-

icle threshold energy due to the change in wall material and the assump-

tion that the geometric factor of the counter is proportional to its 

counting rate when calibrated with the point source. In Figure 8.2(b) 

the normalised counting rates and the approximate pressures at the trans-

ition maxima are compared with the hourly rates of the Mt, Wellington 

neutron monitor. The fractional change in the transition counting rate 

is about twice that in the Mt. Wellington neutron monitor rate but the 

uncertainties in the counter normalization do not allow any more detailed 

conclusion. Subject to these uncertainties, the relative amplitude of 

the geiger counter and neutron monitor counting rate changes is the same 

for both the long and short (Forbush) term modulations, and is equal to 

113. 



one at an atmospheric depth.of 250 g/am
2
. The counting rate at the 

transition maximum increased by 125; over the period October 1959 to 

November 1963. 

8.3 THE OBSERVATION OF SOLAR RADIO NOISE BURSTS  

In 1960 it became evident that immediate access to information 

concerning unusual solar activity would be useful in planning cosmic 

ray balloon flights from Hobart. Since the interests of the Hobart 

Cosmic Ray Group lay in time variations in the intensity and spectrum 

of corpuscular radiation, warnings of solar flare occurrence were of 

particular value. 

A study of the relevant literature suggested that detection of 

Type IV continuum radio noise storms would provide the necessary inform-

ation in view of their high degree of association (Thompson& Maxwell, 

1960) with solar particle radiation increases observed at the earth. 

• 	The continuum radiation is characterised (Thompson & Maxwell, 1960, 

1962) by an increase in solar radiation over a wide frequency range, 

typically 50 - 800 Mc/s, generally lasting for a period of minutes or, 

when associated with optical flares of high importance, often for several 

hours. The intensity of a Type IV noise storm does not usually fluct-

uate rapidly and the flux density is of the order of 1&W/m2/cps at 

metre wavelengths. The larger bursts are usually more intense at lower 

frequencies and the considerations of Section 5.4 therefore suggest the 

optimum operating frequency of a fixed frequency radiometer to be in the 

V.H.F. range. 

The Type II "slow drift" bursts (Roberts, 1959) are also of interest 

as precursors of geomagnetic activity. These are of geophysical sig- 

1 /1 



nificance when associated with continuum noise and their occurrence is 

restricted.to metre wavelengths. Although of shorter duration (minutes) 

than the Type IV storms when observed at a single frequency, the maximum 

intensity is usually an order of magnitude greater than that of the 

associated continuum and detection is correspondingly easier. 

Consideration of the spectra of the Types II and IV bursts end of 

the sky background and receiver noise levels, suggested that a frequency 

in the range 100 - 200 Mc/ s would be a suitable operating frequency for 

a fixed frequency total power radiometer. 

Neglecting man made noise, the required aperture of the receiving 

antenna may be estimated by requiring the detectable noise storm power 

per unit bandwidth to be comparable with the background noise level, 

The antenna aperture must then exceed 

2kT N' 
A= 	o  m2 Gs 

where G is the noise storm flux density. . From Figure 568 the back-s 

ground noise power at 100 Mc/s, N'kT o  4  4.10-21  watts/M2/cps. (Janskys) 

The required antenna aperture is then A = 10 m
2 
 • The required gain, 

relative to an isotropic antenna is . 10 db and the corresponding beam 

area, 3.9 . 103 deg2 (1.2 sterodians). If a fixed antenna were used, 

the angle of acceptance would need to be at least 1800  in one plane. A 

suitable antenna is the abtuse angled corner reflector (Kraus, 1940) which 

has a wide angle of response in the E plane. 

A 108 MO/s radiometer was constructed using a corner reflecting 

antenna and, later, a motor driven Yagi antenna. A block diagram of 

the instrument is shown in Fig. 8.3(a). The radiometer was operated 

115. 



at the Cosmic Ray laboratory in Hobart and the high man made noise 

level necessitated the use of a minimum reading detector. 

A number of flare increases were observed at sea level following 

outbursts recorded by the radiometer and checks with data obtained by 

the Sydney Radio Astronomy Group established that the instrument was 

functioning satisfactorily. Typical chart records of solar noise 

bursts obtained with the radiometer are reproduced in Fig. 8.3( \. 

Several balloon flights were launched by the Cosmic Ray Group following 

the detection of enhanced solar noise and during one of these (Flight 3, 

Section 8.1), flare pr9duced radiation was observed. 

5.4 THE RADIATION INCREASE OF AUGUST 7, 1961  

Data from a single counter balloon flight launched from Hobart at 

0346 UT.on August 7, 1961 showed that the counting rate was enhanced 

by about 10% between 0456 and 0500 UT in the depth interval 110 — 95 

g
/
am

2 
. There was no evidence of intensity fluctuations during the 

rest of the flight. Therefore it does not seem likely that malfunction 

of the balloon equipment occurred. Figure 8.4(a) shows the counting 

rate derived from minute count totals with the corresponding pressure 

readings during the latter part of the flight. Four minutes of count 

data were lost at the transition maximum due to a malfunction of the 

60 second count total transfer switch on the ground equipment (section 

5.3). The balloon burst at 0547 UT and pressure data could not be 

used during the rapid descent. However the descent rate, as deduced 

from a comparison of the altitude profiles of the ascent and descent 

transition counting rates, suggests that the high minute count total at 

0554 UT occurred at the same altitude 50 — 55 K ft as did the enhancement 
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at 0488. There is no evidence of a solar radio noise event, either 

at 1420 Mc/a or in the range 5 - 210 Mils during the flight (private 

communication, Dr. J. P. Wild). The Hobart 108 Mc/a radiometer 

(Section 8.3) did not record any significant noise burst during the 

day, and no VLF noise storm occurred at Hobart (private communication, 

Prof. G.R.A. Ellis). The Toolang3 magnetograph trace was undisttrbed 

throughout the day of the 7th which was selected (CRFL - F 206 (B), Oct-

ober 1881) as one of the 5 quiet days of the month on the basis of the 

geomatnetic activity indices. Apart from the enhancement the atmos-

pheric absorption curve was normal (Sections 8.1 and 8.2) and did not 

otherwise indicate the presence of excess radiation. 

In view of the lack of solar and geomagnetic activity we do not 

believe this event to be due to a solar disturbance such as a gamma ray 

burst as inferred by Winckler et al (1859) from similar observations with 

balloon equipment. The most likely explanation appears to lie in the 

presence of radioactive debris at an altitude in the vicinity of 53000, 

feet. The excess counting rate during the descent supports this wind 

maximum at the same altitude. 

Mantis & Winekler (1980) observed radio-active debris at the 350 

mb and 140 mb levels in two flights launched from Minneapolis in 1958. 

On the assumption that their radiation detectors (geiger counter and 

ion chamber) were responding to fission Y-rays the specific activities 

were calculated to be respectively 0.8 x 1O 	0.4 . i0-5  cm  

The excess radiation levels were observed within a week of Soviet nuclear 

explosions in the Arctic region and the trajectories of the debris were 

traced back to the test site. 
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If the Hobart increase were due to y-active debris, the specific 

activitg is riven by 

PN 
17 I=  Gon 	 8.2 

where pet Linear y-ray absorption coefficient (cu7 1 ) 

n Excoos geiger counting rate (sec-1 ) 

G = EfCactivu area of (7etator (Ap.3) 

n Gamma-ray detection efficiency 

if it is assumed to be uniform over a sphere of radius large compared 

with 2. A 10 km, at the altitude of detection. On this basis, putting 

Ge = 36 em2 , n = 0.5 10-2  wa obtain 

I = 5.6. 10-4cn73sec-1 . 

This value is a lower linit oince the layer would certainly need 

to be less than 2 km thick in order to account for the small depth 

interval (15 g/cm2 ) in which the counting rate was enhanced. 

If the increase were duo to 0 particles of energy greater than 

0.6 tlev, the threshold energy duo to the finite counter wall thickness, 

the specific activity is 

F. 

Io(Em) &•ovn-x° 
	 ... 8.3 

where an  Mass absorption coefficient (cm2/g) for a 0 emitter 

of maximum energy Em(MeV) 

22 ra4/3cn2/g (Price, 1958) 

P 0  Linear absorption coefficient (cmi l ) 

ao = Mass thickness a counter wall and other shielding 

material 

A 0.3g/ce 



Assuming the 0 emitter to be Yttrium 90 in equilibrium with Strontium 

909 Emax = 2.27 MeV and the specific activity, 

I = 3.6. 10-3cm-3sec-1  0 

The concentration of Sr" would then be at least 5. 106cm-3  if it 

originated in nuclear tests carried out before the 3-year moratorium which 

began in October 1958 and ended in the month following the Hobart observation. 

In view of the low sensitivity of the measurements to 0-action 

debris it seems that y activity is a more likely cause of the event. In 

any case the relatively high activity and narrow altitude range is unexpected 

in view of the Alinneeota measurements on fresh debris. 

Measurements of the specific 0-activity of rainfall carried out by 

the Division of Meteorological Physics, 	outside Melbourne . 	. 

(private communication, B.Hicks) suggest a Spring increase in the tropo-

spheric air activity concentration, beginning in August 1961, and reaching 

a maximum in November of about 300% above the February-July .average for the 

year. 	The activity in August was estimated to be 30 - 40% higher than the 

6-month Melbourne average. The results of the sampling program of the 

Atomic Weapons Tests Safety Committee (Blake et al. 1962) suggest a 

considerably smaller Spring increase. Using the same parameter, 

Total Deposition (me/ 2)  
/Rain Fall (inches) .  

to indicate tropospheric air concentration, the latter measurements suggest 

a Spring maximum of only 20% above the February-July average at Hobart 

and about 100% at Melbourne. The discrepancy between the ANTS and 

C.S.I.R.O. measurements and the difficulty in relating sea level 



precipitation activity to the upper air concentration, prevents any 

firm association between the balloon observation and the surface 

measurements. 



i 2. 1. 

CHAPTER NINE 

EFFECTS OF THE NUCLEAR EXPLOSION "STARFISH PRIME"  

OBSERVED AT HOBART, TASMANIA ON JULY 9, 1962  

INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter we present an account of geophysical observations 

of the effects of the nuclear explosion "Starfish Primo". The data were 

obtained at Hobart (147°E, 43°S geographic; 224.5°E, 52°S geomagnetic) 

on July 9, 1962. 

The observations to be described include the following: — 

1. A radiation enhancement recorded by a balloon borne geiger 

counter at 80 g/cm.2  atmospheric depth. 

2. The occurrence of magnetic micropulsations in the vertical (z) 

component of the earth's field. 

3. Fluctuations in the geomagnetic field components (X,Y,Z) recorded 

by a flux gate magnetograph. 

4. A sudden ionospheric absorption (S.C.N.A.) recorded by vide 

and narrow beam equipments at 4.7 Mc/s. 

9.1 RADIATION ENHANCEMENT 

A balloon borne geiger counter and associated equipment was launched 

from Hobart on July 9, 1962 with the object of monitoring the ionizing 

radiation level at high altitudes following the expected detonation of 

a megaton yield nuclear device in the ionosphere above Johnston Island. 

As any radiation increase was expected to be rapidly attenuated in the 
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atmosphere the balloon was designed to rise to a depth of 15 g
/
cm

2 

and remain at this depth for several hours. Owing to delays in launch-

ing the detonation occurred (at 090009 UT) before the maximum altitude 

had been reached. At this time the balloon was about 50 km SE of 

Hobart. The signal from the sonde was monitored at Hobart and in 

addition was recorded on magnetic tape at a remote receiving station. 

Following the detonation a marked increase in the minute count totals 

Was observed by the monitor station,. the increase first being noticed 

in the minute count beginning 0900.30 UT. The enhancement persisted 

for several minutes, the minute totals reaching a maximum of about 

3096 above the cosmic ray background level at a ddpth of 77 g/cm2  . 

The balloon burst prematurely at 0927Z at an atmospheric depth of 40 

g/cm2 • A brief description of the enhancement has already been re- 

ported (Edwards et al, 1962). In the following sections the observat-

ions will be examined in detail. 

The instrument package contained horizontally mounted internal 

cathode (0.1mm Ni) counter of the type described in section (4.4) des-

igned and tested for operation at temperatures above (-600C). The 

pressure transducer was a single bellows baroswitch. This instrument 

was checked against a laboratory .barometer prior to the flight. Tv's: 

ndio -.:7,f'rr,:i7Atter wn.1 1 Fq6 :iirn.:C.7 	op42!..itiue at e 

of 7 7.„5 1?c/r3 %t.,:mna. Dry cells 

provided power to operate the transmitter, geiger counter and the 

associated transistor circuitry. 

All circuits were designed for low temperature operation as the 



FIGURE 9.1 : Raw Data Showing the Geiger Counter Increase 

Over Hobart (52°S) Following the "Starfish!' 

Explosion. 
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flight was launched shortly before local sunset. The payload was 

enclosed in a 2" thick Planed polystyrene container which was itself 

covered with polythene sheet to minimise heat loss. The pulses from 

the geiger counter were lengthened and used to gate the oscillator off 

for a period of irms during each pulse. The baroswitch deviated the 

frequency of a 2Kc/s sinusoidal oscillator the output of which was 

applied to the modulator at a low level (Section 6.3). During the 

flight the pressure contacts were identified aurally and noted as a 

function of time. The clocks at both receiving stations were checked 

against WWV time before and after the flight. Time marks were made on 

the tape at intervals throughout the flight and the maximum timing 

error does not exceed* second. 

The raw data is shown in Figure OM. 

Significant features of the enhancement are:— 

(a) The considerable atmospheric depth (80f g/cm 2) at which the 

increase occurred. 

(b) The time delay of 10 — 16 seconds between the instant of the 

detonation and the commencement of the increase. 

(c) The rapid rise to a peak intensity of more than 70/6 above the 

cosmic ray level at 0901 UT, (H + 50 seconds). 

(d) The slow recovery of the enhancement to a minimum at H 4. 200 seconds 

and the persistence of the enhancement until after 0915 UT. 

Dumpy et al (1963) observed a radiation burst at about the same 

time with the shielded Anton 302 counter in satellite Ariel. They 

suggest that the satellite burst was due to hydromagnetic redistribution 

of the pitch angles of naturally trapped electrons. The Hobart 

7-;13 
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observations might then be interpreted in terms of the bremsstrahlung 

radiation from dumped electrons. We shall postpone further discussion 

of the balloon result and consider it in relation to the other Hobart 

observations in chapter 10, since, in the absence of supporting data, 

the interpretations are necessarily open to question. 

9.2 MAGNETIC MICROPULSATIONS ACTIVITY  

A micropulsations recorder, installed at a field station 10 miles 

from Hobart was in operation at the time of the detonation. In addit-

ion to the normal chart record, the data were tape—recorded at 7irips 

together with the Johnston Island count down. The detector was a 

horizontal loop coupled to a galvanometer and photocell unit. The 

response of this unit and the associated amplifier was flat up to a 

frequency of 0.05 cps and dropped by 4db per octave about this frequency. 

Figure 9.2 shows the radiation increase and the micropulsation 

record plotted on the same time scale. The irregular pulsations which 

took place in the first 30 seconds are followed by a train of 5 quasi 

sinusoids of approximately 15 seconds period. Particular interest 

attaches to these oscillations because of their narrow frequency spectrum 

and their time relation to the radiation burst. Macdonald's (1951) low 

density model predicts a period of 16 seconds for the fundamental V mode 

oscillation of the field line through Hobart. Power spectrum and Chree 

analysis of the radiation and micropulsations data (presented in Chapter 

iv) confirm an association between these data. 

In Figure 9.3 the onset of the artificial micropulsations is shown. 

The depression of the vertical (upward) component of the field within 
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0,1 seconds of the detonation is clearly apparent. This effect, 

presumably due to an electromagnetic pulse propagated in the earth 

Ionosphere cavity (Wait, (1960)) has been reported by other observers 

(Casaverde et al, (1963), Roquet et al, (1962), Odencrantz, (1963)). 

At H + 1.4 ± 0.1 seconds, a .sharp increase in Z occurred and was 

the first peak. in a train of 3 quasi sinusoids of period 0.7 seconds. 

Saturation of the recorder (TZ1 	gumms/Sec) took place at 

'H +.3.5 : 0.1 seconds and rapid fluctuations continued until H + 20.9 

seconds when a large positive excursion lasting 3 seconds again 

saturated the instrument. The regular oscillations already referred 

to began after +30 seconds and reached peak to peak amplitudes in 

excess of 1 gamma. The time delay of 1,5 seconds to the first peak ' 

of the short period oscillations is more than twice the delay 

(0.6 t 0.2 sec) observed at Wellington, New Zealand (Christoffel, 1962). 

J. Roquet et al, (1963) have drawn attention to the world wide observation 

of a magnetic impulse at H + 2 seconds. There is some suggestion of 

an impulse at Hobart at this time (Figure 9.3) but its recognition is 

made somewhat uncertain by the prior arrival of the short period 

oscillations. 

9,3 MAGNETOGRAPH RECORD  

Flux gate variometers operated at Hobart by the Australian Bureau 

of Mineral Resources (private communication Dr. D. Parkinson) recorded 

variations in the X, Y, Z components of the field following the 

detonation (Figure 9.4.69.5)The chart speed of lir per hour restricted 



FIGURE 9.4 : General Features of the Radiation Increase, 

Sudden Ionospheric Absorption and Magnetic 

Variations at Hobart Following the °Starfish" 

Explosion of Irtily 9, 1962. 
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the time resolution of the data but it is clear that the total field 

strength was depressed in the first minute following detonation and 

enhanced for the following period of about 15 minutes. The maximum 

deviations in the X(North), Y(East), Z(down) components were respect-

ively -9, 713, +10 gammas during the first phase of the event and +20, 

+9, -9 gammas during the second phase. 

This event is of more complex form than the bay like disturbance 

recorded by near-equatorial stations (Pisharoty, 1962; Glover, 1963; 

Casaverde et al, 1963). The mean Sq variations at Hobart for July 

at the time of the event have been estimated by-Parkinson (private 

communication) as approximately +6, +4, -1 gammas respectively in X, 

Y., Z. The fluctuations in the horizontal field during the second 

phase of the event would therefore correspond to an increase of a 

factor of two or three in the strength of the local Sq current system. 

9.4 SUDDEN COSMIC NOISE ABSORPTION  

A,number of cosmic noise receivers were in operation at the time of 

the detonation. These included the narrow beam (30 x 1.o. ) and wide 

beam radio telescopes operated by the Radio Astronomy Group of the 

Physics Department at a frequency of 4.7 Mc/S and a 30 Me/S vertical 

wide beam (80°  x 1200) riometer, constructed by the author for the 

purpose of monitoring ionospheric absorption following the detonation. 

No absorption greater than 0.5 db was observed with the 30 Mds 

riometer but a doubly peaked absorption event of amplitude 6.0 db was 

recorded with those narrow beam 4.7 Mds telescopes (declinations of 

-52o -47o -370 -320 ) which had been receiving appreciable cosmic noise 

2,6 
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prior to the detonation. Figure 9.6 shows a typical chart record. 

The recovery after the initial (4 db) absorption peak was probably 

greater than that observed because of the long rising time constant 

(60 seconds) of the minimum reading circuitry. Owing to the slow 

chart speed it is difficult to assign an accurate onset time to these 

effects but the results are consistent with a time coincidence between 

the first absorption peak and the peak of the radiation burst. There 

is little evidence for a second radiation increase at the time (H + 2.5 

minutes) of the second absorption. Within the limits of accuracy 

(t 0.5 db), ( 1  30 sec) all narrow beam equipments recorded equal absorp-

tions at the same times. The wide beam absorption (5 db t 0.5 db) was 

certainly not greater than the narrow beam absorption and although of 

the same duration (15 minutes) did not show a double peak. 

The Hobart ionosonde was not operating at the time of the explosion 

so that no critical frequencies are available for this time. Comparison 

with the galactic noise profile obtained under quiet conditions shows 

however that the cosmic noise level was depressed by several decibels 

on the night of July 8 and until 1300 UT (2300 local time) on the night 

of July 9. The normal galactic intensity was recorded after H + 4 

hours and also during the following night of July 10. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

INTERFRETATION OF THE RADIATION BURST OBSERVED  

ON JULY 9, 1962 AT HOBART  

INTRODUCTION  

Hobgrt observations of the immediate effects of the nuclear 

explosion "Starfish Prime" were presented in the previous chapter. 

The magnetic and ionospheric effects of high altitude nuclear explos-

ions have been widely discussed (Obayeshi, 1963; McNish, 1959; Met-

aushita ;  1959) and the artificial injection of 0-particles into the 

magnetosphere has been established by satellite and other observations 

following the Starfish shot and other earlier high altitude nuclear 

explosions (Van Allen et al, 1959, 1963). 

Disagreement exists concerning the interpretation of the Starfish 

effects, in particular of the cause of the unexpectedly wide latitude 

distribution of the geomagnetically trapped electrons (Hess, 1963; 

Van Allen et al, 1963). The occurrence of generally larger magnetic, 

ionospheric and auroral effects near New Zealand (Gregory, 1962) than 

in the area magnetically conjugate to Johndon Island was also unexpected 

but well established. 

The Hobgrt observation (Section 9.1) of enhanced radiation under 

80 g/cm
2 
of residual atmosphere is, as far as is known, the only reported 

measurement with a balloon born detector of excess ionizing radiation 

following the explosion. In this chapter the balloon observation will 

be examined in conjunction with other observations at Hobart and else-

where, 



10.1 THE RESPONSE OF THE GEIGER COUNTER TO IONIZING RADIATION  

The general features of the geiger counter were described in 

Sections 4.4, and 9.1. The 13-particle threshold energy due to 

absorption in the lmm pyrex glass wall and 0.1 mm internal nickel 

cathode is estimated to be 0.8 MeV, being higher than that of the maze 

counters because of the presence of the nickel cathode. The minimum 

energy of a detectable proton entering the atmosphere vertically was 

00 MeV due to the residual atmosphere above the balloon at the time 

of onset of the radiation increase. Twenty seven minutes after the 

detonation when the balloon burst, the proton threshold energy had 

dropped to 300 MeV, due to the ascent of the balloon during the inter-

vening period. 

A gamma ray calibration carried out on an identical counting tube 

after the flight with nominal 191/uc Cs"?  and Co6°  sources (photon 

energies of 0.66 and 1.2 MeV, respectively) established the photon 

detection efficiency (7) to be 

47 ( v ) A (0,75v (Ma) - 0.2)% , (0.5 (: v < 3) MeV 10.1 

assuming a linear relation (Price, 1958) between efficiency and photon 

energy (v) in the Compton regime. The errors in the calibration are 

thought to be due mainly to departures of the source activities from 

their nominal value. The decay in activity of the Cobalt source which 

had taken place since the date of manufacture was taken into account. 

The errors in the quoted efficiencies probably do not exceed t 25% . 

A significant loss in counting efficiency (e.") arose from the 

finite resolving time of the counting tube and read out systems. The 

loss in efficiency due to this cause is given by 



1 — A y ( see-1  )% 
 . 5 

The effective area presented to a pnrnllel verticrl flux of 

radiation was 19 i 3 cm2  and the geometric factor G s  relating the 
-1 	 -2 	-1 . counting rate N (sec) to the particle flux J an sec 	isotropic 

over one homispthero, by 
• 

= 	G J 	 i0.2 

where 	= detection efficiency, was 

G = /Tr (r I) 
2 

= 36.6 t 2.5cie. 

10.2 INTTRMETiaION Or THE RADMIOr rawitv7mrz: ncrx!-Ltr....7 YICCUSSION  
WO shrll consider the rrdiation enhnncement to consist o',7 two 

phases. The initial burnt, beginn4ng t R * 15 t 5 seconds -nd ending 

nt 	200 seconds will be referred to ns burst 	The enh7nced 

level which remnined after H * 3 minutes mid perniated till 	20 

minutes will be coiled enhnncement B . 

Hyrx)thrser,a6. to the cruse of burst A will be priunrily considered. 

These fall into two cotegories nocording to the proposed ocurce of 

radiations 

(1) Natural rndintion detected pa an indirect result of the explosion, 

for wimple, Bremsstrohlung ...T.-rnye from dumped Van Allen porticles. 

(2) Artificinl radiation, either directly produced by the explosion, 

generstod re n result of rrdio active decry of the products of the 

explosion, or that arising from interaction between these products 

30. 

•••• 
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and the terrestrial environment. Examples include gamma rays 

from fission debris, x rays from neutron decay electrons and 

gamma rays arising from the nuclear interactions of neutron 

decay protons. 

Knowledge of the characteristics of the balloon borne detector 

enables dertain interpretations to be rejected. For example the 

attenuation of radiation in the residual atmosphere is sufficiently 

great to rule out the direct detection of protons with energy below 

about 350 MeV. The gamma ray detection efficiency of the counter is 

small enough to prevent indirect detection of such protons via their 

nuclear interactiohs with sufficient efficiency to account for the 

magnitude of the burst in view of the inadequate flux of naturally 

trapped protons known to be available for precipitation into the atmos-

phere above Hobart. 

Comparison with the magnetic and ionospheric observations (Chapter 

9) allows a further restriction of tenable hypotheses. The unusually 
was 

light ionospheric absorption accompanying the radiation burst/referred 

to in the previous chapter. This fact allows the interpretation of the 

burst in terms of dumped electron bremsstrahlung to be rejected with 

reasonable confidence. The restricted area at ionospheric heights to 

which both the balloon detector and the narrow beam riometer respond 

would howevet s  introduce some uncertainty into the interpretation s  were 

it not for their geographical proximity and the availability-of the wide 

beam riometer records. 

In the following sections the interpretations listed below will be 

examined. 
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1(a) An increase in the flux of galactic cosmic rays, detected as a 

result of temporary reduction in the geomagnetic cut off rigidity 

(Chapter 2). 

1(b) The precipitation into the atmosphere of naturally trapped protons 

or alpha particles with ranges exceeding the residual depth of the 

balloon. 

1(o) The production Of gamma radiation arising from nuclear interactions 

of dumped protons and alpha particles which have insufficient 

energy to be directly detected by the counter. 

1(d) Bremsstrahlung radiation from dumped Van Allen belt electrons. 

2(a) Bremsstrahlung mierAys and gamma radiation from bouth.neutron decay 

electrons and protons respectively, produced in the magnetosphere 

and accessible to the atmosphere above Hobart, 

2(b) Gamma rays from radioactive fission and fusion products. 

10.3 THE PROTON RESPONSE QF THE GEIGER COUNTER AND THE 

MT. WELLINGTON .NEUTRON MONITOR 

The Mtaellington noUtren monitor chart recorder was in operation 

during the radiation event. In deducing the energy spectrum of protons 

proposed (Edwards, Fenton, et al., 1962) as a possible interpretation of 

the burst we may make use of the monitor observations to set an upper 

limit to the mean energy per particle for -a hypothetical proton flux. 

On the assumption that the burst radiation was due to a modulation 

of the primary cosmic, radiation having spectral dependence similar to 

that observed at Hobart during 1959.1963, the results of Section 8.2 
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'ley be ueed to predict the resultent incrense in the rete of the rAt. 

Wcllington neutron monitor. Teking one minute nverrges, the 70% 

increrse in counting rte ct 80  give ought to he rocomprnied 	rn 

increrse or *A. lsrot 00 in the monitor rrtep l';went five time, the stead-

,,rd error it the minntn tot-an, Tn feet, no eirnifionnt fltcturtions 

ocrurret1 in the *leiter rste so thnt the hypothesis m-y be rojcAed* 

The en,rgy response of the monitor drops vr,idly be?ow 2 t7eV (4ebber, 

lrin) snd the leek of eny mereurrble monitor reneonne doer not therefore 

rule out en expinnetion in terms of rrotnns wits enorgiee helom this 

ware. The vertiell cut off energy et Pobrrt in .bout 1 neV so 'Met 

rny reduetinn in thin world erobrbly be uneetectrhle no-r eel level* 

rowever l  the rlux of coemie rey rrticles with enoreiev :7;eturre 	!1SV 

111714 2 (eV, even Pt sealer minimue, (Section nO) is iendeT,,Ae tn rroduee 

thn observed enximue increree of 7464 in the rrte nf the erigcr rto,mter, 

tlesronse of the Feutren YOnitor to r,ow Fner Protonm 

The differentiel counting rite of the neutron tonitor nt eerth x 

dre to pri,Nrry protons with rigiditiee in dP nt P my be uritten 

(rOngeri PSI) 

dN(nx), MEI 
dP 	' dP 104 

where UM 

differentiel 

If the 

be written 

is the specific yield functionend c1;3-lipa is the primrey 

rigidity spectrum, 

vertical rigidity threshold in Po 0  the moritor rte mey 

03 

N(Pex) =f Sx(P) . 	d2 	10, 5 
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The fractional increase in rate due to particles of rigidity P 

incident isotropically at the top of the atmosphere is then 

N 	S(P) . J(P) 

FR-173-5C - OD  dJ f Sx( P) . ay; dP 

Po 

where J(P) is the unidirectional intensity (per unit solid angle). 

dJ A  .  At Hobart Po  = 2GV 	and near solar minimum, al; - 10
4 
 P 

peters/a (section 3.2), so that numerically integrating 

dJ • dP 

2 

we have, using the yield functions as recently revised by Webber (op. 

cit.). 	T:c.,:o2e 

ko; 	0.8 S(P) J(P) 

Since the altitude correction to S(P) is uncertain we shall calculate 

the sea level response with the understanding that this will underestimate 

the response of the Mt. Wellington monitor, particularly at the lowest 

rigidities. In the range 2 - 6 GV 	S 	Ki42.8  and therefore 

SNN ok 	3,5 10-4 p2.8 3(P) 

oo 

Thus if the differential flux at Po = 20V were doubled at solar minimum 

(J(2) = 103  peters) the monitor rate would increase by 2.496. The 

single counter rate at x = 80 g/cm2  $ would in this case increase by 
3 Gn(lk)  approximately i°  25 counts per second. Since the minute 

10
4 

averageaduring the event were enhanced by little more than this and the 
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corresponding monitor increase would probably be undetectable, 

we cannot definitely rule out protas of this energy (1 GO) 

as the cause of the increase. Examination of the relative amplitudes 

of the monitor counting rates at Hobart and Mt. Wellington during the 

November 1960 fmare suggests that use of the sea level yield functions 

underestimates the Mt. Wellington monitor response by about 10%. 

Other uncertainties in the calculation probably exceed this error. 

In Figure 10.1 the monitor response is plotted as a function of 

proton energy from equation 10.5 using the yield function* given 

by Webber (op. cit). We now examine the response of the geiger 

counter to a flux of protons isotropic at the top of the atmosphere. 

Response of the Reiger counter to low energy protong 

The absorption mean freepath of protons deduced from absorption and 

.2 interaction cross section measurements is 100 g /cin in air and is 

nearly independent of energy in the range 100— 900 MeV. (Lees et al., 

1953; Milburn et al., 1954; Freier and Webber, 1963). At higher 

energies the range of the secondary particles becomes appreciable 

and the absorption length becomes ecger than the interaction length. 
to protons 

A natural division between the response/exists according to whether 

their energies are less than or greater than about 2GeV. Above 

this energy the counter response may be deduced from galactic 

cosmic ray measurements, and compared with neutron monitor 

observations near sea level in order to deduce the approximate 

energy spectrum required to account for burst in terms of an 
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enhanced proton flux. At lower energies the enhanced neutron 

monitor response decreases rapidly and energy and solar proton 

measurements must be used to check the theoretical results. 

The counting rate (ft) of an omnidirectional detector 

at depth x due to an isotropic flux of protons of energy E t  
. 

• 

fix = 277A j 

where A = projected area of counter 

J(E) 	= Flux (per unit solid angle) of protons with energy E 

and range R> x. 
and sect90 =111,11 

x 

= absorption near free path 

=1009/cm2 1  E 4:  WO MeV. 

Upon integration, 

Ax  = 21TA J(E) (El() -if e l  t) 
e-165-  where E l y ? 	dS is a Gold integral and is tabulated 

by Rossi (1952). 

In the present case we approximate the counter response 

considering it to be a sphere of radius 

r =[V(1 	)J 	(appendix 3) 

x secp e 	24. 	sin9 d 

by 

10.:9 

10.10 

Then A  = 7rat 71.-a 
2 	2 

= 36.6 cm? 	(section 10.1) 

ft - 

	

In Figure 10.2(a) the normalised counting rate 	-5 
• 
sec 1  cm 

2/71.  

is Tlatted., as a function of energy for x = 809/cm 2  and a primary 
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flux of 1000 peters. Neglecting secondary production as we have„ the 

counting rate is substantially independent of energy above 600MeV and 

drops rapidly below this energy. The omnidirectional intensity of 

primary protons at 80 dem 2  is therefore e1(0.8) 1/5 of the omni-

directional intensity at the top of the atmosphere for (600 < E < 10 3 )MeV. 

We take secondary particle production into account by making use of 

omnidirectional cosmic ray observations at various latitudes. For 

examp1e4 extrapolating the ionization curves of Nehar (Montgomery, 1948) 

to zero atmospheric depth, the ionization at x = 809/cm 2  is approximately 

one half that at x = 0 for m-inary particles with a mean energy of 1 GeV, 

and twice that at x = 0 for a mean energy of 2 GeV. In Figure 10.2(b) 

the primary intensity of protons required to produce the observed geiger 

counter increase is plotted as a function of energy. The corresponding 

percentage increase in the neutron monitor minute totals is also plotted. 

Taking the minimum detectable monitor increase to be 6%(26) it is clear 

that protons with energy as high as 2 GeV cannot be excluded on the basis 

of a comparison between the neutron monitor and the geiger counter 

measurements. 

The maximum flux of photons required with energy 2 GeV is seen 

to be about 5.3.0 3  peters although, due to uncertainties in the response of 

a single counter to relativistic primary protons, this figure may be in 

error by as much as 50%. The required flux, however, is certainly at least 

several times the aVailable cosmic ray flux. For this reason alone 

we reject the hypothesis that an enhanced cosmic ray flux was responsible 



for the increase. 

In the next section we exanine the possibility that pa-otonm of 

lower enerrizr Imre dumped from the radiation belts. To do this it is 

necessary to consider the response of the rioneter to low energy protons. 

10.h PROTON PRECIPITATION : RESPOJSE OF 	dA RIONETUR AND 
GEIGER COUNTEE TO LOW ENERGY PROTONS  

The ionospheric absorption of cosmic radio noise due to galactic 

and solar protons has recently been e=mined by Webber (1962). The night-

time absorption at the poles r quoted as 0.6 db at 4Mc/s during solar 

minimum. Since the absorption in decibels is proportional to the path 

integrated electron density for a given spectrum, and the proton energy 

loss rate is nearly independent of energy for relativistic protons, an 

upper limit to the absorption at 4.7 Mc/s due to an isotropic flux of 

relativistic protons (stopping below the ionosphere) may be easily 

calculated. The absorption depends on the square root of the flux so 

that the 5000 peters of flux of 1 GeV proton's (a 2.5 x the cosmic ray 

flux at Hobart) compatible with the monitor and counter observations 

(Section 10.2) would result in an excess cosmic noise absorption of less 

than 1 db at 4.7 11c/s. At lower energies the proton energy loss in 

the ionosphere increases and the absorption rises correspondingly. 
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Using the results of Vebber (op. cit.) and Freier and 

ebber (1963) it io found that the flux o2 -onoenergetic 

protons needed to ocount for the magnitude of the counter 

increase would not produce a detectable increase ( >„0.5 db) 

in 30 Ws absorption for energies above 360 VA;e1T, at which 

energy the proton range exceeds the atmospheric depth of the 

balloon. The greater sensitiVity of the 47 Eq/s absorption to 

ionos:aoric ionization 30 compensated by the rapid decrease in 

the raquircd flux with increasing energy in the region or the 

r,t -doapheric cat oZf of the balloon detector. The flux of 

protons with energies above 380 tAdi required fo- the counter 

Or 

	

	increaee wou124 in fact produce less than hl1P that obsorved 

at 4.7 k.c/s. 

Since it is certain that other mechanisms, for example, 

the precipitation of neutron-decay electrons, could produce 

the bulk of the observed absorption, the proton dumping hypothesis 

is not contradicted by the absorption measurements. We conclude 

therefore that the hypothesio Oi an isotropic flux of monoenergetiO 

protons proposed to account for burst A does not conflict with 

either the riometer or neutron riometer observations if the energy 

lies in the range 380- 2000 lieV, The required flux:varies from 

105  to 103  peters. 

The energy spectrum of protons trrpped on no nrgnetic shell 

= 2.5) accennible to tho atmosphere ohm Febert in given, by 
dN  -430  

EeIlvain and Pizzela (1963) as Fir e 	with Eo  1.  2.5 Melt, 
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Other observations (for example Fan et al., 1961) suggest an 

upper limit to the energy of trapped protons of several tens of EeV at 

L = 2.5. The burst cannot therefore be due to protons dunpad from this 

shell because of the steep energy spectrum and inadequate flux available. 

An alternative mechanism is sugsested by the proton observations on lower 

magnetic shells. 

At L = 1.2 the differential proton flux (Heckman and Armstrong, 

1962) exceeds 10 5  peters at Wo MeV and 104  peters at 600 MeV. The 

hobart observations might then be explained if protons from lower L shells 

were scattered into unstable orbits at the L = 205 shell as a result of 

the explosion. This possibility will be examined in Section 10.8. 

1045 	ELECTRM PRECIPITATIOE : THE RESPONSE OF THE GEIGER COUNTER  
AND RIOMETERS TO DUMPED ELECTRONS 

In the previous two sections we examined the response of the 

counter, neutron monitor and riometers to an isotropic flux of protons and 

deduced an allowed range of proton energies which satisfied the observations. 

In this section we consider the response of the riometers and geiger 

counter to a vertical flux of electrons, the former as a result of enhanced 

ionization in the D layer, the latter through the production of 

bremsstrahlung x-rays. This interpretation is suggested by the tins 

coincidence between the Hobart radiation burst and that observed with 

satellite Ariel, the latter burst being explained by Durney et al.(1963) 

in terms of a pitch angle redistribution of naturally trapped electrons. 



The absorption of a radio wave passing through an ionized 

medium may be expressed by the relation, 

I = 10  exp(-Ks) 

where I is the transmitted power, Ie  is the incident power, IC is 

the absorption coefficient, and s is the thickness of the medium 

traversed by the wave. 

The absorption coefficient, K, may be calculated using 

magneto-ionic theory. In the ionosphere K is a function of altitude. 

The ionospheric D layer absorption is given by the well known 

equation (Ratcliffe, 1959), 

A = 10 log 	= Khdh 

= 416.104 nevdh 	 dB 
v2+(toteL) 2  

11600 10011 

where ne  is the electron density, (cm- ), v the electron-neutral 

particle collision frequency, w the angular frequency of the wave, WL 

the angular electron gyro frequency (Equation 2.11) about the longitudinal 

field component, and h the altitude in km. 

The equilibrium electron density he  is related to the ion 

production rate (q) by 

q = aeffhg 
	

10.12 

where the effective recombination coefficient (cl eft) is a function of 

altitude. It may be derived from the ionization rate equations (e.g. 

Bailey, 1959) and lumps together the effects of various attachment and 

detachment processes involving electrons ions and neutral particles. 

The values of the recombination parameters have been recently re-examined 
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by Webber (1962). In the following calculations (aeff) has been 

calculated using Webber's figures. 

The electron production rate at altitude h,(q(h)) may be 

calculated from a knowledge of the rate of energy deposition from the 

electron beam. This is given by 

w.q(h) = N(E)..101
• 

C-1-9 C-d-9 0(h).MeV/cm3 	10.13 
xo 	dx  o 

where N(E) = Primary (vertical) flux, (cm-2sec-1 ) of mono energetic 

electrons 

(

dE a3
)

0  . Rate of energy loss (MeVecm2g-1 ) at beginning of 

an electron of initial energy E 

o(h) = Air density at altitude (h) 

j(sc(h)) . Weighting factor expressed as function of depth (x) 
‘.xo  

in units of the residual range (x o ) g/cm2 . 

This is tabulated by Spencer (1959) for a 

plane parallel source of mono energetic 

electrons in air. 

w = Energy required (36eV) to produce one ion pair. 

Using the ionospheric parameters v(h), n(h), aeff(h), 

x(h) suggested by Webber (op.cit.), the absorption in the vertical 

direction is then found by numerical integration: 



'4-3 .  

C3 

g) 
/1( db) 	C(E0 ) . 	

v.( 
xo 	- 112c  o 

o v24/42 
E
o ,h  

where C(E0 ) = 7.66114(E).10-3  with h in kiloaetres. 

The vertical absorption is plotted in Figure 10. as a function 

of frequency and energy. At energies below 400 keV, the absorption occurs 

at altitudes where the collision frequency v<<w and the absorption in 

decibels is inversely proportional to the square of the observing 

frequency. The 30Mc/s absorption A° 30  has been accordingly raised by 

a factor of 102  and it is seen that A 1 30  102A9 3  below 400 keV. As 

the energy is increased the ionization at lower altitudes rises and the 

denominator in Equation 10.11 becomes a function of v 2  as well as w2 . 

As is evident from the curves, the total absorption becomes correspondingly 

less dependent on frequency above 400 keV. The total absorption at 

30 Mc/s continues to rise with energy while the 3 and 6 Mc/s curves show 

shallow maxima in the range 1 - 5 MeV. 

The maximum in the energy dependence is considerably less 

pronounced than for a proton flux. In the case of a proton beam (Section 

10.4) the energy loss rises sharply at the end of the range and the 

ionization is consequently restricted to a smaller range of altitudes. 

Maximum absorption thus occurs at an energy for which the stopping 

altitude is close to the altitude (h) at which the specific absorption. 

per unit ionization 
v(h)  
v2( h ) 2012 is a maximum (v = w ), 

At sufficiently high energies the protons stop below the . 

ionosphere where the high collision frequencies result in negligible 
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absorption and the total absorption increases slowly with energy due to 

the relativistic increase in the energy loss rate. The decrease in proton 

absorption with energy in the range from several tens of NeV up to several 

CeV allowed us to shot! in Section 10.4 that, in a restricted energy 

interval, the flux of protons required to account for burst A would not 

produce ionospheric absorpdon in excess of that observed. In the present 

case the electron produced absorption does not exhibit a marked maximum in 

its energy dependence, and the counter and riometor response both increase 

with energy. In the calculation of electron produced absorption, the 

ionization due to bremsstrahlung x-rays has been neglected. 

The curve's in Figure 10.5i therefore show lover limits to the 

absorption although the x-ray contribution is small below 1 MeV. The 

30 Mc/s vertical absorption may be obtained directly from the upper curve. 

0 °  Ow 
The lower curves, sho 	

,
wn for 	= 	= 3 Mc/s and 6 Mc/s respectively, 

2n 	2v 

show the X and 0 mode absorption at a frequency of 4.5 Ifc/s, 

(wt 2w.1.5 Mc/s) this being the approximate operating frequency of tje 

radio telescopes. The vertical absorption at 4.5 Mc/s is found from the 

curves using the relation, 

RoRx . 
A4 .5 (db) = 	10 log - 

13e2x 

where A 3 	I/4.5(X) 

= 10 log Rx  

and 	A°6 	A4.5(0) 

= 10 log 20  

000 10.15 



Rn 

or 	A5(a) = 3 + 10 log  °  
1 4. 1111'1  1110 -0 10016 

' 4 5 .  

'here 	n A(x)/A(o) 

= 
 

Thus, although the absorption in either mode is proportional to the 

square root of the flux and can be estimated from the curves for flux 

Ha 
n(E)cm-2sec-1  by multiplying the ordinate by T2 , the net absorption 

observed at low frequencies with a linearly polarized antenna rust be 

obtained from separate calculations of the ordinary and extraordinary 

mode absorption and it is not in general possible to plot the relative 

energy response of a low frequency riometer independently of the magnitude 

of the ionizing flux. From Equation 10.16, so E0  increases, A4 .5  

tends to the limit (A0  4- 3)db. As Bo  goes to 1,(A, -0. 0), A 

approaches An. Thus, for smoll  absorption, A; represents an upper 

limit to A4 .5  while for large absorption (Al 4- 3) is the upper limit. 

The total absorption at 4.5Me/S always exceeds Al. 

The maximum flux available for x-ray production may then be 

calculated on the assumption (a) that the observed absorption was due 

solely to ionization by monoenergetic electrons and (b) that the vide 

beam and inclined narrow beam (Section 9.4) absorption does not exceed 

the vertical absorption. The effect of these assum -otions is to over-

estimate the required flux by perhaps 50%. 

The flux calculated in this way varies from 4.5.10 4cm-2sec-1  

at 100 KeV to 3.6.102cm-2sec-1  at 10 ileV. lie shall now investigate the 

response of the geiger counter to brensstrahlung x-rays to see whether 

the electron dumping hypothesis is compatible with both the riometer and 

counter observations. 
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X-RAY BREXBMBABLUOG  

an eaeroly loon rate dre to radiation of an electron of total 

energy 2 u is given by th2 relation (ethe and iZeitler 1934) 

Z(10,40' 
	

/42\ 

clrad  
4211)ien 

utere Z in tke atonic urr- '  of tile Endime  i in tho root e2ercy of 

the electron, 2 tke arctic emrgy (cZoV) and90 	to rate of 
"4  ion 

enerGy lona (Vag-lcuP) dun to ionigaticn aea excitation of the mdiun. 

no total =cunt of eneray radiatnd per stopped electron is 

then 
n2 

tan  a  >*P0o>11 000 10018 

For non relativietic CAITZ5.03 (Eggi), Chamberlain (1961) has sl2tnin that 

ths total eaorcy Ba  = 2 0 	ia atuatiea 10.17 rivst 17,2 replecela by the 

hicotic (=ropy 2. 	tion 	tmen, keeezes valid at low energies. 

TUG qbuatioa esnranses Uo well LIEOWA ezmrizental fact (e.g. Compton 

and alisonio=934 PtItrauskes et al. ,1943; Buechner et al., 19481 that 

the thie4 target brems3trahlung efficiency ( U/) increases linearly with 

atomic nuber, 	and kinctic euergy, 2. Ihe numerical factor in 

avation 10.18, / 1'1600 '• is about 30;3 lover than that deduced Prop Kramer% 

equatiou (Uoz2ton and Allison, 1933, p.106) used by Cladis and iTiesaler 

(1951) to calculate Us n-ry flun due to at2aspherieally ncattered 

radiation it eleetrono. The experirental results of Buechler et al. 

(1946) and PetrauWhas et al. (1943) fOr relativistic energies are in 

Gsod scsreeoest with aluation 10.13. 
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the attenuation term. Since the rean energy of the scattered flux will 

be lower hant that of the direct flux, inclusion of the build-up factor 

in the integration will lead to an overestimate of the counting rate because 

of the increase in n eith energy. We take the build-up factor to be 

B( in) & 1 + gx (Chappell, 1956) oo that the attenuation tern becomes 

(1 e ex).60(gx) and the counting rate, upon substitution of the various 

quantities, may be written 
,dv 

- A & 0.5E(E).10-3 1 (1 + 80e(v)).c0(80e(e)).(E -v)(3v-1F7-  
1/3 

000 10.23 

The counter efficiency, according to Equation 10.1 is zero 

below 1/3 MeV. While this ausumption is certainly not true, :It leads to 

negligible error in the integration. The linear extrapolation of the 

efficiency to 10 NeV is not strictly correct but is also adequate for the 

present calculations. We note that the counting rate due to a constant 

flux N(E) will increa3e rapidly with electron energy (E) since the 

bremstrahlung energy conversion efficiency (U R/E) and the man phton 
— 

energy (7) both increase with energy. The increase in u results in a 

corresponding increase in counter efficiency and reduction in etrospheric 

attenuation. As the primary electron energy increases, the conversion 

layer behaves less like an isotropic source and more like a plane parallel 

source since cost of the x-rays are emitted in the forward direction. The 

atmospheric attenuation term then becoeeo 

(1 4--  ex)e-Ux  nx((1 	ne).co(Mx)) 

At 10 MeV, ux e. 1.6 utile at 1 MeV, ex fes 5. The consequent reduction 

in atteevation by a factor of the order of (Ux) on the extremesaeSumbtien 
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of forward eniseion is not sufficient to alter the eonclusiona of this 

section. 

It is clear that at lou energies the counting rate will be 

negligible for the electron 'fluxes calcelated from the riozeter 

measurements. At E e 1 NeV for eeemple the energy in bremestrahlung 

radiation is VON) 4,  2.5 MeV en-2sec-1  from Equation 10.18. The 

•primary x-ray flux is therefore only several photonsien2see. Since the 

atapepheric alternation is of the order of 10-3  and the counter efficiency 

of the order of 10-2 , the flux of 1 MeV electrons required for the 

riometer absccpUml would not produce a detectable increase in the geiger 

• counting rate. Upper limits to the electron flux required to account for 

a counting rate increase of 50 sec-1 , calculated from Equation 10.23 are 

1.0.104cm-2sec-1  at 10 MQV and 2•3•108  at 1 MeV. These values are 

respectively 30 tipee and 10 5  times the narirazza allowable prinary 

intensity deduced Prom the absorption observations. NC may therefore 

confidently reject the hypothesis of vide-spread electron dumping since 

the electron fluxes required to produce the counting rate increase would 

produce absorption far in excess of that actually observed at either 4.7 

or 30 Me/S. Using the sane argument we ray alao reject neutron decay 

-0 particles as a source of the increase. 

The observation that all 4.7 Mc/S narrow beam antennas recorded 

about 6db absorption, independently of their inclination to the zenith 

(10°M, 5°E, 5°S„ 100S), aufgeeto that the ionization covered an area of 

the order of at least several hundred square kilozetresat D layer heights. 

The aztiller absorption recorded by the vide beam 4.7 Mc/S rioueter suggests 

that the excess ionization was smaller outside this zenith centred area. 



The balloon was lesa than 50 km east of Hobart at the tine of 

the obeerv,tioas so that it is unlikely that prolonged electron dumping 

could occur above the balloon without causing large ionospheric absorption 

above Hobart although the icoseibility of localised electron dumping 

cannot be entirely excluded by the meaeurczasts. The loceliced dumping 

of a sufficient flux of electrons to the east of the balloon night 

conceivably produce an x-rsy flux at the balloon adequate to account for 

the observed increase. 

Keen ,y and Uillard (1963) predict the pronpt neutron decay 0 

flux from the Starfish explosion to have been about lecni 2sec-1  over 

Tasnania. From Figure 10.6(a) it is seen that this flux (taking E Ts' 

350 KeV) would produce about 5db of absorption at 4.5 Mc/6 if directed 

vertically. Although the effect of rration about the inclined field 

lines (20° to the zenith) has not been considered in this and other 

absorption calculations in this section, it appears likely that a major 

part of the observed absorption originated in the ionization produced by 

the electrons from the decay of fast neutrons. 

10.6 	GAKMA AADIATIOE EESFOESE OP THE GEIGER 00UHTER ADD  
RIOMETER TO GAMMA RAYS  

The efficiency of the counter to Gamma rays is smell s  of the 

order of 1% (Section 10.2). Nevertheleee its response, relative to 

that of a rioneter, to a flux of gaEma rays is considerably greater than 

for the ease just considered, that of an electron flux. This is so 

because of the relatively , snail energy loss in sir and long roan free 

path of germs rays with energy above a few tens of NeV. 

SO. 



The atmospheric attenuation of photons was discussed in the 

previous section. The minimum attenuation of the narrou be flux occurs 

for a monodirectional (parallel) source and is just e -lam• Por a 

point isotropic source above the atansphere at altitude 12 5  eritting 

11(v) photons of energy v per second, the countin/ rate at depth (n) is 
• • n(v).W(v).A Ii(e(v).x sec0).e-U(v) .x see) 

10.24 n 	• 	
(ho-hp)2sec2e 

where hp  is the altitude of tie detector, 0 the zenith angle of the 

source. 

For an infinite plane isotropic source, of activity U(v)cm7 2  

e(v).11(v).A  
B(s(v).x).eo(u(v).x). 	••• 10.25 2 

These expressions overestimate the counting rate, particularly at large 

depths where the scattered flux of lower energy photons predominates 

over the direct flux. 

The intensity of the flux at great depths (x>>1) due to a 

monodirectional source is proportional to e" (v) *x.x4(v)  (Fano, 1953) 

providing the priscary photon energy is less than the energy at uhich the 

narrou beam absorption coefficient attains :its minimum value. This 

provision is satisfied in the prese,t ewe. The quantity K(v) may be 

adjusted for various source geometries. 

At great depths the unscattered flux is much less than that 

of the secondary flux. The energy of the scattered photons becomes 

independent of x if x is large and the mean photon energy is degraded 

to an energy close to that at which photoelectric absorption predominates 

over Compton scattering. In air or water the photon energy spectrum at 

large depths therefore peaks at an energy of about 50 Key. At this 



energy the counter response io due to photoelectric absorption in the 

counter unll. The photen efficiency in then approximately 

Gni-n-1  radiation, frnm the debris of the 3tarfish explosion or 

from the nuclear interactione of ptotono or neutrons utopping in the 

atronphere, is a posoiblo canoe of the radiation burst. Proton inter-

action x-rayo of eufficient intonoity would, however, imply a primary 

flux of protonn with merry belou 3E0 Nelf well in encoss of that allowed 

by the rioneter observationo (Section 10.4; ahavsar s  1962i, Hofnann and 

Winckler, 1962). 

The ionoopheric absorption produced by fission-gamma rayn has 

been enamined by Latter and Le Levier (1963). Using thane rennits it 

is found that the nun of 0.7 NeV gamma rays required for the radiation 

burst (of the order.  of 105cm72sec-1 ) would produce less than 0,05 db 

absorption at 30 Me/S and, from Figure 10.3, less than about 1 db at 

4.7 Lie/S. At higher energies the absorption may be expected to increase 

approximately linearly with energy while the counting rate will increase 

at a more rapid rate because of the rapid decrease in n(v)x, The 

response of the counter relative to the riometer therefore initially 

increases with energy above 0.7 MeV. At lower energies, before photo-

electric absorption predominates, the geiger counter rosponne continues 

to fall relative to the rioter an the energy decreases. We conclude 

that monoenergetic gamma rayn with energies in the range from several 

hundred keV to at least 10 :/eV could produce the radiation burst without 

causing cosmic noise absorption in encens of that observed. 



10.7 	T3I3 MAGVETIC 0BSMVATI0L3  

In the precedinz sectionn the responees of the balloon 'borne 

gaiger counter, the Mr.Uellinston neeetron canitor and the coomie radio 

noiee monitor° to ionizin„-e radiction have been analysed. The analyeis, 

though oubject to varione uncerteinties, ehoved that the radiation 

detected by the geiger counter prnduced coneiderably lighter ionmeheric 

absorption than would be expected from an electron, or low energy proton, 

dumping event. It unn concluded, however, that the observations do 

not exclude either gar= reys with energiee of the order of 1 MeV or 

protone with an energy spectrum intermediate between that of galactic 

and solar protons. In this section we briefly consider the eagnetie 

observations. 

The Hobart mngnetograph (Section 9.3) recorded email 

fluctuations in the amplitudes of the magnetic field components which 

persisted for approximately the duration of the riometer absorption and 

the gager counter enhancement. As already noted in Section 9.3, the 

total field unn depressed during the first minute of burst A and the 

horizontal field vector moved to the west. The field then increased 

and the horizontal field component variations reached a maximum of two 

to three times the amplitude of the Bq variation. The meenitude of 

the vertical component during the eecond phase of the west (after 

60 pee) lOy„ considerably greater than twice the 3q variation 

( 2y). This observation ouggests that the ionisation following burst 

A which apparently produced the persistent riometer absorption and 
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maenetie field eshencement o  wars leco intense to the aouth of Teerenia 

than to the north. Thie is in general agreement with the hypothesis of 

a neutron decay -k source for the ionisation. The initial phase of the 

magnotic event is core coeplex. Although'it is poesible to otate that 

the approach and pasnage of geomagnetically trapped particles from the 

east would be compatible with the observations. This interpretation has 

been suggested by Pisharoty (1962) to account for the bay-like depressions 

in the surface magnetic field in South India which occurred several 

minutes after the detonation. 

The bays, of maximum aeplituee - 40y in i at near equatorial 

stations, lasted 12 minutes 	The Laeimum depressions occurred at 2 and 

3.3 miauteo after the detoaation° Pisharoty suggested that these were 

produced by a westward drift of positively charced ions generated by the 

explosion and trapped on the reeenetie field onell (L a 1.2) upon which 

the detonation tonee place. Prom the longitude difference between 

Johnston Island and the observing stations, it was concluded that protons 

with enereiee of 5.5 and 3 MeV would account for the tine delays to the 

two field depressions. A email error wee cede in this calculation and 

it appears that better estimates of the energies per unit charge are 4.1 

and 6.7 UeV/Z, (from Equation 2.27). 

An error also occurred in the conputation of the diamagnetic 

effect of the trapped ions, these being asnueed to constitute a 

infinite current current sheet. Pisharotyle estimate of the total number (N) 

of trapped particles that cross 80°E longitude in a 30°  band of latitude 



centred on the magnetic equator must, on thie aucumption, be raised by 

a factor 02 ton to give U 0 3.10 5/Z. This umber (for Z 1) is of 

the order of 103 of the total latIMIK:Y of light nuclei produced in a 1 

megatellefusion explosion. 

Other equatorial ebeervatione (Glover, 1963; Caseverdo ot al., 

1963) shou that large depreusione in the horizontal field occurred at 

lon/itudee up to 2070  wcot of Johnston loland. Smiler enhancements 

occurred to the GaA s  Huancayo (90°E) recording an increase in H of 

10y. These ol'eervatione were interpreted by Casaverde et al. as an 

enhancement of the equatorial eloctrojet current. It is certain, 

however, that the source of the equatorial cagnetic field depression 

ropoRated to the west with au apparent angular speed between O. and 

0.8 42/second. The time of the maxiAum field depreepion in the 

Philip nee (H + 90 sec) is in good agreement with the angvderdeitd 

rate deduced fron the South India observations. Depressions at 

longitudes greater than 207° west of Johnston Island might be explained 

by the precipitation of the trapped particles in the region of the South 

Atlantic anomaly (230°W of J.I.) if the hypothesis of Pisharoty were 

accepted. 

The above discussion ie included as nn introduction to an 

interpretation of the Hobart radiation buret in term° of westward 

drifting, magnetically trapped, charged particles. Trapping of electrons 

from the Starfish explosion in the vicinity of the shell, L 0 1.2 was 
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expected, (e.g. Singer, 1962) and established by satellite observations 

(e.g. Van Allen et al., 1963; Maiermid et al., 1963). Pisharotes 

hypothesis therefore appears reaeonable in the light of known feljection 

mechanic= and is indirectly eupported by observation. The mode and 

spatial extent of the injection of charged particles at higher altitudes 

is not clear bovever, 

The value of the ragnetic shell parameter appropriate to 

Hobart io L = cos -2 2Ls  (Sauer, opocit.„ Section 2.5). Taking A s  = 54.5o 

(Quenby and Webber, op.cit.„ Section 7.5), we find L = 2.95. Although 

the cosmic ray opectrun reseurements (Section 7.5) ouggest a somewhat 

lower s'equivalent dipole" latitude, we take L 0 3 to define the line 

of force through Hobart. If buret A were due to west drifting 

particles injected at L = 3 above Johnoton Island, Equation 2027 may 

be used to compute their energy per unit charge° Taking the time delay 

to the onset ( 15 seconde) ancl the longitude interval of 45 °  we find 

HIz 23  3.8 MeV per unit charge. The peak intensity of the burst occurred 

at H * 45 seconds 0 Particles mirrored over Hobart at this time would 

therefore have the energy of 1.3 NeV per unit charge if injected at L = 3 

at the tim; of the explosion. These values are close to thoee required 

to account for the equatorial magnetic field changes, The exictence of 

two depressions in the horizontal field observed by Pinharoty suggests a 

doubly peaked distribution in the kinetic energy per unit charge of the 

trapped particles alopumad responsible for the magnetic effects. 



The initicl kinetic eneegy of the fission predecto of uranium 

averaceo (Price, , 1950) I1 and 65 e/eV for the °neat" and "inlve fragments 

respectively. since the initial mean charges are respectively +20 and 

4,22 0  the distribatioa in enerey per unit charge may be expected to peak 

in the vicinity of 3/z  e 40;35 and 2.95 HeV per unit charge. 

Since the longitudinal drift rate of non-relativistic particles 

depende linearly on their kinetic energy per unit charge (Section 2.3), 

the temporal distribution in the number of simultaneously injected trapped 

particles obeeeved on a particular magnetic shell keflects their 

distribution in 3/z . It is possible therefore that the Indian magnetic 

observations might be explained on the basis of the vestvard deift of 

positively charged fission fragments. Thus, although the energies per 

unit charge required to explan the tine delays are about 1415 above 

those expected for fispion products at the beginning of their range, the 

ratio of the time delays to the tam field depressions (1.65) is very nearly 

equal to the ratio (1.64) of the estimated mean energies per unit charge 

of the light cad heavy fission fragment groups. A total number of about 

3.1026 1.5.1025  (5% of the number produced in a 1.4 Megaton yield fission 
20 

enplosion) vould then be needed to account for the magnitude and duration 

of the equatorial magnetic effects. If fission prodacto were injected 

at L 3, the Hobart radiation burst might also be explained since the 

fission products are gamma active, emitting, on the average s  0.7 t-1 ' 2  

photons of mean energy 0.7 MeV per second per fission product here 

t(>1) is the time in seconds after the fission (went (Latter and Lelevier, 

5 7 
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1963; Goldatein s  1957; Nothari s  1955). Lefore examining tax 

interpretation further s  ue diecuss the magnetic micropuloatione observed 

at Hobart in relation to the radiation buret. 

Micro uloations during Buret A 

The microeulcations record men diccussed in Section 9.20 A 

time asoociation was noted betyeen the onset endceosati a of the 16 oecond 

quasi sinusoidal micropuleations and burst A. A Chree asslysio vas 

made of the counting rate during buret km This showed (Pigure 1004) 

an apparent Leerio,lieity in the counting rate maim during this period of 

7 — 8 oeconds. No periodicity Yee evident prior to the event. 

Since the period of rocnrroace was found to be just !elf the 

micropeloationo period it eat) decided to carry out an autocorrelation 

and power opectrum analysis to confirm the pericdicity. The results of 

thie analysio are preoented in riceareo 10.5 and 10.6. The short 

duration of the event limits the reliebility of the epectral estimate 

particularly for the longer periodo s  but the precence of the strong peak 

in the opectral density at 7 lap (8 secondo) and to a =slier eatent at 

16 occondo is moot noticeable. A eecond Chree analyeis was then 

performed on the radiation record. The zero epochs yore taken to be 

the zero corsoing tines of the micropuloations record ( dZ 0)0 The 
dt 

time of magima were not chosen because of the distortion of the chart 

record es the inetrunent arprocched octuration. Thio analycio ohowed 

(Figurc.10.6) a clear to dency for the radiation intencity mama to 

occur 4 seconds before and after the nero croocing.tiree s  that is at the 
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tiro of maximum rate of ehange of the vortical field component. It 

was therefore concluded from the statistical analyses that es definite 

association exieted between the na3netio and radiation phenol:one. The 

preeence of a periodicity in the radiation intensity at twice the micro-

puleations frequency and the existence of a coneietent phase difference 

between the intensity and magnetic fluctuations strokely sucgoets 

magnetospheric origin of the radiation. 

1008 	TH-. 1 HOBART RADIATIOJ BURST : PO3SI3LE INTERPRETATIOAS 

In the previous section e of this dhapter a nuaber of possible 

origineof the radiation buret were examined. The nagnetic D  ionospheric 

and radiation measureuents at Uobert were coneidered jointly 	an 

atteept to determine the nature of the radiation responsible for burst A. 

It was concluded that the meet lil&ely cause of the increase uas the 

influx of galena raye or protons over Hobart. The discussion of the 

last section euggeeted the possibility of trapped particles as the eource 

of the increase. The association demonstrated between the nicropulsations 

and radiation events strngthens this hypothoeie. It was euzgested that 

the westward drift of radio active debris, injected at high altitudes 

over Johnston =and, might account for the Uobart burst. 

The presence of artificially injected 0 particles) at high 

altitudes (L as high as 5) following the explosion is confirEed by the 

data from satellites Ariel (Durney et al." 1962 0  1964) and Telatar (Brown 

and Gabbe, 1963). Talstar observed a decrease of several orders of 
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magnitude in the electron inteneto in tao oetotios 2.5 < < 3.5 in the 

four con,he following the emplosion. Thief /atter reoult 03Y;CAO the 

loos of °Iitarfia0 electrons froa this region, elnough this interpretation 

has been disputed (Van Allen ot al., 1963). It 000E0 clear 6ouovor that 

widespread injection of a perticlee did in fact take placo. Aneuming 

thee to be ficsiocp.docoy particles re therefore Lave indirect evidence 

for the precerco of ficoion produete on the nagnotic cholla peeing through 

Tasosnia. The Doeoiblo mchnniers of injection at hiola altittrIza have 

been oranine0 ty Colgate (1963), who sutmeste that neutralioed fission 

produotn uould provide the mnin source of 5 particles at L 1.3. 

Tbia =charism ia inadequate to occourt for the Hobart burst L3CSMSO of 

the oxceorive time required for the tnchared produets to roh 

sufficiently hi p11 altitudes to be ooaorvod over Hobart. 

As already oentioued, cac.411ite Ariol obeerved a radiation 

increase at the tire of the Hobert increase. If the Eobart and Ariel 

burst° bod a comon origin uc may cotte use of the Ariel date to elucidate 

the couce of the Hobart event. Downey et al0 (1963) used the relative 

reoronees of the chielded goieer coonter and Cerce4ov counter en board 

Ariel to sn indication of the Moo of radiation rosponcible for the 

evont. It was concludoO froo thie and other characteristics of the 

event that naturally trapped electrorn uere reoponsible for tho iacrease. 

It wee ['hour in Section 1105 that electron durving„ az tread he expected 

on rurnoY eo hoTotheeie„ Ae not a likely cauze of the Uebort increase. If 

the conclusions of SoetioE) 1005 and the hootheeia of a comozn origin for 



the Ariel and Hobart burete are accepted, we may enquire whether the 

Gamma activity of fission products might explain both events. 

The emission of delayed sama rays frmn the radio active 

•plasma formed above the detonation was considered by Durney at al. as a 

possible cause of the Arid l burst. These authors found that 10% of the 

fission product° formed would be required above the Anal horizon at 

H * 20 seconds in order to account for the increase. It was also 

pointed out the Hobart increase would have been delayed by about 60 

seconds, and not 15 seconds as observed, if both events were due to the 

gamma activity of a plasma bubble ribiag above Johnston Island. In 

addition it may be shown, using the results of Section 10.6, that the 

gamma activity of the bomb plasma would be insufficient to produce a 

detectable geiger counter increase at Hobart (8000 Isla distant) even if 

the atmospheric mass thickness were only 80 shml, the residual stopping 

power in the vertical direction. 

The gamma ray hypothesis could be retained however if the 

fission products were able to reach the L 0 3 shell in the charged 

state with energies per unit charge of the order of 1 Man (Section 10.7) 

and drift longitudinally towards the vest. If the debris precipitated 

at 90 km (the minimum altitude for fission product deposition) above 
-3 

Hobart, equations 10.24 and 10.25, show that about 1021  fragments (3.10 

of the total number of fragments produced in a 1 KT explosion) would 

be required to account for the vegaitude and duration of burst A. The 

mirror period of fincion products having their initial velocities 



(v1 109cm see') would be about 10 seconds at L 111 3 (Equation 2:33). 

Thin period is of the cane order as the magnetic and radiation periodicities 

and suggests the likelihood of a resonant interaction (Drat, 1961; 

Dungey,1962) between the trapped particles and the hydromagnetic 

disturbance evidenced by the nicropulsations record. 
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APPEMIX 1  

The counting rate df a counter telescope is, from Equation 4.12, 

A cs 	I(0,#).A(0 40.dA 	• ..A 

where •e is the efficiency of the telescope. The efficiency,L 

C n %avec, assumed to be independent of the direction (0,4) of the 

particle arriving from within solid angle (E) is considered here to take 

into account the following sources of count loss: 

(a) Insensitive area of counter trays. 

(b) The finite probability that a particle which enters the 

sensitive volume of a counting tube will fail to 

initiate a discharge due to the statistical nature of 

the ionization process. 

(a ) 

	

The finite probability that a particle arriving at the 

counter at time (t) will not be detected owing to the 

prior initiation of a discharge at time (t T
r
) where 

Ti is the resolving time of the counting system. 

(a) 
	

If, in the calculation of geometric factor, the dimensions of 

the sensitive area are used, then (a) introduces no count loss. This 

calculation presents no difficulty if each tray of the telescope consists 

of a single counter. In the case of telescope A, however, the nominal 

tray area was 360 cm2 , 14; of which was contributed by the walls of the 

three counters. Since three trays were used in the telescope, its 

efficiency ea  sa (0.86) 3  = 0.64. This is an underestimate of the 

efficiency since particles which travel in the direction of the telescope 
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axis and pass through the insensitive regions of one tray will necessarily 

traverse the sane regions of the remaining trays. The geometric factor 

of telescope A was in fact deduced by comparing its counting rate in 

the laboratory with that of a number of accurately dimensioned single 

counter-tray telescopes. 

(b) The reduction in telescope efficiency due to this cause was 

calculated to be less than 0.5% and was therefore neglected. 

(c) The major source of count loss was due to the "dead time of 

the individual counters. 

If the counting rate is 60, the rate of occurrence of ionizing 

events, (Appendix 2) 

Ai  m ;oil - oTr 	 •.. A 1.2 

Suppose a fraction f1 ,213 	al.2.3 of these events is due to particles 

capable of producing genuine 3-fold coincidences. '1  23 would then 

be the telescope counting rate providing the efficiency (z) in A 1.1 

were unity and if accidental coincidence were absent. If f10,31<1, 

and if the ionizing events in any one counter are independent of those in 

any other, the resolving time efficiency of the telescope, 

6c a (1  - Aoir) 	 .•• A 1•33  

This expression was used by Bich' et a1.(1948). The assumption that 

the counter backgrounds are independent is not valid, however, and A 1.3 

overestimates the resolving time counting loss. 

Consider a test particle passing through all three trays. 

A 
The probability of detection in the first tray is just 	= (1 - Ai 



If the particle triggered tray one then it Twill also trigger tray two 

unless this tray has been rendered inoperative by the prior passage of a 

competing particle. This competing particle cannot have triggered tray 

one, since, if it had, the test particle would not have been detected by 

tray one. The probability of tray two detection of the (tray one detected) 

test particle.ie therefore 1.- (A0  k•2)Tr. At tray three the particle 

competes for detection with particles that have trigeered neither Aray 

one nor tray two. The probability of tray three detection ia then 

1  "1 (110 111.2.3-  12.3.T)Te 	3-fold resolving time efficiency is thus 
•••■■■■•■•••■■•• 	 11111•11•11111111111011. 	 

 1.2.3 	Aer)(1 » fio-fil,2 tr)(1.- L„-A1.2.3-A2.3.TTr) c  
. 

N(1 • AoTr)(1 • A0 ..Alo2Trgi  - no - A2.3Tr) A 1.4 

The total tray rate may be deduced from single counter Observations. The 

two-fold coincidence rates, 

from the telescope geometry and the observed three-fold rate, the 

Eqeation A 1.4 was used in calculating the efficiency of the three and 

four counter telescopes. The neximum resolving time loss for these 

telescope° was of the order of 105. 

Correction to the observed counting rates was also necessary 

because of the contribution of "accidental” three-fold coincidences to 

the observed rate. The accidental rate, 

1.2.3 A 401.2:3° A0 ) "c 

1;  12 Al omnotc 	A 1.5 

for equispaced trays having the same counting rates (4) connected to a 

coincidence circuit of resolving time, ec . The fraction of the observed 

;la  and A2,3  may be approximately calculated 

< 
rate due to chance coincidences, 12A0e0  al 0.05 for telescope A at Mildura 
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APPENDIX 2  

Equation A 1.2 used in Appendix 1 and Section 5.3 has been 

rigorously derived by Blackman and Michiels (1948). In an alternative 

derivation of the same equation (Price, 1958; Curran and Craggs, 19)9) 

the recording system is considered to be inoperative for a period T r  

following each recorded pulse. If the mean recorded rate is A o , the 

recorder is consequently off for a fraction AoTr  of the recording period 

and a number Ai(Aer) of input pulses go unregistered in each second. 

Since Ai . ao  Ai(1.10Tr) the efficiency is then 

Ao 
" 	AoTr 	A 2.1 

di 

The maximum recorded rate, A0(ax) 1/Tr. Equation A 2.1 correctly 

gives the counting efficiency only if the resolving time is independent 

of the input pulse rate. If the system is such that the arrival of an 

input pulse during the inoperative period extends this period, without 

however giving rise to an output signal, the recorded rate Ao  goes to 

zero as the input rate (di) increases indefinitely. The efficiency is 

then (Price, 1958), 

IL= e'AiTr 

1 
For input rates .  11.4<--

' 
 the same values of efficiencies 

1  Tr  

are given by A 2.1 and A 2.2. If AiTr. t 1, A 2.2 is applicable to 

geiger counter efficiency. At lower rates A 2.1 is Lore accurate and 

was used in the efficiency calculations. A recording system with 

counting efficiency given by A 2.1 is termed a TYpe II recorder. A 
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monostable multivibrator with period (T) followed by a recording device 

with resolving time Tr<< T (Section 5.3) constitutes a type II system 

Type I systems with efficiency given by A 2.2 include pulse handling 

systems with limiting high frequency response. 

The input rates have been assumed to be randomly distributed 

with mean value Ao . If the rate is scaled by a factor n prior to 

Type II recording, the efficiency (Blackman and Michiels, 1948) is given 

by 
n 	• 

T  (nit) 	11•T 
• 	1 << 
- 

A 2.3 

where I is the recorder resolving time. 
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APPEND= 3  

The omnidirectional particle intensity per unit sphere (JO, 

defined (Montgomery, 194a) by Zhe relation, 

4"la 	40,0ti2aa 

2a 
11 1 j( J(00)sineded#de 
o o 

A 4.1 

is the number of particles per second incident upgu the sphere of unit 

projectockarea. J(8,#) is the unidirectional particle intennity defined in 

Section 4.3. 

The counting rate of a syLcrical detector of radius r and unit 

efficiency is thus 

u 	sr2Je  44111P A 4.2 

If J(0,¢) = J0  is isotropic over soiid nnalu 
0 

Co  =2rJ sia0a0 

and zero outnide 00, 

A m 2w30.sr2(1 

= 00(00).Jo  
do  

uhere Go(00) = 271y A(0).s1n0d0 	 A 4.3 

is the geometrih factor for a flux isotropic over ge 

For the sphere, Go(00) = 2 22 C1 - 

A cylindrical counter of length 2 and radius a with axis in 

the vertical directien (0 = 0) has a geometric factor, 



/6q. 
2s 00  

G3°0 t f f ft(fi %.) iOdd 
0 0 

0o 2jr (wa2cos0 2Za 3in3)sined0 
0 

T2a2 i 2 n 0o 
val(20 — sin 20

o
) A 4.5 

In r spherically or henispherically isotropic field the counting 

rate is independent of orientation and is given by 

A(40 m j000(1) 

m 2v2a1(1 • a/0.70  

and a(2v) a J000(v/2),10 	 A 4.6 

12a1(1 a/Z)J1  

We note Go(a) .ors (Spherical Isotropy) 

and G0(v/2) =NO (hemispherical Isotrophy) 	A 44 

for both spherical ana cylinarical cietectora uliere S is the area of the 

surface bounding the counting volume. ior tLe omnioirectional aetector, 

(sphere) G0(00) 214 3 A 4.8 

This is approximately true for the cyliaiier. 	'we may define an effective 

projected area Go  for the cylinder such that 

a = JoGo  
For a spherically isotropic flux, 

30 • • 
J, 4uJo  

therefore 
	

Gi 	Go(1) 
a s 

4 

Mantes and Winckler (1960) erroneously take Go a S (see Section 8.4) 
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For a hemispherically isotropic flux, 

Jo  = 2wJ0  

Go  = 8/4 also. 

For the sphere, 

Go  0 7 for all J. = %To 
	 A 4.9 

but for the vertical cylinder, 

Go (00 ) = G0(e0)  wa2sin26 + waL(200 - sin200  

2(1 — cos()) 

The counting rates of a spherical and cylindrical detector 

are the same for a spherical or hemispherical isotropic flux if the 

radius of the sphere, 

r zy[ te(1 	 sAo A 4.10 

If the flux is not isotropic but depends only on 0, the counting rate 

is 

7(1=2w fA(0,4)..1(9).sined0 
	

A 4.11 
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